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ABSTRACT

Similarity, Structure and Spaces: Representation of Part-Whole Relations in
Conceptual Spaces

One of main remaining challenges in Artificial Intelligence is how to make intelli-
gent systems to ground high-level abstractions in reality. At least part of this problem
comes down to the question of what representation framework is best suited in a way
that facilitates object recognition. Animal cognition, particularly in humans, can give
a clue of how such representation framework looks like. Studies on the cognition of
object recognition suggests that representation in cognition incorporates similarity and
holistic-structural (i.e. whole-part) information about concepts. We hold the view that
computer systems dealing with part-whole relations should be able to represent similarity
and holistic-structural information. However, there exists no representation framework
that allows such information to be represented in an integrated way. This thesis proposes
a concept representation framework for representing information about similarity between
part-whole structures. We base our proposal on the theory of conceptual spaces, which
are mathematical spaces where regions and points represent concepts and objects respec-
tively, such that their distance denotes their similarity. In our proposal, parts and wholes
are represented in distinct conceptual spaces called holistic and structure spaces. Holistic
spaces allow for systematic similarity judgements between wholes. On the other hand,
structure spaces allow for systematic similarity judgement between structures of parts.
A point in the structure space denotes a particular part structure; regions in the space
represent different general types of part structures. By redefining conceptual spaces as a
product of holistic and structure spaces, our goal is to allow one to represent similarity
information between different wholes, taking into consideration the similarity between
shared parts and their configurations. This thesis has three main contributions: a gen-
eral theory about holistic and structure spaces; a formulation of the theory founded on
products of metric spaces; and a generic algorithm for object recognition implementing
holistic-structural processing.

Keywords: Part-whole relations, conceptual spaces, similarity, concept representation.





RESUMO

Similaridade, Estruturas e Espaços: Representação de Relações de Parte-todo em
Espaços Conceituais

Um dos principais desafios remanescentes em Inteligência Artificial é como fazer sis-
temas inteligentes ancorar abstrações de alto nível na realidade. Pelo menos parte do
problema vai em direção da questão de qual arcabouço de representação é mais apro-
priado de maneira que facilite o reconhecimento de objetos. A cognição em animais,
particularmente em humanos, pode dar pistas de como tal arcabouço de representação
se parece. Estudos na cognição do reconhecimento de objetos sugere que o problema
da representação na cognição incorpora informações a respeito de similaridade e infor-
mação holística-estrutural (i.e. todo-parte) a respeito de conceitos. Temos a visão de
que sistemas computacionais que lidam com relações de todo-parte deveriam representar
informações holístico-estruturais e similaridade. No entanto, não existe arcabouço de re-
presentação que permite tais informações serem representadas de forma integrada. Esta
tese propõe um arcabouço de representação de informação de similaridade entre estru-
turas de todo-parte. Nossa proposta é baseada na teoria dos espaços conceituais. Estes
são espaços matemáticos onde regiões e pontos representam conceitos e objetos respec-
tivamente, tal que a distância entre estas entidades denota a sua similaridade. Na nossa
proposta, todos e partes são representados em espaços conceituais distintos, chamados es-
paços holísticos e estruturais. Espaços holísticos permitem o julgamento de similaridade
sistemático entre todos. Por outro lado, espaços estruturais permitem o julgamento de
similaridade sistemático entre estrutura de partes. Um ponto em um espaço estrutural de-
nota uma estrutura particular de partes; regiões neste espaço representam diferentes tipos
de estruturas de parte. Através da redefinição de espaços conceituais como um produto de
espaços holísticos e estruturais, nosso objetivo é permitir a representação de informações
de similaridade entre diferentes todos, levando em consideração a similaridade entre par-
tes compartilhadas e suas configurações. Esta tese tem três contribuições principais: uma
teoria geral sobre espaços holísticos e estruturais; uma formalização da teoria fundada em
produto de espaços métricos; e um algoritmo genérico para reconhecimento de objetos,
implementando processamento holístico-estrutural.

Palavras-chave: relações de parte-todo, espaços conceituais, similaridade, representação
de conceitos.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This is a theoretical thesis about concept representation for computer systems. We aim
at investigating what requirements similarity and holistic-structural processing in visual
cognition impose on concept representation frameworks for visual object recognition by
computers. The following sections we introduce its background, motivation, objectives
and scope.

1.1 Background

We regard humans and some other animals as intelligent beings for their capability
of perceiving, thinking and acting onto the world. In particular, humans seem to be ca-
pable of processing the stream of unstructured information incoming from their senses
into impressive structures that can be later used in their advantage for survival. This pro-
cess involves a series of mechanisms that characterize how human mind works, including
recognition, memory, reasoning, language, planning, etc. An interesting issue that per-
meates all these mechanisms is how such those impressive structures are organized.

Since the early ages of civilization, humans have been trying to build intelligent ma-
chines. Machines that can perceive, think and act in the world in the very same way
humans and other animals do – at least on a functional level. The importance of having
such machines is unquestionable, as they could replace humans in tasks at which humans
are not so good. Computers also employ mechanisms for representing information from
the outside world. Presumably, there are differences and similarities in how humans and
computers represent information. There are obvious differences in relation to the sub-
strate where these processes occur; i.e. biological versus electronic. More similarities can
be found in a functional level. Humans seem to abstract information in form of concepts,
that is, structures generalizing sets of co-occurring patterns, or objects1. The real nature
of such mental structures is still open for debate (BARSALOU, 2010; PITT, 2013). Con-
cepts are grounded in reality by means of a multitude of cognitive processes, such as ac-
tion and perception processes (BARSALOU, 2008). We hold the position that recognition

1In this thesis, we use the term “object” as a synonym of instance or individual of a given concept.
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plays a role in grounding though perception. Recognition is a process that can recognize
the objects and concepts in perceived stimuli, effectively grounding them. In many ways,
computers and other computational systems seem to have gone in a similar path. Algo-
rithms process information represented in some way, such as data structures or databases,
producing actions upon the world. The representations must reflect the perceived world
structure in order to allow algorithms to be effective.

There are two main categories of frameworks for concept representation in comput-
ers. Concept representation can be based on associationist approaches, such as artificial

neural networks (ALN). These techniques can aggregate representation, mechanism and
grounding in the same structure, not needing the use symbols. They can associate re-
current perceptual patterns directly to output tokens denoting concepts and objects, ef-
fectively representing these entities. However, associationist approaches typically have
problems to produce more elaborate abstractions, which are common in high-level hu-
man cognition. On the other hand, concept representation in computers can also be based
on symbols systems. These systems are usually founded on logic or mathematical for-
malisms. Symbols carry low semantic content in themselves; their meaning is, by defi-
nition, ascribed by some sort of convention (GÄRDENFORS, 2000), defined outside the
system. They must be ultimately grounded in reality to have meaning. This aspect is sum-
marized by Harnad (1990) as the symbol grounding problem. It states that the meaning of
a system of symbols cannot be fully defined in terms of a second system of symbols with-
out incurring in an infinite regression. Ultimately, symbols must be grounded in a system
that is not symbolic in nature. Evidently, the associationist and symbolic frameworks cat-
egories complement each other in their strengths and weaknesses. Not surprisingly, there
are many computer systems that try to combine associationist (including signal process-
ing algorithms) and symbolic approaches in order to implement full cognitive systems
(FIORINI; ABEL, 2010, for a review on vision systems)

However, associationist and symbolic approaches do not capture the whole palette of
features involved in representation. This problem is reflected in a common issue in hybrid
computer systems. There is a semantic gap between symbolic representations and the
output of low-level processing of perceptual stimuli (usually, resulting from connectionist
or signal processing approaches). It is usually referred as a gap between stimuli informa-
tion and the interpretation of this stimuli (cf SMEULDERS et al., 2000), which translates
to a gap between high-level and low-level representation structures (Figure 1.1). This gap
must be somehow bridged in order to allow computers to generalize perceptual patterns
into symbols in a smooth way. The bridge over the semantic gap has the role of mapping
patterns of sensorial input into the symbol that takes the place of these patterns, represent-
ing them. This thesis is motivated by the need to construct such semantic bridge. More
specifically, we are interested in the features of the information represented by this bridge
not contemplated by other representation frameworks.
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Figure 1.1 – Relation between types of representation frameworks and representation levels.

Symbolic Level

Conceptual Level

Subconceptual Level

Symbol-based frameworks

Conceptual spaces 

Associationist frameworks
Data processing functions

Semantic gap

Source: the authors.

The ways in which humans bridge the gap between linguistic constructions and motor-
perceptual information can give us some clues about how it might work in computers. In
particular, we are interested in how the cognition of object recognition helps in building

the semantic bridge. Before that, however, there is a paradigmatic issue whether it is
possible to use theories about human (or animal) cognition as inspiration for constructing
intelligent machines. A common assumption in Artificial Intelligence is that, in order
to build such machines, we should understand and reproduce the mechanisms of human
intelligence. This thesis commit to this view.

At a cognitive level, some mechanisms are known to be involved in the object recog-
nition, such as segmentation, memory, representation and so on. These mechanisms affect
how cognition represents information. An important mechanism is similarity. Whilst it
has been subject of debate throughout the years, some authors linked similarity to the core
of concept formation in cognition (GOLDSTONE, 1994, for a discussion). The idea is
that humans (and many animals) group together stimuli that look similar: a dalmata is
seen as a dog because it is more similar to other dogs than to horses or airplanes. Rosch
(1978) proposed that humans categorize stimuli essentially by measuring their similarity
to concept prototypes. Prototypes are objects that are typical to a given concept. For in-
stance, robins are examples of prototypes to the category of birds, contrasting to penguins.

Similarity is the main construct of some frameworks for concept representation in
cognition, especially in a class usually referred to as geometrical frameworks (SHEP-
ARD, 1987; GÄRDENFORS, 2000). In general, objects are represented in some sort of
feature space, where dimensions describe features that serve as criteria to compare ob-
jects. Concepts are entities in such spaces. Such frameworks distinguish themselves from
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symbolic and associationist approaches. They are not symbolic, mainly because they do
embed some of topological structure of reality. They are also not associative in the sense
that they do impose some internal structure in how objects are categorized; i.e. they are
not simply associations of inputs to outputs.

In particular, we adopt the Theory of Conceptual Spaces, proposed by (GÄRDEN-
FORS, 2000). It defines concepts as regions and sets of convex regions in a mathemat-
ical space. In such spaces is possible to talk about similarity, prototypes and cognitive
processes such as categorization, inductions and metaphors. One of its main features is
that it acknowledges the existence of symbolic and associationist frameworks. They are
included in what Gärdenfors calls symbolic and subconceptual levels to representation,
respectively (Figure 1.1). We also include signal processing algorithms in the subconcep-
tual level, for they also associate certain signal patterns to outputs. Gärdenfors argues for
conceptual spaces to be the bridge between the symbolic and subconceptual levels, form-
ing the conceptual level. Given this particular feature, conceptual spaces are particularly
attractive to serve as a background theory for cognitive computer system. For instance,
Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (1997) propose conceptual spaces to ground the meaning of
logical formulas to perceptual stimuli in a computer vision application. However, con-
ceptual spaces miss some important aspects of cognition.

Another aspect of object recognition is related to how cognition segment the world to
categorize it. That is the difference between what we call parts and wholes. According
to Palmer (1977), there is no formal difference between parts and wholes, except for the
level of analysis. However, it has been shown that these entities have a very special and
structuring role in human cognition (perhaps as much as the conceptual subsumption rela-
tion does). In an important work, Farah (1992) proposed that object recognition in vision
includes two distinct processes. The holistic process recognize object as a whole entity.
The structural process takes into consideration only the parts that form the object and
how they are related. Farah suggests that they occur always in parallel during recognition,
being suited for different categories of objects (Figure 1.2). For instance, subjects having
impaired holistic processing have difficulties recognizing words and certain object. On
the other hand, subjects with impaired structural processing have difficulties to recognize
animals. Other studies corroborate with such separation (BEHRMANN; WILLIAMS,
2007; AUGUSTINE; SMITH; JONES, 2011). The role of whole and parts in object
recognition has also been central to the model/view discussion on visual object represen-
tation (BIEDERMAN, 1987; EDELMAN, 1998), with recent approaches admitting that
both parts and wholes are important aspects of visual object recognition (GRAF, 2006,
for a review). This move corroborate to the view that object recognition is holistic and

structural.
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Figure 1.2 – Diagram representing an example of object recognition by holistic and structural
processing.

Structural 
Processing

Holistic 
Processing

Recognition: Star

Object
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Source: the authors.
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Less studied is the interaction between holistic/structural processing and similarity
effects. Nevertheless, research in cognitive science shows evidence of important interac-
tions between both phenomena (ALEXANDER; ZELINSKY, 2012; FÖRSTER, 2009).

The question that poses itself at this point is how such body of empirical knowledge
about the object recognition in humans can add to the state-of-the-art of concept repre-
sentation in computers. If we assume that recognition requires information represented in
some way, it is reasonable to expect that the mechanisms of the former affect the form of
the later. This thesis argues to the view that similarity and holistic/structural information
are fundamental aspects of concept representation and should be taken into consideration
in computer approaches. In particular, we propose an extension to conceptual spaces that
allows one to represent of holistic and structural information as geometric constructs in a
similarity space.

1.2 Motivation

As computer systems develop towards ubiquity and autonomy, it becomes increas-
ingly important for such systems to be able to perceive and interpret reality. One aspect
of the challenge is to implement object recognition capabilities in these systems. We
consider object recognition to be the problem of interpreting recurrent patterns of low-
level sensory information into high-level abstractions that are meaningful and useful to
cognitive agents, being these humans or intelligent systems.

Object recognition is both a processing and a representation challenge. It is a pro-
cessing challenge in the sense that transforming low-level sensory information to high
interpretation requires an active computational mechanism. At the same time, this mech-
anism requires some sort of representation structure to represent the information been
processed. Such representation structure must support the processes necessary to achieve
recognition.

A long standing issue in object recognition is the problem of semantic gap (SMEUL-
DERS et al., 2000). It consists in effectively linking labels denoting concepts to low-level
sensory information. The techniques to address the representation aspect of semantic gap
vary, usually including a blend of techniques in the symbolic and subconceptual levels.
As we have seen, these techniques have difficulties in dealing with some aspects that are
inherent to object recognition, such as similarity between conceptual entities (i.e. such as
concepts and objects, in contrast with pre-conceptual entities such as perceptual patterns)
and prototypes.

We believe some of these difficulties can be addressed by the use of processing and/or
representation frameworks that complement symbolic and subconceptual approaches. In
this thesis, we commit to the theory of conceptual spaces as basic representation frame-
work (GÄRDENFORS, 2000), which takes similarity and prototypes into account. Its
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main feature is that concepts can be represented as regions in a multidimensional space.
Similarity plays a central role: the dimensions of conceptual spaces provide the means
for determining similarity between concepts and between objects. Conceptual spaces
have been used as basis for representation frameworks in computer systems (AISBETT;
GIBBON, 2001b; CHELLA; FRIXIONE; GAGLIO, 1997; ADAMS; RAUBAL, 2009b;
KIRA, 2009). However, these approaches do not address one of the main aspects of object
recognition in cognition: part-whole relations.

In our view, an adequate representation framework for object recognition should sup-
port similarity as well as representation of information required for holistic and structural
processing. From a computational point of view, such framework would be highly ben-
eficial. For instance, the modelling of part-whole relations is sometimes problematic
in symbolic representation paradigms, such as ontologies (e.g., RECTOR et al., 2005).
The algebraic approaches to part-whole relations, such as mereology, are not generally
driven by the cognitive phenomena (SIMONS, 2006), such as similarity and holistic/struc-
tural processing. Some foundational ontologies already embed some notions of similarity
(GANGEMI et al., 2002; GUIZZARDI, 2005), but it is not explained how similarity is
related to part-whole representation.

We believe our approach is particularly beneficial when it comes to object recognition
in computer systems, where notions of similarity and holistic/structural processing are
more common. We find approaches employing either holistic processing (e.g., LOWE,
2004) or structural (part-based) processing (e.g., AGARWAL; AWAN; ROTH, 2004; FI-
DLER; BOBEN; LEONARDIS, 2008)). Some alternatives combine both strategies (e.g.,
MOTTAGHI; RANGANATHAN; YUILLE, 2011; GRAF, 2006), using global and local
descriptors for a review. However, usually the focus greater on immediate issues related
to shape recognition, and less on addressing broader questions associated to concept rep-
resentation.

Furthermore, no representation framework based on conceptual spaces has directly
addressed structural information. Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) indirectly touch this point,
but do not give it full attention. As a matter of fact, computer recognition proposals based
on conceptual spaces have relied on symbolic level techniques to model part relations,
such as in (CHELLA; FRIXIONE; GAGLIO, 2001). In this thesis, we extend conceptual
spaces to be able to represent part-whole relations in integrated way, reflecting aspects of
holistic and structural processing and being amenable to computer implementations.
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1.3 Objectives

Our broad goal in this thesis is to investigate what requirements similarity and holistic-
structural processing impose on concept representation frameworks for object recognition
by computers. The expected result is a theoretical framework mainly grounded on evi-
dence from cognitive sciences, which allows one to represent similarity between concep-
tual entities (i.e. concepts and objects) with regard to their holistic and structural aspects.
In addition, the focus of this thesis is on representation of information regarding physical

objects.
We adopt conceptual spaces as a starting point. Conceptual spaces already address

the issue of similarity and integration with other representation paradigms. Thus, the
more specific goal of this thesis is to investigate how holistic-structural information can
be integrated into conceptual spaces and propose a theory of how this integration can take
place.

Given we are interested in applications in computer science; the second goal is to con-
struct a formal framework of the theory such that it specifies a mathematical scaffolding
to computer implementations of the theory.

The last specific objective is to demonstrate the applicability of the results expected
to be achieved by the previous goals. In particular, our goal is to show an interpretation
algorithm based on holistic-structure spaces that can be applied in a domain-specific task.

The specific objectives can be summarized by:

Objective 1 (The Theory) : To investigate and propose a concept representation struc-
ture based on conceptual spaces that combines the notions of conceptual similarity
and holistic/structural information;

Objective 2 (The Formulation) To define a formal concept representation framework
based on the proposal in Objective 1. This formulation has to be amenable to com-
puter implementation;

Objective 3 (The Algorithm) To specify an object-recognition algorithm that demon-
strates the usefulness of formulation in Objective 2 compared to the state-of-the-art.

1.4 Scope

This thesis touches into a variety of domains, such as cognitive science, linguistics
and computer science. As such, it is important for us to place it among other aspects of
the issues it addresses.
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Most of the motivation behind this thesis comes from the problem of symbol ground-
ing and the semantic gap. As Objective 1 states, our proposal is based on conceptual
spaces, which addresses these topics by introducing itself as an intermediate represen-
tation layer between the symbolic and the subconceptual levels. Whilst our proposal
extends the capabilities of conceptual spaces, we do not directly address how these exten-
sions are connected to constructs in the adjacent levels, as done by Aisbett and Gibbon
(2001a), for instance.

Conceptual spaces propose itself as a model for cognitive phenomena. While we
do use cognition as basis for our theory, we do not target the exact same objective of
Gärdenfors (2000). We propose a theory that is intended as a framework for computation
in computers (see Objective 2), not as a model for animal cognition.

This work is commonly related to the study of parts and wholes in logic and philos-
ophy literature, which goes under the name of Mereology. These studies are frequently
concerned with the ontological aspects of entities and their parts. Whereas we do con-
trast some of our ideas with topics commonly discussed in Mereology (such as modality
and transitivity of part relation), we must emphasize that our concerns with concept rep-
resentation are mainly epistemological. We are not concerned with what concepts and
object are “out there” in reality. Instead, our concern here is how to represent concepts in
computers such that they accommodate holistic and structural information according to
cognitive phenomena. Most of all, we do not intend to replace or reform Mereology; nor
we give a cognitivist interpretation to Mereology (even if such an idea is tempting).

Finally, the focus of this thesis is in representation of physical objects and their cat-
egories. As such, we cannot guarantee the framework presented here can be used to
represent other entities, such as events and abstract entities.

1.5 Methodology and Structure

Our broad objective is to propose a concept representation framework that is capable
of representing similarity and holistic-structural information in one conceptual structure
that is useful for building computer systems.

To achieve Objective 1, we revise the literature in parts and wholes in the many dif-
ferent domains where it is studied, as well as conceptual spaces. The former aspect is
addressed in Chapter 2 and the latter aspect is achieved in the first part of Chapter 3. Sub-
sequently, we develop our theoretical framework in Chapter 4. The chapter present the
theory’s core and discuss its ramifications in related aspects of part-whole relation. We
mainly propose two conceptual spaces called holistic space and structure space. Holistic
spaces coincide with the usual conceptual spaces theory and encode holistic aspects of
concepts ad objects (i.e. the whole). On the other hand, structure spaces encode structural
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aspects of concepts and objects, such what are the constituting parts, what are their prop-
erties and how they are related to the whole (i.e. structure). We then redefine concepts as
a product of holistic and structure spaces. The resulting construct allows one to express
holistic and partonomic similarity between entities.

Further in Chapter 4, we discuss other aspects of part relations in association with
holistic and structure spaces, such as context, types part relations and some ontological
characteristics, such as part transitivity and essentiality.

Having accomplished Objective 1, we turn to Objective 2 in two steps. In Chapter 3
we review the existing formulations for conceptual spaces. Based on this knowledge, in
Chapter 5 we propose our own formulation for the main aspects of the theory introduced in
Chapter 4. The framework is based on a metric space interpretation of conceptual spaces,
branching on the work of Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b). In this context, we also define
holistic and structure spaces as metric spaces with a particular inner structure, defining
the part-relations as structure preserving morphisms between metric spaces.

Both theory and the representation framework resulting from achieving objectives 1
and 2 will allow us to accomplish Objective 3 in Chapter 6. We propose a general purpose
algorithm for holistic-structural processing based on the ideas and constructs presented
in previous chapters. In particular, this algorithm takes advantage of part similarity to
achieve top-down interpretation of features in digital signals. The rest of Chapter 6 is
intended to show the algorithm instantiated as an interpretation algorithm for geological
data.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we close this thesis with further thoughts on its impact and future
work.



2 PERSPECTIVES ON PART-WHOLE RELATIONS

The use of part-whole relations spans many areas of everyday life. It is prominent in
cognitive processes and natural language. It is also used as main construct in the spec-
ification of science and engineering models. As such, the theory and use of part-whole
relations are studied across a whole set of fields, under many different perspectives. This
chapter review what we consider the main aspects of part-whole relations that are neces-
sary to the subsequent discussion in this thesis.

Guarino, Pribbenow and Vieu (1996) suggest two perspectives from which part-whole
relations can be studied. The logico-philosophical approach takes the perspective of for-
mal ontology and algebraic theories of parts, such as mereology (the formal study about
parts and wholes), as well as other derived theories (VARZI, 2011; SIMONS, 2003). The
other approach is the cognitive-linguistic approach, which looks at the problem in lan-
guage processing, perception and action planning.

Taking inspiration in that organization, we propose four broad fields in which the
contributions can be separated: cognition, language, logic and ontology and computer

science. This separation follows an axis that goes from human-based research to more
formal, implementation-based research.

Research in cognition of part-relations shows that part structure and wholes are of
primary relevance to important cognitive processes. In particular, we focus on object
recognition, given its importance to the motivation of this thesis. Research in linguistics

tries to capture the semantic of part-whole constructs in natural language. These often
serve as basis to more formal proposals in logic and ontology, such as in mereology.
Finally, we investigate how part are used in computer science. Many algorithms and
software applications employ part-whole relations, at least in a naïve way and often based
on logic frameworks. Whilst our focus is on representing concepts and their parts, such
approaches present interesting practical solutions involving partonomical relations that
are relevant for this discussion
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2.1 Part-Whole Relations in Cognition

Given the importance of the cognition of parts and wholes for human reasoning, re-
search on it is not as extensive as one would expect. For instance, early work by Bar-
bara Tversky and her colleagues (TVERSKY, 1989; TVERSKY; HEMENWAY, 1984)
showed that parts play a central role in differentiating between base-level concepts, and
also suggested that parts form a bridge between perceptual and functional knowledge.

A good amount of the research in the cognition of part and wholes is centred on shape
recognition. During the 1990s, the discussion concerning shape recognition gravitated
around two general set of theories in which the importance given to part relations was
a distinguishing feature. The view-independent theories, mainly influenced by Marr’s
computational models of vision (MARR, 1982) and Biederman’s work on geons (BIE-
DERMAN, 1987), postulated that objects are represented and perceived based on con-
figurations of visual primitives that are invariant to viewpoint changes. On the other
hand, there are view-dependent theories, like the ones proposed by Edelman (1998) and
Ullman (2000), which state that objects are represented by “snapshots” (i.e., images) of
the object’s different angles, dismissing the importance of structural information. View-
independent theories have the tendency to give more relevance to part relations (between
visual primitives), while this aspect is not so much emphasized in view-dependent theo-
ries. Recently, though, evidence from cognitive and neurosciences (FOSTER; GILSON,
2002; NEWELL et al., 2005) supports that both processes are needed in object recogni-
tion (GRAF, 2006). Reviewing the state of the art in object recognition, Peissig and Tarr
(2007) argue that the discussion regarding dependence of view in object recognition is
orthogonal to the actual importance of part structure in recognition of physical objects. In
this thesis, we focus on the latter aspect.

There are several relevant streams of empirical research in part-whole reasoning and
representation. The first stream comes from studies of patients with certain cognitive im-
pairments. Integrative agnosia is a rare kind of impairment that makes recognition of
wholes difficult, but which leaves relatively recognition of parts unaffected. In one exper-
iment, Behrmann et al. (2006) asked a patient with integrative agnosia to compare objects
formed by different parts. The patient could recognize dissimilarities between objects that
did not share the same parts. However, the patient was unable to recognize dissimilarities
when objects shared parts that were arranged in different ways. Their conclusion is that
the brain seems to encode part arrangement (part structure) independently of part shape
(part qualities). In other study, Behrmann and Williams (2007) suggest that patients with
integrative agnosia also have difficulties to chunk parts together in bigger parts in order
to recognize complex objects. Interestingly, patients tested by Behrmann and Williams
(2007) also had difficulties forming prototypes in category learning tasks with complex
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objects. On the other hand, patients with simultagnosia can recognize wholes, but have
difficulties to recognize parts. After examining object identification in two simultanag-
nisic patients, Riddoch and Humphreys (2004) indicate that the impairment might be
caused by an interplay of issues in attention and information coding.

The findings about integrative and simultagnosia suggest that object identification em-
ploy information about wholes, parts and structure in an independent fashion. Further still,
they indicate that there are two distinct, but correlated representation systems in the brain:
one based on parts and the other based on the whole object. Evidence for this distinction
also comes from a meta-analysis carried out by Farah (1992) on research pertaining to pa-
tients with different types of agnosia. She suggests that the brain employs two parallel but
distinct cognitive processes in object recognition. In the structural process, whole objects
are recognized by recognizing its constituent parts. In the holistic process, the recognition
rests on the whole object, independent of its parts. The recognition of certain categories
of objects usually relies more on the one or the other. In support of this position, there is
evidence of a double dissociation between impairments in word recognition (regarded as
structurally based) and impairments in face recognition (regarded as holistically based).
At the same time, object recognition also seems to be partially affected in both impaired
conditions, suggesting that object recognition is dependent on both structural and holistic
representations.

Developmental psychology also provides some insights into this topic. It has been
shown that recognition of objects by children under two years of age is mostly part-based.
However, children later acquire the ability to recognize objects by their full shapes. For
instance, a series of experiments with 18- to 30-month-old children, conducted by Smith
and her colleagues (AUGUSTINE; SMITH; JONES, 2011; SMITH, 2009), suggest that
the representations of geometric structures of whole objects are built over time, and, more
broadly, that shape and part relations are two distinct components of children’s judge-
ments of shape similarity. Rackison and colleagues (WU; MARESCHAL; RAKISON,
2010) showed a similar trend in the development of children’s cognition, also suggesting
that salient parts play a role in object categorization. The perception of parts also seems
to affect generalization in learning. Son, Smith and Goldstone (2008) found that teaching
children the names of simple, featureless versions of new objects (e.g., some inner parts
of the objects) helps them to generalize the names to similar but more complex versions
of the objects. This finding supports the idea that young children focus their attention on
small details (parts) when learning words for new objects. Presenting them with simple
objects steers their attention to more general geometrical structures, helping them learn
and generalize words for basic-level concepts. However, parts are important when differ-
entiating objects that are similar in overall shape (e.g., cows and horses). A child normally
first notices high-level part similarities, but for some concept distinctions, more attention
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must be given to lower levels. For instance, dogs and cows have quite similar overall
parts, and children sometimes do not distinguish them in their naming. Then they learn to
differentiate on lower levels of the hierarchy, such as by noticing that dogs and cows have
differently structured noses and tails.

This thesis focus on representation of part (structural) and whole (holistic) information
and how such information affects similarity judgements. Many of the studies mentioned
previously include some sort of similarity judgement (or matching) between stimuli re-
lated to parts and wholes. Nevertheless, some studies focused directly on the interaction
between part-whole processing and similarity effects. Alexander and Zelinsky (2012)
showed that part similarity plays an important role in visual search of real-world object.
In a target-distractor kind of experiment, different quantities of parts of photorealistic
distractors were replaced with target parts, creating increasing levels of target-distractor
similarity (Figure 2.1). They found that, indeed, as the distractors share more parts with
targets, the time of visual search increases progressively. The same happens when dis-
tractors share parts. In particular, Alexander and Zelinsky (2012) state that “very few
parts had to be transplanted from target to distractor in order for the two objects to be
perceived as highly similar”. This indicates the high impact of part/structural similar-
ity in visual similarity. Förster (2009) performed nine experiments on how people judge
similar/dissimilar stimuli in global and local processing. They found that global (holis-
tic) processing tends to focus on similarities, whilst local (structural) processing tends to
focus on dissimilarities.

Figure 2.1 – Examples of targets and distractors used by Alexander and Zelinsky (2012) to test
the impact of part similarity in visual search. The caption on the top of each bear indicates how
many parts it has in common with the target.

Source: Alexander and Zelinsky (2012)

There also few works investigating the role of parts in object identity, which can be
considered as a form of (total) similarity. The issue is particularly interesting in the prob-
lem of how cognition trace the identity of object through time and changes. Take the
classic problem of the ship of Theseus. A wooden ship goes through repair works, where
each of its planks is replaced for a new plank, one after the other, until all planks are
replaced and none of the original pieces of wood remains. The removed pieces are then
reassembled to form another wooden ship. The question is: which of the two ships is the
original one? Hall (1998) carried out experiments to test people’s choices (across many
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ages) in a problem similar to ship of Theseus. Furthermore, in a subset of these exper-
iments, the replacement parts had different colours than the original parts. The results
seem to point out to the fact that, in some situations, people prefer to use continuity as
a criteria for identify. Rips, Blok and Newman (2006) show that there is correlation be-
tween identity and similarity in some tasks, even though high similarity does not always
imply in identity. These results transpire that whilst perceptual similarity (or similarity
in general) does not always influence identity, similarity plays a role in certain contexts.
In an interesting review, Scholl (2007) discusses the three foundational aspects of object
persistence usually addressed in experimental psychology and philosophy, namely spa-
tiotemporal continuity, property change and cohesion (maintaining a boundary); and the
experimental evidence supporting them (e.g., XU, 1997; SPELKE et al., 1995, etc.).
While discounting property change as having a marginal role in object persistence, Scholl
concludes that the usual procedures in experiments testing how people deal with object
identity are usually too alien from day-to-day experience (such as the problem of the ship
of Theseus and its parts). He argues that in some cases the experiments tells less about
how people trace identity, and more about how people react to questioning in unusual sit-
uations. More importantly, Scholl argues that identity is probably a result of the subject’s
experience in the world, rather than a result of some metaphysical property about identity.
While we do not discount the specific roles of spatiotemporal continuity, property change
and cohesion (and other phenomena, e.g. WAXMAN; MARKOW, 1995) in identity and
similarity, in this thesis we shall focus on perceptual similarity (and related mechanisms,
such as holistic and structural processing) as a foundation for identity.

2.2 Part-Whole Relations in Linguistics

Studying language is perhaps the most direct way to understand how humans deal
with parts and wholes. Linguists have studied the semantics of the different expression of
part-whole relations in language. Such expressions are usually referred to as meronymic
expressions. Studies in linguistics of part whole-relation distinguishes themselves from
studies in pure cognition mainly by their focus: research in linguistics focuses in lan-
guage and how it is used, while studies in cognition of part-whole relations focus in the
underlying mechanisms supporting part-whole reasoning.

In an influential work, Winston, Chaffin and Herrmann (1987) argue for different
kinds of meronymic (part-whole) relations in language, describing a collection of cri-
teria for distinguishing among them. Meronymic relations differ with respect to three
properties: a part can be functional/nonfunctional to its whole; parts can be homeomer-
ous/nonhomeomerous; and parts can be separable/inseparable from their wholes. Parts
are functional if, given their function, they have particular spatial or temporal displace-
ments in the whole. This is the case of the handle-cup relation. Parts are homeomerous if
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they are of the same kind of their wholes, such as in slice-pie relation. Parts are separable

if they can, in principle, be separated from their wholes. For example, the relation handle-

cup is separable, while steel-bike is not. The combination of these properties results in
Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 – Types of meronymic relation according the three differentiating criteria.

Relation Examples Functional Homeomerous Separable

Component-Integral object
handle-cup,

punchline-joke
+ - +

Member-Collection tree-forest,
card deck

- - +

Portion-Mass
slice-pie,
grain-salt

- + +

Stuff-Object gin-martini,
steel-bike

- - -

Feature-Activity
paying-shopping,

dating-adolescence
+ - -

Place-Area Miami-Florida,
oasis-desert

- + -

Source: the authors.

Component-integral object relations invoke the more prototypical sense of part rela-
tion. It involves wholes that have a given internal structure, wherein parts fill a certain
specific (functional) role. These include physical and abstract objects. It is important to
emphasize that, according to Winston, Chaffin and Herrmann (1987), not any piece of an
integral object is a component. Hacking a computer to pieces would not produce com-
ponents, but only pieces, which belong to a different category of part relation. Member-

collection describes relations where the parts have no specific function or arrangement in
the whole. Portion-mass relations are the typical example of part-whole homeomorisity,
where the parts are similar to each other and to its whole. Stuff-object relations correspond
to expressions such as “the bike is partly steel.” Feature-activity relations are similar to
component-integral object relations, with the difference that it applies to object existing
across time, such as events and processes. Finally, place-area relations are similar to
portion-mass, differing with respect to their lack of separability from the whole. Interest-
ingly, Winston, Chaffin and Herrmann (1987) classifies meronymic relations as subtypes
of inclusion relation, which also includes class membership and spatial inclusion relation.

Gerstl and Pribbenow (1995) improved on the previous ideas of Winston, Chaffin and
Herrmann (1987), proposing what they call a common-sense theory of part-whole rela-
tions. The authors drawn heavily from the main approaches to part-relation (cognitive,
logic and linguistic), arguing that their proposal is language-independent. Nevertheless,
we classify their work as essentially linguistic, for linguistic examples form the basis of
their argumentation, which is also inspired by a critique on the six categories of Winston,
Chaffin and Herrmann (1987). The theory divides two broad categories of part relations.
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The main category consists of relations based on the inherent compositional structure of
the whole. There are three relations (Figure 2.2). The component-complex relation com-
prises the case in which a heterogeneous collection composes a complex whole; parts are
differentiated with respect to their spatio-temporal displacement and functional role in the
whole. This is the typical notion of part, such as in engine-car. The elements-collection

relations are defined between uniform collections of parts forming a whole; e.g. ship-fleet.
The third category, quantity-mass correspond to cases where the whole is homogeneous.
Interestingly, masses are wholes characterized for not having a compositional structure;
parts are made by carving quantities out of the mass.

Figure 2.2 – The categories of wholes according to compositional structure.

Source: Gerstl and Pribbenow (1995).

The second broad category is based on external partitions on wholes, independent of
the wholes’ compositional structure. This category constitutes a different kind of part re-
lations that is not usually found in other part-relation taxonomies. The category is further
divided into segments and portions. A segment is a part resulting from the application
of an external scheme on the whole. An example of external scheme is the upper/lower

scheme, which can be applied to physical objects. For example, a house can be divided
into the upper part and the lower part. Portions, on the other hand, are construed by
selecting parts according a particular property dimension or feature of the whole. For
instance, the utterances “the red parts of a painting” and “the beautiful parts of the song”
are examples of portions.

Coming closer to ontological issues (see next section), Moltmann (1996) argues for
the notion of situated part structure in the semantics of natural language. According to
Moltmann, a whole does not consist only of parts and an ordering between them, but
they are also constituted of conditions that specifies the entity as an integrated whole

(SIMONS, 2003). Moltmann’s argument is that different situations allow (or give rise) for
distinct integration criteria that operate on entities, making their part structures situation-
dependent.
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2.3 Part-Whole Relations in Logic and Ontology

Parts and wholes have been also investigated from a formal standpoint, in logic and
ontology. The motivation is usually the necessity of representing information about parts
and wholes in a formal, well-characterized fashion. In this section, we review some of
the research in this view, going from logic theories of parthood relation to conceptual
modelling frameworks to knowledge representation.

One of the fundamental formal theory of parts is known as extensional mereology.
It appears in two logical forms, namely Mereology by Leśniewski and The Calculus of
Individuals by Leonard and Goodman. Both establish the same main definition of part re-
lation, specifying it as an antisymmetric, reflexive and transitive binary relation between
entities. Mereology and Calculus of Individuals were originally intended as a concurrent
to set theory as a theoretical tool (SIMONS, 2003). Nevertheless, they have been used
as basis for the ontological characterization of part relations because they allow one to
construct logically well-formed theories about parts and wholes. Not surprisingly, a great
portion of the subsequent developments on theories of parthood in ontology are based on
extensional mereology (GUIZZARDI, 2005). This influence range from top-level ontolo-
gies, like SUMO (NILES; PEASE, 2001), to simple knowledge representation patterns
(RECTOR et al., 2005).

However, the strict extensional interpretation of part relation of these theories be-
comes a hindrance when they are applied in representing complex domains. In general,
some aspects of part relation in mereology are not intuitive from a cognitive and linguis-
tic point of view, affecting their usefulness for concept representation. As discussed by
Guizzardi (2005) and Simons (2003), there are three main issues with basic theories about
mereology, summarized below:

Arbitrary fusion problem Stricter theories of mereology allow for any fusion (or sum)
of arbitrary parts to be a whole. For instance, according to it, an entity having
Plato’s head, the planet Venus and Bill Clinton would be valid according to exten-
sional mereology. While this might be a valid set, the existence of such entity does
not seem make sense from a cognitive point of view.

Non-essentiality Some variations of mereology consider two objects with the same parts
as being the same object. Now consider the case of a statue of a person and the
clay that composes it. They are two (conceptually) different objects that happen to
share the same extensional parts. Extensional mereology cannot account for such
conceptualizations. Another version of the same issue is depicted in the following
example. Consider the statue lose one arm. The statue in the past and present are
the same entity, even having different parts. This raises the issue of essentiality

of parts. Certain parts are essential to object, others are not. Mereology cannot
account for such cases easily.
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Transitivity problem Mereology defines part relation as transitive. This property might
be true in some contexts, but fails in many others. The canonical counter-example
is “hand is part of person, person is part of company, therefore hand is part of

company”, which is not usually considered to be true.

Recent formal theories of parts consider these criticisms in order to propose new rep-
resentation frameworks. One of the main arguments is to take into account a unifying

condition. There is a difference between any sum of parts and the natural individuals we
usually find in the world. The later ones are called integral wholes, entities in which parts
are unified together by means of a special relation (MOLTMANN, 1996; SIMONS, 2003).
This special relation is the unifying condition, and can range from functional contribution
to spatial inclusion. For instance, the unifying condition that defines an organism as an
integral whole would be “be connected to the body”. Thus, all parts connected to given
organism a form a sum that constitutes an integral whole; i.e. the organism a. The sum of
the parts of the organism a with a part of the organism b is not an integral whole, because,
presumably, it does not fulfil any unifying condition. Thus, the notion of integral whole
helps to address the arbitrary fusion problem. Interestingly, as we have seen, Linguistics
corroborate with the existence of such condition (MOLTMANN, 1996).

The notion of integral whole also serves as basis for addressing the transitivity prob-
lem. Part relation in extensional mereology does not differentiate between its relata. How-
ever, linguists have shown that there exist different senses to the word part depending on
the things being related. According to studies, the different “kinds” of part relation are
not transitive between them (WINSTON; CHAFFIN; HERRMANN, 1987). For instance,
the part relation in hand-person is different from the part relation in person-company.
Therefore, the transitivity does not follow from one to the other, i.e. hand is not part of
company. Guizzardi (2005) and Gangemi et al. (2001) have argued in the lines that the
transitivity of part relation depends ultimately on the unification criteria; the transitivity
should in general hold within sums with the same unification criteria.

The problem of the non-essentiality in some versions of mereology has been tackled
by introducing modal operators to the basic mereological axioms. The details are not
relevant here. It is just enough to say in modal mereology (SIMONS, 2003), an entity can
have different parts in multiple possible words. In this view, an entity is not identified with
the sum of its parts at a given time, but rather it has many part configurations in different
worlds. In this setting, one can differentiate between different kinds of parts in relation to
the whole, such as essential, optional and replaceable parts.

These notions have recently influenced many symbolic concept representation frame-
works, in particular, ontologies. In Computer Science, ontologies are representation de-
vices which explicitly specify the conceptualization shared by a group with respect of
a give domain (STUDER; BENJAMINS; FENSEL, 1998), usually represented in a for-
mal language. Representation of part relation in ontologies is treated sometimes in a
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simple manner (e.g., RECTOR et al., 2005). However, some approaches are more elabo-
rated. Neumann and Moller (2008) propose a representation construct called aggregate,
which allows one to represent and reason about concepts and their parts, satisfying cer-
tain constraints. More fundamental work has been done in foundation ontologies and
top-ontologies, usually intended to serve as basis for more domain-specific ontologies.
For instance, the Unified Foundation Ontology (GUIZZARDI, 2005), or UFO, proposes
four types of part relation based on what kinds of entities they relate. For instance, the
subCollectionOf relation can only relate collectives, while memberOf can only relate sin-
gular entities to collectives. The SUMO (NILES; PEASE, 2001) and DOLCE (BORGO;
MASOLO, 2010) provide a similar framework of different types of restricted part re-
lations. ONTOCLEAN, a framework for evaluation ontologies (GUARINO; WELTY,
2009), defines that wholes must have unity criteria, which should allow one to tell at least
what is not part of that object. Based on it, the framework imposes some rules, such that
if a concept carries unity criteria, its subconcepts must carry the same criteria.

2.4 Part-Whole Relations in Computer Science

Algorithms and computer systems have often to deal with structure and partonomic
relations. To review all possible alternatives would be a daunting task, if not impossible.
However, in certain tasks, part-whole relations are essential to the problem solving. In
this section, we review computer systems where part-whole processing is a central issue.

In general, we can list two aspects of partonomic processing in computer systems.
The first aspect concerns how parts and wholes are represented in computer system. The
second is how the relation itself is represented. Developers frequently employ symbolic
formalisms, such as UML (RUMBAUGH; JACOBSON; BOOCH, 2004) and ER (CHEN,
1976), to model information systems. Such modelling languages represent part relations
as symbolic links between entities, as any other relation, with little special treatment. De-
velopers translate these representations to software in different ways, but still keeping the
symbolic nature. Consider a part relation A < B between two concepts. In object-oriented
software, where A and B are represented as classes, the part-relation can be very well
represented as an attribute of the class B (e.g., GUIZZARDI; FALBO; FILHO, 2002).
In a relational databases, where A and B are tables, the relation can be represented as
a foreign key in B, and so on and so forth (for a more detailed proposal, see HALPER;
GELLER; PERL, 1998). In logic-based models, where A and B are concepts, one can rep-
resent part relation as a binary predicate between A and B (e.g., ARTALE; KEET, 2008;
DONNELLY; BITTNER, 2005) or as a set of predicates (e.g., PADGHAM; LAMBRIX,
1994). The software and the user interface using the information usually give the meaning
of these representations. Some systems give special treatment to the part relation (e.g.,
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MOTSCHNIG-PITRIK, 1993), some incorporating notions of mereology (e.g., BENEV-
IDES; GUIZZARDI, 2009; GUIZZARDI, 2005), as seen in Section 2.3. Nevertheless,
the picture is still the same: symbolic descriptions of parts and wholes linked by special
symbolic constructs denoting different part relations.

The specifics of part representation seem to be more important to computer vision
systems. This is not a surprise, given the importance of structural information to object
recognition in humans, as we have seen in Section 2.1. Vision systems commonly employ
geometrical descriptor and graph trees in order to represent part structure. Early propos-
als, such as the one by Marr and Nishihara (1978), employed generalized cylinders as part
descriptor, joining them in a hierarchical manner to construct more complex structures.

Zhu and Yuille (1996) proposed an algorithm to extract and match the part structure
of objects. Parts are represented by deformable geometrical entities called worms as well
as deformable circles (Figure 2.3). Together, these can approximate parts of natural enti-
ties (such as animals), organized in a tree hierarchy. The matching between learned and
new stimuli is carried out by comparing the hierarchy tree they generate. The matching
algorithm has provisions to deal with the over-sensitivity of the skeletonization algorithm
to slight variation in pose stimuli.

Figure 2.3 – Deformable worms and circles.

Source: Zhu and Yuille (1996).

Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (2001) took an approach to part representation that is
more conceptual in nature. They propose a framework that represents parts as regions in
a conceptual space of parameterized superquadrics (further discussed in Chapter 3). Such
regions serve as conceptual representations of their possible properties, such as shape,
position and orientation (Figure 2.4a). These predicates are mapped to predicates in a
different level, where a first order-like language can be used to logically relate these parts
(Figure 2.4b).

An existing technique for image classification and object recognition is the bag-of-

visual-words (JIANG et al., 2010; DESELAERS; PIMENIDIS; NEY, 2008). Images
are redescribed in terms of local descriptors encoding local features. There are many
used types of local descriptors, such as SIFT (LOWE, 2004). A related technique is the
bag-of-features (NOWAK; JURIE; TRIGGS, 2006; AGARWAL; AWAN; ROTH, 2004;
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Figure 2.4 – Chella et al. represent parts as regions in a conceptual space. Points in this space
correspond to specific volumes (called knoxels) and regions correspond to classes of volumes.
Subfigure (a) depicts two knoxels forming a hammer. Part relation is specified in a symbolic level,
such a depicted in Subfigure (b).

(a) (b)

Cylinder Box

Hammer

has-handle has-head

Propositions

CS

Source: adapted from Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (2001).

BAR-HILLEL; WEINSHALL, 2008), where local descriptors are image patches, closer
to the actual notion of part. An example of this technique is the one by Agarwal, Awan
and Roth (2004), which extracts relevant image patches from images of a particular ob-
ject, such as car. These images patches are clustered, forming a vocabulary of part types
(Figure 2.5a). Each image in a training set is represented as a feature vector describing
the image by the occurrence of exemplars of part types and their relationship (orientation
and distance)(Figure 2.5b). The authors then train a classifier on the set of feature vec-
tors, such that it can take a new image redescribed as a feature vector an tell if a car in
depicted. This classifier represents the concept of car. A similar approach by Murphy et
al. (MURPHY et al., 2006) also includes holistic information to help object detection.

Some approaches represent wholes and parts in increasing levels of complexity. For
instance, Fidler, Boben and Leonardis (2008) propose a multilevel representation where
parts (segments of contour) in one complexity level is represented as a combination of
the parts in the previous layer (Figure 2.6). The first layer is composed by simple Gabor
filters encoding very simple contour primitives. High-order parts are spatial compositions
of lower-order parts. Concepts are mapped to elements in all levels. The rationale is that
direct parts of a concept exist in all levels. For instance, the wheels of a bike, having a
simple shape, are already recognized in the lower levels of the hierarchy, while other parts
are recognized only later given their more complex shapes. Thus, to avoid replicating
simple parts to higher levels, a single concept can map to parts in all levels.
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Figure 2.5 – Parts as image patches. (a) depicts clusters of image patches representing different
parts of cars. (b) depicts the slicing of an image (left) into relevant image patches (middle) and its
re-encoding using the vocabulary in (a).

Source: adapted from Agarwal, Awan and Roth (2004).

Figure 2.6 – Depiction of a multilevel representation of parts. Elements in each level correspond
to a composition of elements in lower levels.

Source: Fidler, Boben and Leonardis (2008)
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2.5 Summary and final remarks

This chapter reviews the main perspectives on representing parts, wholes and their
relations. The perspectives are considerably diverse; nevertheless, we can highlight some
conclusions regarding each perspective and the global view.

With respect to the evidence coming from cognition, it unveils two important aspects
of part-whole representation by humans. First, information about parts and wholes are
processed separately, in structural and holistic processes, respectively. Second, there is
evidence to support the presence of similarity processing in holistic and structural pro-
cesses. Consequently, one is to expect that a cognitive-inspired concept representation
framework should account for such phenomena in some way.

Research in linguistics provides support for the idea that the semantics of “part of”
term is varied and complex (as found out by Chaffin, Herrmann and Winston (1988) in
empirical testing). Perhaps, such variability should indicate that natural language exam-
ples should not be taken at face value as motivation for proposing constructs in concept
representation frameworks. Primarily, the way we deal with natural language can be
seen as a reflection of cognitive phenomena. Nevertheless, this reflection might not be
complete. As such, representation of part relations should take into account evidence
of mechanisms both in Linguistics and in Cognitive Science. Accordingly, the relation
between cognitive and linguistic phenomena regarding part-relation remains to be better
explained.

Whilst logico-ontological approaches deal with a certain notion of part relation, it is
not entirely clear whether Mereology reflects the way humans think and communicate
about parts and wholes. Surely, that was not the case in Classical Mereology; but that
might not be the case even for more recent approaches as well. There is a natural plasticity
in the way humans deal with part relations (and other conceptual constructs, for that
matter) that escapes the scope of such frameworks. The cause of this detachment might
be as well be caused by differences in scope: Formal Mereology is usually concerned
with what things are, rather than how they are reflected in the mind of the thinker.

Computational approaches are influenced by diverse theories, including the previous
ones. Nevertheless, they also make a class of their own, mainly because they are prag-
matic. Also, they impose pragmatic constraints in how other theories about parts and
wholes can be put in actual use. It seems that hierarchy and part encoding are important
aspects. However, few approaches try to give a more conceptual treatment to part-whole
relations. In particular, it seems that similarity measurements commonly take place at
subconceptual level, in lower levels of abstraction and before concepts can actually be
used. We believe that such approaches would benefit from the added semantics if more
conceptual information about wholes and parts could be used in similarity comparisons.
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From the previous analysis, we conclude that a new framework for representing part-
whole relations should have the following characteristics. It should represent part-whole
relations taking into consideration how holistic and structural processing occurs in cog-
nition. For instance, such framework should take into account the separation between
holistic and structural processing and how similarity relates to both. Also, the framework
should take into account the existence of different part relations evidenced by linguistics.
Preferably, the framework should also consider the formal aspects of part-relations as pre-
sented by mereology. Perhaps, more importantly, the framework should complement the
existing techniques for part-whole processing in computer systems.
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3 CONCEPTUAL SPACES

The theory of conceptual spaces (GÄRDENFORS, 2000) describes a framework for
representing concepts using geometrical and topological structures, in the tradition of
other geometrical concept representation proposals, such as (SHEPARD, 1987). It has
been employed in works ranging from computer science and robotics (CHELLA; FRIX-
IONE; GAGLIO, 2001; ADAMS; RAUBAL, 2009a; FIORINI; ABEL; SCHERER, 2013)
to philosophy of science (GÄRDENFORS; ZENKER, 2011). A rationale for proposing
conceptual spaces is that concept similarity is essential to understanding concept forma-
tion. The theory complements two other major approaches to concept representation:
symbolic (logical) and associationist (connectionist), supplying an intermediate represen-
tation level.

3.1 Basic Notions

A conceptual space is a multidimensional space where concepts are projected and
similarities represented. It can be understood as a space in the mathematical sense, such
as a Euclidean space. Concepts correspond to regions in a conceptual space, whereas
instances (objects) correspond to points (or, equivalently, vectors). If the space is provided
with a metric, concepts and instances can be compared. Similarity between concepts and
instances can then be defined as a function of their distance in the space. In the following
discussion, we assume that the conceptual spaces are metric.

The representational power of conceptual spaces depends on the selection of the di-
mensions of the space for an application area. The quality dimensions, as they are called,
represent different ways in which instances and classes in the space can be compared. A
canonical example is the colour space that contains three dimensions: hue, saturation, and
brightness (Figure 3.1). The combination of these three dimensions represent the space
of perceivable colours. In this space, each point represents a particular colour. In every-
day life, we do not refer to colours with such precision; we use general labels instead,
like “red” and “yellow”, to refer to distinct sets of shades in which members look suffi-
ciently similar to each other to be referred to by the same label. Geometrically speaking,
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the concept of “yellow” corresponds to a particular convex region of the colour space.
However, different languages carve up the colour space in different ways. Jäger (2008)
has provided strong empirical support from more than 100 languages for the convexity
of colour concepts. Once convexity of concept regions is required, it becomes natural to
define prototypical instances as points that are central to a region. For example, the focal
red that can be experimentally identified will be at the centre of the region representing
the concept of red.

Figure 3.1 – Colour spindle as the colour space.

Source: National Instruments1.

Conceptual spaces also introduce the notion of quality domains. A quality domain is
a group of integral dimensions. Quality dimensions are integral when one cannot assign
to an object a value in a given dimension without giving the same object a value in the
other(s) (GARNER, 1974; MADDOX, 1992; MELARA, 1992). A coloured object cannot
be given a hue value without also giving it brightness value; the pitch of a sound always
goes with a certain loudness. Dimensions that are not integral are separable: for example,
the size and hue dimensions. Using this distinction, we define a domain as a set of integral
dimensions separable from all other dimensions. The three colour dimensions constitute
a prime example of a domain in this sense: hue, saturation, and brightness are integral
dimensions separable from all other quality dimensions. Other examples of domains are
the taste domain and the shape domain.

Concepts defined exclusively as a region within a single domain are called properties.
Gärdenfors define properties according to the Criterion P:

1<http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/372916P-01/nivisionconcepts/color_spectrum/>

http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/372916P-01/nivisionconcepts/color_spectrum/
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Definition 3.1 (Criterion P (GÄRDENFORS, 2000)). A natural property is a convex re-
gion of a domain in a conceptual space.

The term natural means here properties that are natural for the purposes of cognitive
processes, such as problem-solving, planning, memorizing, communication and so on.
For example, “yellow” and “red” are properties, since they are single regions defined in
a single domain, i.e., the colour space. These contrasts with “unnatural” properties. For
instance, consider BlueYellow property, which is the result of the union of the Blue and
Yellow regions in the colour domain. So, BlueYellow characterize objects that are already
characterized as Blue or Yellow. The BlueYellow property does not make cognitive sense,
as it is not useful for the general cognitive processes; e.g., why one would memorize a
yellow object as having the BlueYellow property when it can be memorized simply as
having the Yellow property. The same conclusion can be reached by evaluating the con-
vexity of the region corresponding to BlueYellow in the colour domain; it is not convex,
therefore it is not natural.

More complex concepts span regions in different domains. According to Gärdenfors,
such concepts are defined according the Criterion C:

Definition 3.2 (Criterion C (GÄRDENFORS, 2000)). A natural concept is represented
as a set of regions in a number of domains together with assignments of salience weights
to the domains and information about how the regions in the different domains are corre-
lated.

The Apple concept is a good example (Table 3.1): it comprises regions in domains
like colour (red, green), taste, shape (cycloid), texture, smell, and nutrition.

Table 3.1 – The concept Apple.

Domain Region
Colour Red-Yellow-Green
Shape Cycloid

Texture Smooth
Taste Regions of the sweet and sour dimensions
Fruit Specification of seed structure, flesh and peel type, etc. according to the

principles of pomology
Nutrition Classes of values of sugar content, vitamins, fibers, etc

Source: adapted from Gärdenfors (2000).

The notion of salience weights in domains adds a new element to conceptual spaces.
By giving weights to different dimensions/domains in similarity comparisons, it is possi-
ble to represent context. For instance, when comparing apples for eating, the taste domain
might have more weight than the colour domain.
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Gärdenfors (2000) has shown that conceptual spaces defined in terms of Criterion
P and Criterion C explain cognitive phenomena such as concept combination, learning,
inductive reasoning and metaphors. Since these aspects are not directly relevant to this
thesis, we shall skip them.

3.2 Cognitive semantics

Perhaps the theory of conceptual spaces can be better put in context by looking at it
as a framework for language semantics; and then checking how it contrasts with other
frameworks. The first question that arises when considering a theory of semantics is what

meaning is. This is the ontological question for semantics (GÄRDENFORS, 2000). At
first, semantics can be divided in referential and not referential. Referential semantics
assume there is some kind of objects that constitute the meaning of linguistic expressions.
It can give two answers to the ontological question. The realist answer states that the
meaning of a word or expression is something out there in the world. On the other hand,
the cognitivist (or conceptualist) answer states that the meanings are mental entities of
some sort. Among the nonreferential semantics, there is also the functionalist approach,
which would not relevant here.

Realist semantics comes in two flavors: extensional and intensional. The extensional
type of semantics defines it as mappings from linguistic sentences to objects in a “world”
(Figure 3.2a). Constants are mapped onto objects; predicates are mapped onto classes
of objects or relations between objects. Composing these mappings allows one to map
sentences to truth values. The truth conditions for sentences determine how the world
should look like for the sentence to be true. For instance, the semantics of the term “cat”
is mapped to the class of all cats in the world and the semantics of the term “Felix” is
mapped to a single cat. It allows one to verify the truth value of the sentence “Felix
is a cat” by checking the membership of the object mapped by “Felix” to the class of
objects mapped by “cat”. The idea of such schema is that it defines semantics of linguistic
constructs independent of the actual speakers.

Extensional semantics has shortcomings, however. The main issue is that the seman-
tics of sentences depend of the present state of affairs. For instance, the semantics of
the term “cat” is dependent on the current existing cats. Therefore, its semantic would
change as cats born and die, changing the class to which the term refers. Since this is un-
acceptable to most cases, intensional semantics has been developed to account for these
issues. In intensional semantics, linguistic expressions are mapped to objects and classes
of objects in possible worlds (Figure 3.2b). Possible worlds can be related to “possible
state of affairs”. Thus, the meaning of a sentence is given by all possible worlds where the
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Figure 3.2 – Graphical schema of realist semantics: (a) extensional semantics; and (b) intensional
semantics.
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Source: adapted from Gärdenfors (2000).

sentence is made true. For instance, the term “cat” maps to different classes of objects that
are cats in different worlds; some cats exist in some worlds, others do not. Such mappings
are related to the notion of ontological commitment of a language to a conceptualization
(see GUARINO, 1998).

Figure 3.3 – Graphical schema of cognitive semantics.
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Source: adapted from Gärdenfors (2000)
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Alternative to realist semantics, the cognitive approach to semantics states that the
meaning of linguistic expressions is given by mappings from these entities to mental
entities in the heads of the language users. The language itself is seen as part of the agent’s
cognitive structure (Figure 3.3). These mental entities form a conceptual structure, which,
“via successful and less successful interactions with the world”, become attuned to reality
(GÄRDENFORS, 2000).

Gärdenfors (2000) argues that conceptual spaces are the appropriate framework for
the cognitive structure. He justifies that by proposing six tenets of conceptual semantics
and how conceptual spaces addresses them.

Tenet 3.1. Meaning is a conceptual structure in a cognitive system.

This tenet puts cognitive semantics in contrast with other semantic theories in that
it does not require meaning to refer to reality; it requires only a cognitive structure in
the agent’s mind. As such, the slogan of cognitive semantics is meanings are in the

head. The fact that cognitive semantics puts meaning before truth-conditions is the main
contrast between it and realist semantics, as truth concerns just the relation between the
conceptual structure and the world.

Tenet 3.2. Conceptual structures are embodied.

Cognitive structures are, at least partially, perceptually grounded. Gärdenfors (2000)
argues even further, saying that conceptual structures are embodied; that is, grounded
in bodily experiences and emotions. Conceptual spaces are appropriate for this purpose
since quality domains and its basic dimensions are well suited to be directly grounded in
perception and kinaesthetic.

Tenet 3.3. Semantic elements are constructed from geometrical or topological structures.

This third tenet contrasts with symbolic approaches to semantics. Conceptual spaces
fulfils this tenet by defining conceptual constructs based on similarity measurements.

Tenet 3.4. Cognitive models are primarily image-schematic. Image schemas are trans-
formed by metaphoric and metonymic operations.

This tenet contrasts with common propositional frameworks usual in realist semantics.
On the other hand, image schemas are the most important structure in cognitive semantics.
It is common to assume that image schemas are a form of representation usually linked
to perception, memory and semantic meaning. For instance, Langacker (2002) define the
meaning of “across” in accordance with the image schema depicted in Figure 3.4. This
image schema depicts a “trajector” in different relation with a “landmark” (outside, inside,
outside). It also has one time dimension and two spatial dimensions (represented by the
sequence of snapshots along time).
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Figure 3.4 – An image schema for “across”.

Source: Langacker (2002).

Conceptual spaces helps in giving a more precise definition to image schemas. For
instance, Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (2003) suggests that types of physical movements
can be represented in conceptual spaces by regions in the space generated by decomposing
trajectories in its Fourier components.

Tenet 3.5. Semantics is primary to syntax and partly determines it.

In cognitive semantics, syntax cannot be described independently from semantics.
Semantics exist before syntactic structures are fully developed.

Tenet 3.6. Concepts show prototype effects.

This contrasts with the Aristotelian paradigm based on necessary and sufficient con-
ditions that define concepts. Prototypes shifts the focus of defining concepts from their
conceptual borders (i.e. as in necessary and sufficient conditions) to their centre, which
seems more plausible from a cognitive perspective (ROSCH, 1978).

3.3 Mathematical formulations

The theory of conceptual spaces is just a meta-theory. It lacks the necessary degree of
formalization and completeness to be a fully-fledged concept representation framework.
As such, there are many logic/mathematical formulations of conceptual spaces in the lit-
erature proposing different ways for filling the gaps. They mainly complement conceptual
spaces with the necessary apparatus in order to make it usable in practical applications.
In the following, we summarize the main approaches existent in the literature.

3.3.1 Proposals by Aisbett, Gibbon and Rickard

Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) proposed a metric spaces-based formulation to concep-
tual spaces, encompassing both the symbolic and the conceptual levels. The core of Ais-
bett and Gibbon’s proposal is the idea that similarity induces a metric space of concepts
and individuals. The authors also introduce a more general way of defining the topology
of conceptual spaces based on the betweenness relation. Based on that, they propose two
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complementary spaces. The first one is the actual conceptual space, which is unique and
based on a definite set of dimensions. It can be arranged in levels to represent composite
concepts, where each level is a copy of the primitive base space. For instance, the concept
of “car pulling a trailer” is represented by a two-level space, where one-level represent the
concept of car and the other the concept of trailer. The second space is a symbols space

where symbols are mapped to properties in conceptual space by means of a symbol space.
It resembles a feature space in which each property is mapped by more than one symbol
in a fuzzy fashion. Interestingly, Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) also put forward a dynamic
system that employ their framework as representation formalism. This system can dy-
namically update its conceptual landscape based on new incoming stimuli until it reaches
a state of equilibrium. We shall come back to Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) framework in
more detail in Chapter 5.

Rickard (2006) propose to represent concepts as instances of correlation matrices de-
scribing the connection between properties (as in Criterion P). These connection matri-

ces represents how often two properties appear in the set of objects object. Thus, if a
given application has N properties (in a given number of domains), a concept is a point
in a N2-dimensional unit space representing a certain connection structure (e.g. graph)
of properties, where each dimension is a degree of correlation between two properties.
This definition corresponds neatly with the Criterion C. Regions in this space correspond
to certain meta-structures in the domain knowledge, such as types of concepts. Also,
Rickard interprets concept points as fuzzy sets, which allows for fuzzy tools to analyse
conceptual similarity.

Rickard, Aisbett and Gibbon (2007) unifies both formulations of Rickard (2006) and
Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) to create a framework where domains are sets equipped with
a measure and properties are measurable membership functions on domains. Concepts
are points in a property correlation space. This scheme allows one to isolate the more
discriminative properties in concept and focus attention to them in classification tasks.

In another proposal by Aisbett and Gibbon (2001a), the authors describe voltage maps
as construct for conceptual spaces, motivated by topographic representations in cortical
layers. A conceptual space is characterized by a set of voltage maps, or images, such that
an object is single image and the distance is the energy required to change one image into
the other.
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3.3.2 Proposals by Raubal and Adams

Raubal (2004) gave an initial formulation to conceptual spaces based on multidimen-
sional vector spaces. The correspondence is quite straightforward. Quality dimensions
are dimensions of the vector space, quality domains are sets of dimensions and points are
individual vectors. One interesting aspect of this formulation is that distance (i.e. simi-
larity) is measured on standardized dimensions, which is obtained by z-transformations

(BAHRENBERG; GIESE; NIPPER, 1999). In this way, dimensions with bigger magni-
tude units are less likely to dominate similarity calculations.

Later on, Adams and Raubal (2009b) presented a metric conceptual spaces algebra.
It develops on the work by Raubal (2004) in a more complete framework. It supports the
representation of basic conceptual space constructs (e.g., dimensions, domains, context,
properties, concept and objects). Dimensions can exhibit different scales and limits, and
can also be circular. Regions in domains and dimensions are construed by set of points
that defines the convex hull of the region; or as convex polytopes, sets of linear inequalities
defining regions. Based on this formulation, Adams and Raubal (2009b) propose a collec-
tion of algebraic operations, such as intersection, inclusion test, and metric distance; and
query operations, such as similarity and concept combinations involving normal concepts
and contrast classes.

Based on the metric conceptual space algebra, Adams and Raubal (2009a) proposed
the Conceptual Space Markup Language (CSML), intended as web representation lan-
guage for the constructs proposed in Raubal (2004). It is intended for information sharing
among computer systems employing conceptual spaces. One of its main features is the
use of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) to identify entities in the model. This allows
the integration of conceptual spaces models to conceptual models represented in other
XML-based knowledge representation languages, such as OWL (e.g. FIORINI; ABEL;
SCHERER, 2013).

3.3.3 Formal Ontology

Some formal ontologies also provided a model for conceptual spaces. This has been
pioneered by Gangemi et al. (2002) in the DOLCE top-ontology. Conceptual spaces have
been used as basic constructs to describe the values of qualities attributed to object (e.g.
the value of the colour of a car). However, DOLCE does not make it clear what is the
relationship between its constructs and criterions C and P. We shall come back to these
aspects of DOLCE in Section 4.7. The Unified Foundation Ontology (UFO) proposed by
Guizzardi (2005) went a step further, extending DOLCE’s proposal to account for quality
dimensions and domains. However, as pointed out by Fiorini, Abel and Scherer (2013),
UFO still does not account explicitly for the role of conceptual regions. Both DOLCE and
UFO do not provide a complete explanation of how such qualities behave in mereological
relations between concepts.
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3.3.4 Other formulations

There are other, simple alternative formulations to conceptual spaces. Augello et al.
(2013) argues for a current conceptual space, which encapsulates the notion of agent
attention on its current mental representation. The current conceptual space is a combina-
tion of bits and pieces of the agent’s other conceptual spaces. The authors then propose
an algebra for manipulating conceptual spaces in order to derive the current space. It is
similar to some of our own ideas presented in Chapter 5; however, we do not assume a
vector space framework for representing spaces.

The conceptual space logic is an attempt by Nilsson (1999) to create a logic-based
axiomatization to conceptual spaces. It resembles certain logics, such as Description
Logics (BAADER et al., 2003), but it switches the usual set-theoretic model semantics
to one based on conceptual space constructs. More importantly, it provides a symbolic
language to talk about conceptual spaces and conceptual operations.

There also some formulations that are particular to applications. We review such
applications in the next section.

3.4 Applications

Along the last fifteen years there has been many applications of conceptual spaces, in
a variety of domains, ranging from philosophy of science (GÄRDENFORS; ZENKER,
2011) to artificial creativity systems (FORTH; WIGGINS; McLean, 2010). We are mainly
concerned in this thesis with applications in computer-based systems.

Possibly the main application of conceptual spaces is in robotics. Conceptual spaces
serve for two main purposes in robots: (a) providing the link between high-level and low-
level information; and (b) providing an organized perspective on perceptual stimuli (i.e.,
sensor information).

Possibly the main author in the field, Chella (CHELLA; FRIXIONE; GAGLIO, 1997)
proposed a cognitive architecture whereupon conceptual spaces occupy the centre spot
(Figure 3.5). It serves as the link between sensor information and symbolic data, rep-
resenting, for instance, shape information. Perception algorithms (including algorithms
based on neural networks) in the robots are able to interpret certain aspects of world. The
output of the interpretation is described by points in a conceptual space. These points are
mapped to predicates in the symbolic level, which has the role of describing the objects
as wholes.

Beyond its main proposal, Chella and his colleagues added extensions to their frame-
work. In (CHELLA; DINDO; INFANTINO, 2006), the authors added dynamics to con-
ceptual spaces in order to support imitation learning in robots, proposing a scheme for
movement representation in conceptual spaces.
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Figure 3.5 – Simplified version of Chella’s cognitive architecture.

Source: Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (2001).

Robots can align their conceptualization of the world through conceptual space trans-
formations. There are many applications involving agent communication. For instance,
Gärdenfors and Williams (2008) proposed a conceptual representation scheme as basis
for robot communication in Robocup. Dimensions are football parameters, such as score,
number of player defending or attacking, and so on. Region in this space represent situ-
ations in the games, such as attacking, defending, goal, etc. These can then be used for
shared planning.

Similarly, Kira (2009) proposed a technique for concept sharing among heterogeneous
robots. Such robots have distinct perceptual capabilities, what makes conceptual align-
ment a challenge. Each robot maintains a set symbols mapped to regions in conceptual
spaces. These regions are represented by Gaussian Mixture Models, adding uncertainty
information to the representation. The technique consists in showing the same scene to
distinct robots and checking which property labels co-occur. This information is then
used to find correspondence between properties in different robots in order to align rep-
resentations. This allows, for instance, for a robot representing colour in the RGB space
to align its conceptual representation of “red” with the one of a second robot representing
colour in the HSV space.

There are related applications also involving sensor fusion. Paola et al. (2009) pro-
posed a conceptual spaces application in Ambient Intelligence as a tool for abstracting
data from different sensors around the environment. The system uses the data to act upon
the environment, aiming to bring the state of the system closer to the desires of the user.
LeBlanc and Saffiotti (2008) proposed a similar system;

Another type of application of conceptual spaces as a framework for information
alignment is the work by (DIETZE; GUGLIOTTA; DOMINGUE, 2009). The problem
consists in aligning the different semantic web services ascribe to distinct terms. The au-
thors propose a mediation space in which the terms are grounded and then can be used to
verify if their meanings intersect. Using notions such as similarity, the system can then
find the best service match for a given request.
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Conceptual spaces also find applications in geographic information systems. For in-
stance, Adams and Raubal (2009b) propose conceptual spaces for doing classification and
query of geographic landmarks and other entities. The authors propose the use of contrast
classes as form of helping the system to differentiate between concepts such as Tall House
and Tall Mountain.

3.5 Summary and final remarks

This chapter introduced the theory of conceptual spaces and reviewed the main math-
ematical formulations to the theory and its use in computer science applications.

The conclusions we can take from the reviewed literature is that both formulations
and applications are still fragmented. Take the formulations presented in Section 3.3, for
instance. As one would expect, they overlap in certain aspects, but are still incompatible.
This situation probably arises as result of how extensive the theory is in its proposals (i.e.,
addressing aspects ranging from perceptions to metaphors and inductive reasoning) and
the different needs imposed on conceptual spaces by the distinct authors. This situation
brings forward some questions: what should be the precise core axioms of the conceptual
spaces theory? Also is there an axiomatic core common to all interpretations of the
theory? Assuming a core exists, is there a way of organizing the many additional features
of the theory in different levels of complexity? While we do not answer to these questions
in the thesis, similarly to how the different description logics are organized regarding their
expressiveness, we envisage a set of conceptual spaces formulations organized in different
“idioms”, having different conceptual capabilities.

While some works propose sets of conceptual operations in conceptual spaces, they
still lack a common interpretation beyond the basic ones described by Gärdenfors (2000),
such as intersection, product and so on. An interesting research venue would be to develop
and standardize more types of cognitive operations in conceptual spaces.

Finally, an aspect that is lacking in the theory itself regards the representation of rela-
tions. Gärdenfors (2000) reserved just a couple of pages in his book to address the topic.
He suggests relations are products of the conceptual spaces of the relata. While this is
a good first approach to the issue, it is not satisfactory for a more comprehensive theory
of concept representation. In particular, there is no indication of how to represent infor-
mation about the relationship between parts and wholes of objects. We try to remedy this
particular deficiency in the next chapters.



4 PART-WHOLE RELATIONS AS CONCEPTUAL SPACES

There are several types of cognitive phenomena involved in how we deal with con-
cepts. Such processes are unsurprisingly reflected in theories about how we believe con-
cepts should be represented. However, the interplay between two important aspects re-
lated to concepts, namely conceptual similarity and part-whole relations, is usually over-
looked when it comes to concept representation.

The intuitive idea behind the role of similarity in categorization is that two objects
belong to the same concept if they are “similar enough”. The exact definition of “similar
enough” depends on the actual representation framework (EDELMAN, 1998; TVER-
SKY, 1977), but the general importance of similarity in categorization is well established
(GOLDSTONE, 1994). In addition to similarity, concepts are thought to show prototype
effects (ROSCH, 1978); concepts are defined in relation to one or more individuals that
are judged to be typical exemplars of that concept (for example, a robin could be seen as
a prototype for the concept of bird, in contrast to a penguin). The classification of a new
object is determined by measuring its similarity to the concept prototypes.

On the other side, human cognition can also represent the relations between entities
and their parts, for example, between a horse and its four legs. These relations play an
important role in how humans perceive and think about concepts. One of the central
questions of this thesis is how the notions of similarity and prototypes are reflected in
an analysis of parts and wholes. The idea of a prototypical whole seems to be intuitive
enough to make it significant: for example, it is easy to think about a prototypical pen,
with its typical configuration of parts. The degree of typicality of other pens can be mea-
sured by their similarity to the prototype. Partonomical (part-whole) similarity between
wholes takes into account which parts are actually similar and how parts are structured.
While some experiments have indicated prototype effects in part-whole relations (CHAF-
FIN; HERRMANN; WINSTON, 1988), the specific role of prototypes in these relations
is not yet well understood. Nevertheless, as we have seen in Section 2.1, there are direct
and indirect evidences that partonomical similarity plays a role in object recognition and
concept learning.
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Our goal in this chapter is to describe a computational representation framework for
part-whole relations, taking into consideration the cognitive mechanisms involved in rep-
resentation and reasoning with parts and wholes, in particular the role of similarity and
prototypes. We will not propose a specific formalism for knowledge representation; this
shall be presented in the next chapter. The aim here is, instead, to present a theory that
can guide the development of such formalism. Furthermore, we restrict our discussion to
part relations involving physical objects only.

Our proposal follows the tradition of cognitive semantics (see Section 3.2). It differs
fundamentally from the realist semantics usually employed in knowledge representation,
specifically in ontologies (GUARINO, 1998). Whereas realist semantics defines meaning
as mappings from language to one or more “worlds”, cognitive semantics defines meaning
as mappings from language to conceptual structures within an agent’s mind (GÄRDEN-
FORS, 2000). Cognitive semantics provides a more principled account of the influence
of cognitive mechanisms, such as concept learning, perception, and symbol grounding.
Additionally, the purely symbolic languages usually employed for representing concepts,
such as the Ontology Web Language (OWL), lead to difficulties in representing part-
whole relations (RECTOR et al., 2005). This is a good motivation for looking for other
representational formats. In particular, the advantages of using cognitive semantics to ex-
plain meaning have been investigated in relation to the knowledge systems (e.g., the Se-
mantic Web) (GÄRDENFORS, 2004; ADAMS; RAUBAL, 2009a). For instance, Adams
and Raubal (2009a) proposed the Conceptual Space Markup Language (CSML). CSML is
a XML-based representation proposed as a complement to the Semantic Web languages.

As it has been argued by Guarino, Pribbenow and Vieu (1996), there are two ap-
proaches to the problem of representing of part-whole relations. One is the logico-

philosophical approach, which takes the perspective of formal ontology and algebraic
theories of parts, such as classical mereology (the formal study about parts and wholes)
and other derived theories (VARZI, 2011; SIMONS, 2003). This approach seems to be
dominant among ontologists, particularly in computer science. However, Simons seems
to recognize that algebra is not enough:

“When it comes to the honest toil of investigating the principles gov-
erning what objects are parts of others, and what collections of objects
compose others, it appears that most ontologists have been following
the paradigm of abstract algebra when it would have been better to take
a lead from sciences such as geology, botany, anatomy, physiology, en-
gineering, which deal with the real.” (SIMONS, 2006)
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On the other hand, there is the cognitive-linguistic approach, which is the one we
adopt. Here, we consider the cognitive phenomena related to concepts that are usually
ignored in other approaches, like prototype effects and similarity. Furthermore, we ac-
count for the context effects of using concepts that frequently turn up. We submit that a
semantic framework suitable for implementing intelligent computational systems should
be aligned with human cognition as much as possible.

To that effect, we base our analysis on the theory of conceptual spaces (GÄRDEN-
FORS, 2000), reviewed in Chapter 3. More precisely, we discuss the role of similarity in
part-whole structures; in other words, what it means to say that two objects (or concepts)
are similar because they have a similar part-whole structure. We present constructive pro-
posals for modelling the conceptual structures of parts and wholes. In brief, we argue that
the conceptual space of a whole can be seen as a product space, composed by a concep-
tual space describing its global (holistic) properties, as well as the conceptual spaces of
its parts accompanied by part structural information. The notion of using product spaces
to form more complex conceptual construction is not new (AISBETT; GIBBON, 2001b);
however we innovate by adding more information to product spaces based on cognitive
phenomena.

Part-whole relations can also take many forms, having different meanings. For in-
stance, the part relation engine-car is of a different nature than tree-forest. Many authors
have proposed diverse categorizations of these forms (CHAFFIN; HERRMANN; WIN-
STON, 1988; GERSTL; PRIBBENOW, 1995; GUIZZARDI, 2005; SIMONS, 2003). We
analyse how some of these forms manifest themselves in the conceptual world, allowing
us to account for the plasticity of part-whole relations. In addition to that, we discuss how
prototype structures in a partonomical hierarchy affect object classification; and how the
same whole can be seen in different ways, taking into account contextual information on
the parts. We finally present a simplified model of an object recognition approach based
on our conceptual framework.

4.1 Preliminaries: Bubble diagram

Usually, conceptual spaces are constructed out of many dimensions and domains. That
can make their depiction very challenging. We have devised a simple diagram that em-
phasizes the multidimensional composition of conceptual spaces as a product of quality
domains. Figure 4.1 exemplifies this diagram for representing the concept “apple”. The
apple space is represented as a product space of properties (smaller ellipsoids) in the qual-
ity domains that form the conceptual space (bigger ellipsoids). This diagram is inspired
on the intuitive notion that a concept in conceptual spaces can be seen as a product of
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Figure 4.1 – Example of diagrams depicting the conceptual space of apple: (a) shows the inner
form of the apple space as a product of properties (smaller ellipsoids) in different quality domains
(bigger ellipsoids); and (b) shows a compact representation of the apple space as a set of points
(smaller ellipsoid) in a multidimensional space formed by the product of its quality domains.
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Source: the authors.

regions (or subspaces) in a series of quality domains (Figure 4.1a); or as a region in a
multidomain space generated by the product of quality domains (Figure 4.1b). The el-
lipsoids and domains can be drawn in different colours and sizes to convey additional
information.

4.2 Representing Parts and Wholes in Conceptual Spaces

The cognitive grounding of the relation existing between parts and wholes must be
founded on a broader theory of concepts. Our aim is to show that conceptual spaces can
provide the basis for such a theory. In the next sections, we describe how part relations
can be founded in conceptual spaces and discuss the consequences for concept represen-
tation. The general idea is that the relation between a whole and its parts is represented in
a structure space, where structural similarity between wholes can be measured, and pro-
totypical wholes can be identified. We start by exploring the relation between the whole
and its structure.

As we suggested in the final remarks of Chapter 2, the cognition of part-whole rea-
soning seems to require that the descriptions of concepts take into account holistic and
structural information. Additionally, similarity effects present in categorization seem to
suggest that the same descriptions should also support similarity comparisons. Bringing
all this together, we can redefine concept similarity as a function of holistic and structural
similarity. Intuitively,

Concept Similarity = Holistic Similarity⊕Structural Similarity (4.1)

The goal is to define a representation structure that allows for such similarity calculations.
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We assume that wholes and parts have their own representational units; that is, cer-
tain properties are exclusive to wholes and some properties are exclusive to parts. More
specifically, we assume that the whole and each of its parts are represented in their own,
distinct1 conceptual spaces. For example, the concept of bird is placed in a conceptual
space with its own dimensions, while the concept of beak, wings and feet are placed in
three other conceptual spaces, with independent dimensions and domains. There are of
course correlations between properties of the whole and properties of the parts. Nonethe-
less, we do not assume then to be necessarily linked. For instance, the concept of black
woodpecker (Dryocopus martius) certainly occupies the “black” region of the colour do-
main, as would both of its wings; its crown, however, is not correlated to the colour of the
whole and is to be positioned in the “red” region. We return to this issue when discussing
David Marr’s hierarchical model in Section 4.4.

The relation between conceptual spaces of wholes and parts is represented in the con-
ceptual space of the whole. It is structured in such a way that it implements the conceptual
similarity defined by the Eq. 4.1 . Accordingly, we propose a definition of the conceptual
space of any whole as a product space of two subspaces: the holistic (sub) space, which
represents the properties of the whole, allowing for holistic similarity comparisons; and a
structure (sub)space, which represents the relation of the parts with the whole, and allow
for structural similarity comparisons. Thus, we have that

Conceptual space = Holistic space⊗Structure space. (4.2)

The inner form of the holistic space is, for the present purposes, reasonably unprob-
lematic. Holistic spaces are standard conceptual spaces with dimensions and domains
describing properties about the whole. For instance, the conceptual space of apple repre-
sented in Figure 4.1 can be seen as a holistic space, for it mainly describes the properties
of the whole apple. In this space, whole apples can be compared regarding their similarity.

We are, however, more interested in the inner form of the structure space, which is
naturally more intricate. It has to implement structural similarity, relating parts to the
whole. Therefore, we have to initially consider in more detail what structural similarity
is, before unveiling its inner form. The intuitive notion behind structural similarity is that
two wholes are structurally similar if they share a similar set of parts. This explanation
is nevertheless incomplete. For instance, according to it, a pile of Lego bricks and the
assembled Lego toy would be considered similar entities, since they share the same set
of parts. Yet, the two entities are clearly structurally dissimilar: although the pile and
the toy share the same types and number of parts, they do not share the same internal

1The real meaning of the word “distinct” here depends on the actual way chosen to implement con-
ceptual spaces. Some representations tend to aggregate all possible concepts in a unique, comprehensive
conceptual space including all domains. Others may represent concepts in really distinct conceptual spaces,
formed by the combination of the relevant quality domains.
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structure, which is essential for distinguishing between the two. Other authors have drawn
attention to this separation between part and structure (HUMMEL; BIEDERMAN, 1992).
Thus, we claim that structural similarity consists of two elements: part and configuration
similarity. Two individual wholes have high part similarity if the parts in one whole
are similar to the parts in the other. It takes into consideration part categories and their
number. Additionally, two individual wholes have high configuration similarity if parts
in both wholes are also arranged in a similar way. The combination of these two kinds
of similarity defines structural similarity between two wholes: similar parts placed in a
similar configuration.

With the notion of structural similarity in mind, we can define in more detail what kind
of construction a structure spaces have. A structural space is a conceptual space where
one can represent and compare many possible part configurations. It is a high-dimensional
space, where each point (or vector) corresponds to a particular part configuration and re-
gions denote different kinds of part arrangements. It is formed by a product of a subspace
of (the conceptual spaces) of each constituent part, as well as a set of properties in special
quality domains called structure domains. Structure domains modulate how parts bear to
the whole, representing, for instance, displacement information (e.g. a coordinate space
centred on the whole). They are quality domains in the sense they also describe qualities
of a concept. Thus, following from Eq. 4.2, we have that:

Concept = Holistic properties⊗ (Part properties⊗Structure properties) (4.3)

More formally, given a whole C and its parts P1,P2, . . . ,Pn, a structure space is a subspace

of C formed by the product of subspaces of P1,P2, . . . ,Pn and supplemented by structure

domains S1,S2, . . . ,Sn to each Pi. The motivations for defining structure space essentially
as a product of the parts is the necessity of finding a straightforward way of measuring
structural similarity as a distance function between wholes. When we accept that a par-
ticular object must be represented by a single point in a concept, then we must commit
to the notion that this single point must encode the information about the specific set of
parts composing the whole (encoding part similarity) and also its structural information
(encoding configuration similarity). A good way of accomplishing this is to transfer the
information to the quality dimensions: information about the set of parts composing the
whole is encoded by joining the quality dimensions of the parts, and the structure infor-
mation is encoded by joining the structural domains for each part.

As an example, consider in the conceptual space of apple in Figure 4.2. Each part
(stem, seed, skin and flesh) is defined as a set of properties in their own conceptual spaces
(Figure 4.2a). In order to form the structure space of apple, subspaces of the parts are
used to compose the product space that forms the structure space of apple (Figure 4.2b).
Notice that the use of subspaces of the parts is due to the fact that the whole relates just to
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a subset of the individuals described by the general part concept. For instance, the concept
fruit seed describes all kinds of fruit seeds, given that only a fraction of them (a subspace)
can be said to be apple seeds; i.e., oval dark seeds. Furthermore, for each part there is
a property in a structure domain that defines the configuration information of that part
(depicted as lune shapes in Figure 4.2b). In the context of this example, configuration in-
formation can be regarded as the displacement coordinates (e.g., position and orientation
coordinates) of each part of the apple in relation to the whole apple.2 For instance, Figure
4.2d shows a two-dimensional structure domain of coordinates centred at the apple, with
the region at the top corresponding to the coordinates allowed for the position of the stem.
The same kind of information is added as regions in structure domains for each part in
the structure space. The end result is the complete apple structure space, which can be
seen as a multidimensional conceptual space itself (Figure 4.2c). A given point p in this
space corresponds to a particular structure of apple, with a specific set of parts displaced
at specific places. Points in the neighbourhood of p correspond to similar apples, such as
apples having a slightly different stem positioned at a slightly different place on the apple.
It is important to note that structure domains allow the representation of structural infor-
mation in terms of object-centred configurations. They can also be combined to describe
more complex information, such as spatial relations3 (e.g., right of, back of, etc.).

The link between structure spaces and parts is governed by what we call dimensional

filters. A filter is a higher-order structure that defines which subspace of the part that is
actually used to compose the structure space of the whole. In this context, the role of
a filter is two-fold. First, it can be used to filter out sections of the structure space of a
part that is not relevant to the whole; i.e. as in the stem-apple example above. Second, it
can also be used to filter quality domains of the part (holistic or even structural) that are
not relevant to the whole. For instance, a combustion engine may have quality domains
describing its characteristics as a car engine and as a power generator. However, the
quality domains regarding power generation must be filtered out when the concept is
imported in the structure space of a car. In some ways, the dimensional filter works like a
context, screening out the unimportant dimensions of its parts.

The formation of concepts in the structure space is, to a large extent, determined by
prototype effects. Some part structures can be seen as more typical than others. These
typical individuals — not necessarily any that exist in reality — determine the focal points
of the convex regions that form concepts in structure space. Take the concept of an apple
as an example. Its part structure would be determined by a prototypical exemplar of its
kind, denoted by a point in the structure space of apple. In turn, this prototype determines
the focal points of the convex regions, which fully define the concept of apple structure.

2An object-centred coordinate system seems to be preferable. Nonetheless, one can think of structural
information based on an egocentric coordinate space, or even a retinal coordinate space (NEWELL et al.,
2005).

3More about conceptual spaces and spatial relations can be found in (LIGOZAT; CONDOTTA, 2005)
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Figure 4.2 – Example of structure space for the apple concept: (a) the conceptual spaces of each
part of apple, their inner form (dimensions and domains) is omitted; (b) the conceptual space of
apple as a product of the holistic space and subregions of parts and also structure information; (c) a
compact representation of the holistic and structure space of apple; and (d) an graphical depiction
of the regions defining the displacement for the stem in the structure space of apple.
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Furthermore, regarding the relation between the prototypical whole and the prototypical
parts, it is tempting to say that the prototype of a whole is also composed by the prototypes
of its parts. However, even if this assessment could be true in some cases, it fails in a high
number of situations. For instance, our prototypical notion of grasshopper includes a
subspace of the concept of wing that certainly does not include what we consider to be
the common prototype of wing.

At this point is important to highlight that this framework does not address what is a
part or how we separate parts from the whole (e.g. in perception). We are just interested in
determining a way of representing the relation between parts and wholes so that holistic
and structural similarity can be measured. We return to this point in the next sections.

4.3 Types of Structure Domains

Structure domains and properties are fundamental parts of our framework. They qual-
ify the partonomical relations between parts and wholes. As such, it is natural to expect
they themselves might have a complex form. As a matter of fact, the elementary no-
tion of being part of something can be specialized into more specific types of part-whole
relations. In recent years, several authors have proposed different taxonomies of part-
whole relations, based on different criteria, from linguistic to ontological (WINSTON;
CHAFFIN; HERRMANN, 1987; GERSTL; PRIBBENOW, 1995; GUIZZARDI, 2005;
JOHANSSON, 2012). In this section, we show how common kinds of part-whole rela-
tions reflected in language can be explained by different ways of constructing structure
domains.

4.3.1 Complex and Collective

Essentially, there are two clear-cut kinds of part relations. A part relation can be
collective, when a class of instances of a certain type generically composes the whole.
For example, the part relation between tree and forest just defines that an instance of
forest includes an arbitrary number of trees; no particular tree is conceptualized or has
a specific role or place in the forest. On the other hand, complex relations give more
specific information about how the parts relate to the whole, such as with functional or
displacement information. For example, the part relation between cat and tail specifically
defines that an instance of cat has an instance of tail positioned at a particular place on the
cat. These two types of relations can be found in some part-whole taxonomy proposals,
such as those of Winston, Chaffin and Herrmann (1987) and Gerstl and Pribbenow (1995).

Regions in structure domains, called structure properties, have the exact function of
defining how a part fits into a whole. Different structure domains allow for different part
relations. In the previous section, we talked about structure properties that represent dis-
placement information only. These are complex structure properties. Collective relations
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Figure 4.3 – Structure spaces according to partonomy types: (a) fragment of the structure space
of cat showing the complex relation of tail; and (b) fragment of the structure space of tree showing
the collective relation of forest. Both “rear” and “many” are property regions on their respective
structure domains.
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can be represented in structure spaces by changing the type of structure domain used.
Take the relation R(A,B) as a part relation between a part concept A and its whole B. Let
S be the structure space of B. Let Dr be the structure domain added by the relation R to
S. Then, based on the type of R, we can establish which kind of information is carried by
Dr:

1) R is a complex relation iff Dr is formed by complex structure domains;

2) R is a collective relation iff Dr is formed by collective structure domains.

In complex relations, the structure domain denotes the specific configuration or role
of the part, like the allowed positions and orientations. For example, the relation part(tail,

cat) is complex because the relation between the cat and its tail is modulated by a complex
structure property; i.e. a region in a complex structure space denoting the allowed set of
positions and orientation of the tail in a cat (Figure 4.3a). In collective relations, the
structure domain quantifies the part concept, such as how many instances of the part are
components of the collective whole. For instance, our general conceptualization of a
forest is that it is simply composed by many trees. As such, the relation part(tree, forest)
is a collective relation because the structure domain that modulates it in the structure
space of forest is a collective structure domain. That is, it does specify only a region (i.e.
interval) in a quantification space corresponding to how many trees a forest could have,
and perhaps how they are packed (Figure 4.3b). This scheme allows the representation of
individuals as “there are thousands/many/few trees in that forest”.
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Complex and collective structure domains can have a variety of forms, depending
on the implementation. Regarding complex structure domains, we already described an
example in the last section where an object-centred position space could work as an im-
plementation. In such a space, the displacement of parts of an object is described as
a two-dimensional coordinate of each part within the whole. However, one can devise
more sophisticated implementations for complex structure. Consider displacement now
defined as the geometric volume in the spatial extension of the whole where a given part
can be found (or seen). For instance, if a person is asked to point where the engine is
usually placed in a car, she will probably point at the front of the car, drawing an ellip-
soid with her finger, while saying “around there.” This ellipsoid captures the intuition of
the displacement volume we are talking about and it is naturally a function of the over-
all shape, position and orientation of the part. This sort of construction can be neatly
represented as a property region in a geometric volume domain, such as superquadrics
(CHELLA; FRIXIONE; GAGLIO, 2001). A point in this region represents the specific
placed volume where the part can be found in the whole (e.g. “where the engine is placed
in this car”). For example, the displacement of the skin of an apple can be represented as a
region embarking the whole apple; a point in this region encodes a volume that coincides
with the surface of the apple.

Collective structure domains on the other hand, represent how a set of parts of the
same type generically related to the whole. For instance, it might be represented as simple
one-dimensional spaces denoting, for instance, how many instances of that given part are
expected to be found in the whole. More interestingly, we believe that collective structure
domains might be able to represent the notion of ensembles of parts (ALVAREZ, 2011);
which are related to the capacity humans have to summarize groups of similar objects
into a cognitive compact average representation. In this context, we could see the relation
between “tree” and “Amazon Forest” as conjunction of a conceptual space describing an
average Amazonian tree and a region in a collective structure property denoting how many
trees this forest has (e.g. say, “billions”, or “many”).

Perhaps not surprisingly, complex and collective relations are intrinsically correlated.
Collective relations can be seen as a generalization of many complex relations to which no
displacement information is necessary. This might account to what Gerstl and Pribbenow
(1995) call the plasticity of part-whole relations. For instance, the relation ship-fleet can
be classified into two ways. If one considers a fleet as a uniform set of ships, the relation
is collective. On the other hand, if each ship has a special role in a fleet, one can consider
the relation complex. We argue that there is a third case where both kinds of relations
are mixed: certain ships could have special roles while others are referred to generically
(e.g., as in a fleet having a carrier and many destroyers). In this case, the relation can be
seen as a hybrid of collective and complex. These processes of change can be explained
by processes of folding and unfolding of complex relations into collective relations.
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4.3.2 External Partitions

In general, we talk about parts as the building blocks of objects, in the sense that an
apple is formed by many parts. However, we can also talk about arbitrary partitionings
that are imposed on the objects. For instance, if we say that “the upper part of the house
is blue”, we are imposing a somewhat arbitrary partitioning of the house. In some cases,
these external partitions can be seen as part of the definition of certain concepts, thereby
composing their structure space. For instance, the concept “planet” might include the
notion that the planet’s polar regions are cold; the notion of “polar region” can be seen
as an external partition imposed on planet; there is no actual inner structural part that
corresponds to the poles of a planet.

External partitions can be implemented in conceptual spaces by means of certain re-
gion operations (e.g., intersection) on the quality domains of wholes and their parts. For
instance, the concept of “the equatorial region of a planet” translates to an intersection
of a property in the shape domain of “planet” (a sphere) with the property in the shape
domain of “equatorial region” (a section of a sphere). This new concept helps to compose
the structure space of “planet”.

External partitions in conceptual spaces might explain a kind of parthood that recurs
in the literature, namely, what Gerstl and Pribbenow (1995) call external parthood. They
argue that certain part relations derive from the internal structure of the whole, whereas
others can be said to derive from external partitions imposed on the whole. In their orig-
inal proposal, Gerstl and Pribbenow (1995) defined two types of external part relations:
portions and segments. A segment is a spatiotemporal part that results from the imposi-
tion of an external scheme on the whole. This scheme distinguishes different parts of the
object, indifferent to its internal structure (“the upper part of the body”, “the beginning
of a story”). On the other hand, a portion is construed by using a property dimension to
select parts out of the whole; for example, the dimension of colour is used in phrases like
“the red parts of a painting” or “the annoying parts of the evening television show”. We
can explain portions and segments in conceptual spaces by relating them to intersection
operations in particular kinds of domains. In brief, portions can be seen as the results of
restrictions in spatiotemporal quality domains, whereas segments are the result of restric-
tions on other quality domains. For instance, the pole-planet example translates a typical
case of segmentation: a restriction on the spatial domain of “planet”. On the other hand,
a phrase like “the red brush strokes of the painting are original” translates the case of por-
tioning. In a collection of all parts of a painting, this portion is where the colour property
regions intersect with the colour property “red”.
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4.4 Marr’s Hierarchical Model, Revisited

The basic utilization of structure spaces can be exemplified by reinterpreting influen-
tial hierarchical model of cylinders proposed by Marr and Nishihara (1978). In the litera-
ture, there are many attempts to model the shapes of objects in object recognition (MARR;
NISHIHARA, 1978; BIEDERMAN, 1987; PENTLAND, 1986; ZHU; YUILLE, 1996;
CHELLA; FRIXIONE; GAGLIO, 2001). Many of these attempts take into considera-
tion the visual part-whole structure of the objects, associated with some sort of shape
primitive, like cylinders or more complex parametric volumes. The model by Marr and
Nishihara (1978) employs sets of cylinders to approximate biological forms, as illustrated
in Figure 4.4. The cylinders are combined in a hierarchical manner, with the torso on the
first level, and the head and limbs (arms) on the second, forearms on the third and so on.
In the following, we demonstrate how Marr’s model can be described in our framework.

Figure 4.4 – Parts hierarchy model proposed by Marr and Nishihara. The arm is deconstructed
as finer parts along the chain of part structures.

 

Model 
Axis 

Part 
Structure 

Source: adapted from Marr (1982).

Each level of the Marr’s hierarchy can be seen as a single concept (“body”, “arm”,
“hand”, etc.). Each concept in this hierarchy has two types of descriptions. One rep-
resents the whole (e.g., the whole body); the other connects the parts of the hierarchy
together (e.g., the limbs and head). The description of the whole is called a model axis:
a generalized cylinder that captures the overall outline and orientation axis of a particular
hierarchy level (e.g., the cylinder that represents the whole body in Figure 4.4). It ab-
stracts away details that are usually supplied by parts. This approach is closely related to
the model of holistic versus structural descriptions: the model axis represents a holistic
take on the object shape at a given hierarchy level, while the same level includes more
detailed structural (part) descriptions.
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The recreation of Marr’s model using our framework is quite straightforward. Each
level in Figure 4.4 (body, arm, forearm, etc.) can be modelled as a concept with properties
in holistic and structural domains. The elementary quality domain here is shape. In
this formulation, the shape space can be represented by two dimensions: cylinder length
and radius. Different regions in this space denote different cylinder shapes. This shape
domain is used to compose all concepts in this hierarchy. Each concept is then formed by
a property (a region) in the shape domain, plus a structure space formed by its parts.

The structure space is formed by quality domains, imported from subparts of the body,
and structure domains. In this case, the structure domains are of the complex kind and en-
code information about position and orientation of the parts in the coordinate space of the
whole. For instance, the concept of “hand” in Figure 4.4 has a structure space formed by
the shape domains and properties of each finger, plus structure domains defining the po-
sition and orientation allowed for each finger. A point in the conceptual space of “hand”
describes a particular whole shape cylinder for the hand, plus particular shapes, orienta-
tions, and positions of the fingers. In this space, we can refer to prototypical hand shape
and configurations, and categories of hand shape.

4.5 Same Whole, Different Parts

Structural similarity judgements are influenced by context: two apples can look very
similar to a child in a supermarket, but very different to a botanist. Distinct parts have
distinct importance (or “goodness”, according to Tversky (1989)) depending the context.
In the theory of conceptual spaces, context is represented as different weights given to
each quality dimension (or domain) in the conceptual distance measurement (GÄRDEN-
FORS, 2000). The same method can be used to account for the influence of context in
structural similarity judgements. Different weights are given to the domains of different
parts in structure space: less relevant parts are given smaller weights and more relevant
parts are given larger weights. In the apple example, a botanist comparing apples will
give more weight to internal parts when trying to decide if a given apple is included in the
“good apple” category, whereas a consumer will give more importance to external parts
(Figure 4.5). As we shall argue in Section 4.7, context might be also related to the notion
of essential and mandatory parts at the symbolic level.

If we define context as a vector of weights, it implies the existence of a context space.
A context space is a higher-order space where points denote different combinations of
weights of the quality domains in a conceptual space. Again, we believe that context space
also includes prototype structures: some context situations are more typical than others.
Prototypes denoting typical part-importance scenarios will complement the context space
for a structure space. For instance, the same person can play the role of a botanist and
consumer at different times; the present context “moves” through different categories in
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Figure 4.5 – Examples of different contexts in the apple structure space, where ellipses with
smaller sizes denote spaces with less weight in a given context: (a) structure space of apple for a
botanist; and (b) structure space of apple for a consumer.
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Source: the authors.

the context space. In an apple dissection situation, one can pay attention to internal parts
of the apple; nevertheless, the prototypical apple consumer context is the one where just
the more external parts of the fruit are relevant for comparisons. Situations that are close
to the prototype situations define concept regions in context space; these regions can
be interpreted as kinds of context, like “apple dissection” context or “apple consuming”
context.

Another example situation in which context plays a role happens when characteristics
of different parts influence the categorization of the whole. For instance, a boat with a
black hull and white sail may be “the black boat” in the context of boats with white hulls,
and “the white boat” in the context of boats with black sails. Context influences part
saliency, which in turn affects categorization.

4.6 Partonomies and the problem of transitivity

People frequently describe part structures as hierarchies, where more simple objects
compose more complex ones and so. These hierarchies are usually called partonomies.
A partonomy is a simple tree-like representation that highlights the apparent transitive
nature of part relations, allowing one to visualize and navigate different levels of decon-
struction. It is frequently seen as the canonical way of representing part structures. Whilst
these are useful as tools for reasoning about parts, there is no general way of measuring
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similarity between graphs.4 Thus, it is not possible to explicitly represent part hierarchies
in conceptual spaces in a simple way (e.g. as a point). At the same time, they are not
necessary for comparing the similarity of objects at conceptual level, as we have seen in
previous sections. Nevertheless, these hierarchies are implicit in a sequence of structure
spaces represented as a chain of whole-part pairs, partonomies could possibly be derived
as a symbolic construct from the chain of structure spaces if they are needed at the sym-
bolic level.

However, we still must address the fact that parts also have parts and how it relates
with structure spaces. Structure spaces import the domains of all parts. Given that parts
can also be wholes, and that they have structure spaces of their own, the final structure
space of a more complex whole can become a transitive closure of all its parts and sub-
parts. This is not desirable from the standpoint of cognitive economy, and, at a first
glance, can be seen as a fatal limitation of our framework. The mechanism that allows us
to deal with this issue is related to the transitivity problem. Any discussion of represen-
tation of partonomies usually arrives at the problem of transitivity in part-whole relations
(SIMONS, 2003; VARZI, 2006), which is mainly an ontological one. The classical for-
mulation of mereology holds that transitivity is one of the basic properties of the part
relation. However, transitivity often breaks down. A good example of this breakdown is
the following: the eye is usually regarded as part of the face and the retina as part of eye;
however, the retina is hardly regarded to be part of face. There are some solutions to this
problem (VARZI, 2006); one of the accepted solutions is to consider ontologically dis-
tinct types of part-whole relations, which are naturally not transitive between themselves.
For example, the relation between eye and face is not of the same kind as the relation
between retina and eye. This general solution, however, does not help us to solve our
representation problem; mainly because we do not assume any a prori, crisp ontological
distinctions between types of wholes in the conceptual level.

In order to give a partial solution to this problem, we start by assuming that part
relations are not transitive. We see few reasons to consider a cognitive interpretation of
part relation as necessarily transitive. First, there are plenty of examples of intransitive
part relations. As other authors have pointed out (e.g. JOHANSSON, 2006), part relations
might have different interpretations in different contexts. For instance, the tendency to
ascribe transitivity to simple part relations possibly comes from its association with the
notion of spatial inclusion, which is usually transitive. Second, following the general
notion of situated part structures (MOLTMANN, 1996), we see the formation of part
relations and structure spaces as a process that is generally linked to context, experience,
and perception, rather than to pure deductive reasoning. We suggest that the structure

4A main reason is that there is no general way of measuring similarity between three graphs. There are
some attempts to do so by converting tree graphs into graph spectra (e.g., SHOKOUFANDEH et al., 2005),
but the lack of isomorphism between the two kinds of representation prevents the use of graph spectra as a
framework for implementing structure similarity.
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space of a concept comprises all its experienced parts. One tenet of cognitive semantics is
that conceptual structures are embodied (see Section 3.2). Thus, concepts are dependent
on bodily experiences and emotions (GÄRDENFORS, 2000). In a broad sense, what
dictates whether an object is a direct part of another is the experience (or perception)
by the agent of a direct partonomical relation between the two. This experience may be
influenced by many factors, like the experience of other relations, such as causality and
spatial inclusion. For instance, consider a concept B that is usually experienced as direct
part of C. Now, take a concept A that is perceived as a direct part of B. The perception of
A as part of C is exclusively dependent on one’s experience of the world. We argue that
the conceptual level do not drawn any a priori deductive conclusions about partonomic
relationship between A and C.

However, even discounting transitivity, concepts in holistic and structure spaces can
still suffer from inflation problems stemming from their legitimate direct parts. Remember
that a structure space is a subspace of the conceptual space of the whole. So, the inclusion
of the quality domains of “eye” in the structure space of “face” will also bring in the
structure space of “eye” which includes the quality domains of “retina”. This may lend
to a situation where inflated concepts represent themselves and all their possible parts.
Dimensional filters act as a countermeasure for this issue. As seen in the Section 4.2,
dimensional filters are able to select a subspace of the part’s conceptual space to compose
the whole. In this context, dimensional filters can filter out aspects of parts that are not
relevant to the whole.5 For instance, the relation between face and eye is mediated by
a dimensional filter that blocks the fraction of the conceptual space of eye referring to
retina.

4.7 Other Ontological Considerations

Part relations and partonomies are also a common object of study in Ontology. How-
ever, in this work we are not much concerned with part relations that are held between
objects in a world without a knower. We are rather concerned about how to represent
concepts as they appear in cognitive processes of a knower. Nevertheless, certain issues
regarding the ontology of concepts, parts and wholes are relevant to our discussion. In this
section, we discuss how the notions of structure and holistic spaces contrast with those
issues and how they can contribute to the field.

We touched some of the ontological issues of part relations when we addresses part
transitivity in the previous section. In essence, we argued that part transitivity in the
conceptual level is not predetermined, in the sense it is dependent more on experience than
in predetermined concepts or deductive knowledge. However, there are other ontological

5Just as the botanist and the customer put different weights on different apple properties (Figure 4.5), a
filter can be seen as an attentional mechanism that picks out the aspects of the structural complex that are
of interest to the user in a particular context.
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issues besides transitivity. For instance, there is the problem of diachronic identity in
conceptual spaces (GAUKER, 2007). In brief, the issue is how one represents the fact
that objects change in time (i.e. change their properties), but can still be categorized as
the same object. According to Gauker, since conceptual spaces identifies objects with
single points in a space, the same object in different moments in time would have to be
represented as a set of points. This could be a problem, since there is no apparent way
of linking all this points in order to say they denote the same object. Therefore, there
is something missing in conceptual spaces that dictates what is necessary to an object to
keep its identity through time. We will not fully address this issue here, as we believe it
falls of the scope of this thesis. However, we briefly discuss how one could tackle it. The
first possible solution is a no-solution: certain domains are stable enough to do without
diachronic identity at the conceptual level in order to be represented. A similar approach
is to assume that the sub-conceptual level compensate for diachronic change (e.g. using
viewpoint invariant quality domains). The third solutions is to assume objects are in fact
regions in a conceptual space. Gärdenfors (2000) himself hints at this possibility when
suggesting that objects are narrow concepts, consisting of regions degenerated to single
points. We suggest a similar solution in chapters 5 and 6 in order to tackle a similar issue
that appears when one consider objects appearing to have different properties depending
the perspective from which they are seen. Guizzardi (2014) presents a similar solution
to the diachronic identity problem, proposing that points in a conceptual space represent
object states, therefore making objects regions in conceptual space. Finally, it seems to
us that in certain cases, we can threat objects that changed in time as different objects.
Our cognitive processes seem to be able to rearrange their conceptual representations
according necessity. Our opinion aligns with the one of Scholl (2007), who defends that
the metaphysical issues that usually ground the discussion of identity may be themselves
grounded in cognitive mechanisms that are still not well understood. More importantly,
the very role of parts and wholes in tracking an object’s identity is not well established
from the perceptive of cognition. In view of all that, we believe we should keep holistic-
structure spaces transparent to this issue. The theory as it is now is malleable enough to
fit with all these solutions. Furthermore, we believe that, at least for now, the identity
problem should be tackled by particular implementations of holistic-structure spaces (as
we do in Chapter 6), until a firm theory of objects in conceptual spaces is reached.

Another issue, related to the identity problem, is that people frequently consider
wholes to have mandatory or essential parts (SIMONS, 2003). For instance, it is usu-
ally said that brain is an essential part of human, while heart is just a mandatory part; i.e.
a particular human has to have a particular instance brain, but any instance of heart. Parts
can also be optional; in the sense that they might or might not appear in the whole to
which they relate to. This sort of construction has no parallel in structure spaces. Again,
our position regarding these aspects are similar to our position in relation to transitivity.
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We do not specify any intensional mechanism in the representation that allows us to tag
parts as essential, mandatory, etc. The main reason for not having such mechanisms is
that they would remove the plasticity of our representation scheme. For instance, it is
not difficult to find counter-examples for many typical illustration cases of essential parts;
there are tragic cases of living people without a brain, such as newborns. Alternatively,
one can even conceive the invention of a successful lobotomy procedure, making brain
just a mandatory part of human. Humans can easily adapt their conceptualizations for
such situations in a non-monotonic way, where parts stop being necessary or mandatory.
Thus, there must be a place in our representation where these adaptations are possible.
We believe this place is the conceptual level. Structure spaces can capture at least a por-
tion of that non-monotonicity in part reasoning by defining levels in which a given part
in entrenched in a whole by means of context changes (see Section 4.5). Parts that bear
more weight are more entrenched in a given context than others. For instance, the brain
might be less important when comparing humans in a crowd.

Furthermore, concept similarity models have been linked to the notion of family re-

semblance (ROSCH; MERVIS, 1975). Family resemblance is an effect present in cate-
gorization, where instances of a given concept share a great number of similar properties,
but not a single property is shared by them all. Conceptual spaces tend to be more aligned
with this perspective. Humans have in common they all have a particular brain, but we can
still categorize individuals with no brain as humans because they have many other proper-
ties in common. This plays against an essentialist view on concept representation. From
a conceptualistic point of view, the idea of that some parts seem essential or mandatory
might make more sense as symbolic level constructions reflecting common set of occur-
rences in the conceptual level. This might as well reveal itself as a point of connection
between conceptual and symbolic frameworks in the future.

Here it is important to distinguish between Ontology as a field concerned with the
study of being, and ontology as a knowledge representation technique in Computer Sci-
ence. Our work has more in common with the representation frameworks in ontology
engineering, particularly with foundation ontologies (see Section 3.3.3). DOLCE foun-
dation ontology (and its derivations, such as UFO) holds our particular interest, since it
employs conceptual spaces as a basic structure underlying qualities:

“Qualities can be seen as the basic entities we can perceive or measure:
shapes, colors, sizes, sounds, smells, as well as masses, lengths, elec-
trical charges... The term ‘Quality’ is often used as a synonymous of
‘property’, but this is not the case in DOLCE: qualities are particulars,
properties are universals. Qualities inhere to entities: every entity (in-
cluding qualities themselves) comes with certain qualities, which exist
exactly as long as the entity exists. Within a certain ontology, we assume
that these qualities belong to a finite set of quality types (like color, size,
smell, etc.), and are characteristic for (inhere in) specific individuals:
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no two particulars can have the same quality, and each quality is specif-
ically constantly dependent on the entity it inheres in: at any time, a
quality can’t be present unless the entity it inheres in is also present. So
we distinguish between a quality (e.g., the color of a specific rose), and
its “value” (e.g., a particular shade of red). The latter is called quale,
and describes the position of an individual quality within a certain con-
ceptual space (called here quality space) [...]. So when we say that two
roses have (exactly) the same color their two colors have the same po-
sition in the color space (they have the same color quale), but still the
two roses have numerically distinct color qualities.” (GANGEMI et al.,
2002, pg 228)

Gangemi et al. (2002) imply that quality spaces are conceptual spaces, but do not
develop much further in the relationship between DOLCE and conceptual spaces (partic-
ularly in the how properties and concepts in conceptual spaces map to DOLCE).

More recently, Guarino (2013) provided a preliminary investigation about the mere-
ological behaviour of qualities in the context of DOLCE. There is a general distinction
between global and local qualities. Global qualities inhere to the whole object, while
local qualities inhere to a part of the object. For instance, when we say that the Adriatic
Sea has a volume, we are referring more-or-less to a global quality. But since the sea has
many depths, when we say that the Adriatic Sea has a depth, we are referring to a quality
inhering in a specific part of the sea (e.g. the deepest part). More importantly, not all
qualities of parts of an object are local qualities of that object. For instance, while the
many widths of the main body of a vase are local qualities of the vase, the many widths
of its handle are not local qualities of the vase. Guarino argues that there is probably
a “simple cognitive mechanism” that divides the vase in canonical parts, “whose width
count as local widths of the vase”.

Guarino goes further, proposing the notions of quality fields and quality patterns as
distinguished ontological categories. A quality field is the mereological sum of all local
qualities of a given entity. Whereas local quality inheres in parts of an entity, a quality
field inheres in the actual object. For example, the local qualities of the Adriatic Sea
form the depth (quality) field of that sea. Guarino argues that quality fields also help to
describe the distinction between variation and change. Variation would be explained as
a process of change in the focus of attention along different parts of a quality field. For
instance, there is a variation in the depth of the Adriatic Sea at the Italian part to the depth
at the Croatian part. The variation occurs as attention shifts from one part to the other.
On the other hand, change is rather a diachronic process. It occurs when some individual
qualities in the quality field change their quale values (also known as qualia) in time. For
instance, the depth of the Adriatic Sea has change since the Roman age.
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Quality patterns refer to an individual distribution of qualia in a quality field. For
instance, the depth quality field of the Adriatic Sea had a specific qualia distribution at
the Roman ages, which is different of the distribution present today. Guarino describes
quality patterns as constituted by a part of a quality field. The difference between quality
fields and patterns is that the precise qualia distribution is essential to a quality pattern,
whereas it is not essential to a quality field. Guarino (2013) does not make it clear whether
quality fields inhere in other entities.

Contrary to early work in DOLCE on qualities, Guarino (2013) does not explain how
quality fields and patterns are related to quality structures. We believe holistic-structure
spaces provide conceptual grounding and justification to some of Guarino’s decisions. We
provide a sketch of how the relationship can be drawn.

There is a clear relation between quality patterns and structure spaces. Both consist
of distributions of qualia representing specific quality values attributed to parts of a given
entity. However, structure spaces are broader in scope. Together with dimensional filters
and context change effects (see Section 4.5), they capture a more general notion than
quality patterns. They represent all important qualities (or qualia) of parts of a given entity
that are relevant to the specific conceptualization of the whole entity. A quality pattern
is then a particular context on a structure space that selects the same quality domain in
many parts composing the structure. If the Adriatic Sea correspond to a point in a holistic-
structure space, giving greater weight to the depth domains of its parts (i.e., shifting the
context), then we are effectively representing a depth quality pattern, i.e. we are isolating
the qualia that refers to depths of parts of the sea.

However, the holistic-structures can go further. A single point in the structure space
represent a “pattern” of local and global properties; i.e. it represents a distribution of
qualia related to local and global attributes. Guarino (2013) recognizes that there is a
correlation between values of certain global qualities and the same qualities in the parts.
This correlation is reflected by the concept of point in the holistic-structure spaces.

If we assume diachronic quality fields, we can also readily explain the attention pro-
cess involved in variation. Variation in conceptual spaces can partially be a change in the
context of a given similarity measurement. If we are discussing the Adriatic Sea and the
depth of its Italian part, we are bound to give more weight to the domain corresponding
to the depth domain of the Italian part. A variation is just a special case of representing
quality patterns.

The full notion of quality field can be represented in conceptual spaces depending in
how one models objects in these spaces. In the diachronic case, quality fields and quality
patterns seem to be indistinguishable; both map to a single point in a structure space. In
the synchronic case, the complexity increases. If a certain quality field of a single object
can have many patterns (such as in the example of the Adriatic Sea depth field now and
in the Roman ages), then it implies that a single object might correspond to a region in
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the structure space. Therefore, representing quality fields and also change require a more
elaborated theory of objects as regions in conceptual spaces. We employ this strategy of
representing objects in the last chapter of this thesis, but just as an implementation device.
The full treatment would require further analysis. Nevertheless, the notion of regions in
structure spaces seem to suggest the existence of categories of quality fields, such as the
sea depth field, with all its possible variations.

4.8 Computational Object Recognition with Structure Spaces

Holistic and structure spaces possibly fit in alternative computational implementa-
tions of different cognitive tasks involving conceptual representations. Here, we present a
sketch of how a system for object recognition inspired by holistic and structural process-
ing could be built using structure spaces.

Object recognition can be seen on an abstract level as a cyclic process of perception-
action. A bottom-up process interprets raw perception data into high-level structures; and
a top-down process converts partial high-level interpretations into directed attention in
order to clarify the missing information (i.e. visual search). We can say that an agent
implementing this system achieves interpretation once its internal state stabilizes in a
particular set of high-level structures abstracting the perceived stimuli.

In this context, conceptual spaces provide a way of describing concepts in terms of
sets of possible observations. Consider an agent equipped with a visual perception system
and a conceptual system described in terms of conceptual spaces. Simply put, visual inter-
pretation consists in converting raw visual stimuli into vectors in these conceptual spaces
and then checking if the vectors are similar (close) enough to the concept prototypes; the
closest prototype indicates the concept describing the perceived object. For example, con-
sider this agent is equipped with the conceptual space of the (holistic) apple as presented
in 4.1, as well as a similar space for pear. When this agent is presented with visual image
of an apple, the raw-visual stimuli is converted into a vector in a conceptual space formed
by quality domains related to the visual system, such as the shape space, the colour space,
the texture space and so on. This vector is a representation of the perceived object. In
order to recognize this object as an instance of “apple”, it is sufficient to check whether
the perceived object vector is placed inside the properties regions that define “apple” in
each domain. In this case, high-level classification is reduced to a relatively simple verifi-
cation of geometric inclusion of a point in a region. The process can be further simplified
by reducing geometric inclusion calculation to a distance measurement from the concept
prototype. However, more than one concept can be activated by the previous classifica-
tion process; i.e. maybe it was not possible to say if the object was an apple or a pear. If
more information is necessary in order to achieve classification, then it is possible to use
the candidate concepts to redirect perceptual attention in order to gather better informa-
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tion on the object; i.e. in a top-down process. For instance, the mismatch between the
texture of apple and pear (i.e. empty intersection in the texture domain) might be used to
guide attention to get closer view of the surface of the object being observed. The new
perceptual information complements the previous observation by refining its vector in the
conceptual space, restarting the bottom-up processing and closing the object recognition
loop.

Structure spaces can improve this scheme by allowing the definition of independent
holistic and structural processing strategies, which might bring improvements in how dif-
ferent stimuli are classified in certain situations. A possible way in which this can be
implemented is to consider the previous model as the holistic strategy and join it to a
parallel structural process. Consider an agent now is equipped with the conceptual space
of apple (and pear) as in Figure 4.2; i.e. with holistic and structural descriptions. As
we have seen in Section 2.1, holistic and structural processes occur in parallel in object
recognition of humans, with one or other having some speed advantage depending on the
context (LOVE; ROUDER; WISNIEWSKI, 1999). For the sake of the following exam-
ple, consider the holistic processes have a slight speed advantage. Likewise, when this
agent is presented with a whole apple, the process described previously is triggered, using
the holistic space of apple (and other concepts) as basis for classification. As soon as a
stimulus is recognized as being holistically an apple or a pear, then the structural process-
ing can start in parallel. It tries to disambiguate between the candidate concepts. This
process takes information of structural information encoded in the parts of apple and pear
in order to refocus perceptual attention from the whole towards specific parts of the object
being perceived in order to disambiguate them. Let us assume pears have slightly longer
stems than apples. The structure domain of this part in both concepts can be used to shift
attention to the appropriate locus of the stem on the perceived apple. When the percep-
tion is shifted to a part, all processing is primed to process a part, instead of a whole. The
previous holistic vector is augmented, receiving values in other domains corresponding
to the perceived part, such as part shape, texture and colour and configuration. In our
example, the vector now encodes information about the whole apple being observed, as
well its stem. This vector is then matched against structural fragment of the candidate
concepts. If they are close enough to these concepts in the structure space (i.e. to their
structural prototypes), they are kept as candidates. In this case, the concept of “pear”
could be discarded as the stem part will now fail to fall in the correct property regions.
The perception/action loop will keep running until no more distinguishing properties or
parts can be found and concepts disambiguated; then classification is said to be achieved.

It is important to mention again that the stimuli segmentation is mainly governed by
mechanisms outside structure spaces. From a cognitive point of view, these mechanisms
define what a part is in fact. Some examples are Gestalt grouping principles (LOVE;
ROUDER; WISNIEWSKI, 1999), part boundary rules (HOFFMAN; SINGH, 1997), part
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saliency and so on and so forth. In the computational models exemplified here, these
principles would be implemented in lower processing levels, such as perception; never-
theless, they still might use high-level information to tune perception (such as expected
shape information).

Context effects can also play a role in this process through external systems. If we
can keep a short-term memory with recently perceived objects, then these can prime the
contextual space, influencing the weights of the vector components being compared dur-
ing the high-level processing. Consider an agent is in a situation where there are many
similar sailing ships with triangular sails. If a ship appears now with rectangular sails,
the agent will tend to shift more weight to the “sail” part, in order to better discriminate
between the objects being observed.

The mention to short-term memory highlights the possibility that more complex cog-
nitive architectures could be combined with holistic and structure spaces in order to spec-
ify more complex behaviour. For instance, cognitive architectures such as the one pro-
posed by Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (2001) could benefit from our framework, allowing
them to deal with parts in the conceptual level. Furthermore, structural analogy models
such as BRIDGES (TOMLINSON; LOVE, 2006) and DORA (DOUMAS; HUMMEL,
2010) could benefit of having structure spaces as an underlying conceptual structure. For
instance, while BRIDGES provides a good processing strategy for measuring structural
similarity between exemplars and new stimuli, it ignores holistic similarities; which is
accounted by the holistic space in our framework. DORA, on the other hand, depends
heavily on low-level symbolic feature descriptors. These could be replaced by regions in
quality domains, allowing fine similarity comparisons between object characteristics (i.e.
geons).

4.9 Summary and final remarks

In this chapter, we have presented a cognitive approach to representing part-whole
relations, founded on the theory of conceptual spaces. Parts are associated with the whole
in a structure space, where structural similarity can be measured between wholes and
types of wholes. The structure space can capture many aspects of part relations. We
have discussed different types of part deconstruction for the same whole, prototypical
part deconstruction, variations in part structure caused by context, and part hierarchies.
We also showed how different constructions of structure spaces can explain some types
of part-whole relations
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The model presented here contributes to the discussion of whether cognitive seman-
tics is necessary for knowledge representation in computation. As it has been argued
by Gärdenfors (2004), technologies based on symbolic theories, such as the Semantic
Web, should also include representations that take into account cognitive phenomena. In-
deed, the difficulties in representing part-whole relations using ontology representation
languages (RECTOR et al., 2005) serve as good arguments for approaching the problem
using a cognitive semantics framework like the one presented here.

Whilst the presented study focus on concept representation from a computational point
of view, it still might be useful as a source of insights in the inner workings of the human
cognition. Mainly, it calls the attention to the combination two important cognitive phe-
nomena: part-whole processing and similarity effects. While there is already evidence
indicating the existence of interplay between these two phenomena in cognition, it would
be interesting to test more thoroughly if it exists also in other contexts, such as in events
and in abstract entities, and how they relate to other aspects of cognition.

We showed that parts, wholes, and their relations can be represented in conceptual
spaces, albeit the spaces are high-dimensional and more complicated than for other per-
ceptual properties. However, a lot of empirical and mathematical work remains to turn
these sketches into practical working models.

In next chapter, we give a step in that direction by providing a formal model to most
of the notions presented in this chapter.
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5 PART-WHOLE RELATIONS AS PRODUCTS OF MET-
RIC SPACES

From a computational point of view, such framework would be highly beneficial. For
instance, the modelling of part-whole relations is sometimes problematic in symbolic rep-
resentation paradigms, such as ontologies. The algebraic approaches to part-whole rela-
tions are not generally driven by the cognitive phenomena (SIMONS, 2006), such as simi-
larity and holistic/structural processing. Some foundational ontologies already embed no-
tions of similarity (GUIZZARDI, 2005), but they are not usually associated to part-whole
representation. On the other hand, when it comes to object recognition, notions of similar-
ity and holistic/structural processing are more common. We find approaches employing
either holistic processing (e.g., LOWE, 2004) or structural (part-based) processing (e.g.,
AGARWAL; AWAN; ROTH, 2004; FIDLER; BOBEN; LEONARDIS, 2008). Some
alternatives combine both strategies (e.g., MOTTAGHI; RANGANATHAN; YUILLE,
2011; GRAF, 2006), using global and local descriptors for a review. However, these ap-
proaches focus more on immediate issues related to shape recognition, not addressing
broader questions associated to concept representation.

Just as a recap, in the last chapter, as well as in some papers (FIORINI; ABEL; GÄR-
DENFORS, 2013; FIORINI; GÄRDENFORS; ABEL, 2013), we proposed a theoretical
framework based on the theory of conceptual spaces (GÄRDENFORS, 2000), which em-
beds the notions of concept similarity and prototypes. We extended the theory by defining
holistic and structural spaces. These are special types of conceptual spaces that are suit-
able for representing holistic (whole) and structural (part) information about concepts
and objects in an integrated way. In such spaces, concepts and object are represented as
regions denoting qualities of the whole and the parts structure. Similarity measurements
between objects and concepts are function of the whole similarity and structure similarity.
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In this chapter, we propose a mathematical formulation of holistic and structure spaces
that can be more readily translated computational formalism. Gärdenfors (2000) suggests
that conceptual spaces could be formulated as metric spaces, where the distance function
implements the notion of similarity. This idea have been further explored by Aisbett
and Gibbon (AISBETT; GIBBON, 2001b), where they lay down the underlying formal
axiomatization of a metric-based formulation of conceptual spaces. We fork their work to
propose an axiomatization of holistic and structure spaces as a product of metric spaces.

5.1 A short review of conceptual spaces and holistic-structure spaces

In this section, we give a short summary of the main notion of both conceptual spaces
and holistic-structure spaces.

Gärdenfors’ theory of conceptual spaces (GÄRDENFORS, 2000) puts forward a new
way for representing concepts using geometrical and topological structures, which com-
plements symbolic and connexionist approaches. Put it simple, a conceptual space is a
space in the mathematical sense, where objects are points and concepts are regions or sets
of regions. If this space has a well-defined metric, then it is possible to get the similarity
between objects (and concepts) by measuring the distance between them: further objects
are apart, less similar they are. The dimensions in a conceptual space have a special mean-
ing: they denote the features — or qualities — through which entities can be compared
and are frequently grounded in perception. Good examples are hue, mass, height, etc.
Certain quality dimensions always co-occur, forming more complex spaces called quality

domains. Examples of quality domains are colour space, shape space, taste space, etc.
The theory introduces the Criterion P, which states that Convex regions in quality

domains define simple concepts, or properties. Properties such as Red, Circle, Sweet
are examples of convex regions in colour, shape and taste domains respectively. The
theory also introduces the Criterion C, which specifies that more complex concepts are
defined as set of regions in many quality domains. For instance, the concept of apple
can be defined as a product of colour properties in the colour space (Fig. 5.1a), cycloid
regions in the shape domain, some regions in the taste domain and so on. An individual
apple is represented by a single point in the multidimensional space formed by all quality
domains of apple and contained in the property regions that form the concept of apple. In
such space, a subtype of apple is a subspace of apple.

Our aim is to represent part-relations in conceptual spaces. However, conceptual
spaces does not provide a complete solution for representing relations; it simply sug-
gests that they could be represented by a product between the conceptual spaces of the
related entities. Thus, in order to represent the relation between parts and wholes, we
proposed a specialization of conceptual spaces in order to represent holistic and structural
information about concepts and objects. Based on evidences from cognition, we first sug-
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Figure 5.1 – Example of diagrams depicting the conceptual space of apple: (a) shows the inner
form of the apple space as a product of properties (smaller ellipsoids) in different quality domains
(bigger ellipsoids); and (b) shows a compact representation of the apple space as a set of points
(smaller ellipsoid) in a multidimensional space formed by the product of its quality domains.
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Source: the authors.

gested that the similarity between two concepts x and y defined as a function sim(x,y)

composed by two subfunctions simh(x,y) and sims(x,y), denoting holistic and structural
similarity respectively; that is, it is a mixture (denoted by the binary operator ⊗) of the
global similarity and part structure similarity. Informally,

sim(x,y) = simh(x,y)⊗ sims(x,y).

We can detail this function even further. From a structural point of view, we can compare
object regarding the property of sharing the same set of parts; and also compare them
regarding the property of having the parts arranged in a similar way. We refer to the
former as part similarity (simp(x,y)) and the later as configuration similarity (simc(x,y)).
By taking sims(x,y) to be a mixture (denoted by the binary operator ⊕) of simp(x,y) and
simc(x,y), we have that

sim(x,y) = simh(x,y)⊗ [simp(x,y)⊕ simc(x,y)] .

This relationship between holistic and structural similarity induces further structure in
how conceptual spaces are defined. We proposed that the conceptual space of a given
entity is now formed by the product of two specific subspaces: an holistic space imple-
menting the holistic similarity simh(x,y); and a structure space implementing structural
similarity sims(x,y). A concept is then represented as a set of regions in the holistic space
describing its overall qualities; and a set of regions in the structure space describing its
inner structure of parts

More specifically, holistic spaces can be seen as conceptual spaces as the general
definition proposed by Gärdenfors: a group of quality domains describing qualities about
a whole entity, such its overall shape, colour or mass. On the other hand, given that
structural similarity is more complex, structure spaces also have richer construction. A
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point in a structure space denotes a particular configuration of parts of an individual. That
is, a single multidimensional point encodes the information about what parts compose
a whole and also about how these parts are configured. Similar configurations of parts
are close together in this space. The information about how parts and structure can be
compared is given by the dimensions and quality domains. Given a concept C and a set of
concepts C1, . . . ,Cn that are parts of C, then we can generally define the structure space of
C as the product space of the quality domains of C1, . . . ,Cn and other n quality domains
denoting specific configuration information about each part Pi. The later quality domains
are called structure domains; these spaces represent information about the configuration
of each part in the whole; putting all together allow for part structure comparisons between
different objects. An example of structure domain for a part is a whole-centred coordinate
space denoting positions in relation to the whole.

A concept then is defined as a set of regions in both its holistic space and its structure
space. For instance, consider again the conceptual space of the concept Apple. It consists
of a holistic (such as the one in Fig. 5.1) and a structure space. The structure space
of Apple could be formed by the product of Core, Flesh, Seed and Stein, plus regions
denoting the general positioning each part in an object-centred coordinate system. A
vector in the structure space of Apple denotes a particular apple-structure: a combination
of individual apple parts, each with a specific value for colour, shape, taste and so on.
Close points in this space represent similar apple-structures. The combination of regions
of each part in the product restricts what are the valid individual components of an apple.
More importantly, the structure space can be further divided into specific regions defining
types of apple-structures; e.g., the concept of an apple with acid flesh and short stem.

5.2 Metric Spaces for Conceptual Spaces

As we have seen in Section 3.3.1, Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) proposed a formulation
for conceptual spaces based on metric spaces. We can divide their contribution into two
parts. The first part sets the main geometric and topological properties that a metric space
should have in order to support the main axioms of conceptual spaces. The second part
is the formulation of conceptual spaces in terms of metric spaces. We shall reuse some
elements of the first part as basis for our framework, but depart from what is proposed in
the second part of their work. The main reason is that, while we share similar intuitions
about how conceptual spaces relate to metric spaces, we believe it is possible to have a
clearer conceptual formalism by employing the mathematical devices in a different way.
In particular, whilst Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) provide a basic mechanism to represent
composite concepts (such as wholes), they do not address the distinction between holistic
and structural similarity, as well as the existence of structural quality domains.
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As we have mentioned earlier, the notion of metric spaces closely relate to how cog-
nitive processes involving similarity measurements work. In this context, the metric gen-
erally corresponds to the similarity measure.

Definition 5.1 (Metric space). A metric space is an ordered pair (X ,d), where X is a
non-empty set and d is metric on X (DEZA; DEZA, 2009). The metric d is a function
d : X×X → [0,∞), which defines the distance between elements of X . For any x,y,z ∈ X ,
the following holds:

d(x,y)> 0 (non-negativity) (5.1)

d(x,y) = 0, iff x = y (identity of indiscernibles) (5.2)

d(x,y) = d(y,x) (simmetry) (5.3)

d(x,y)6 d(x,z)+d(z,y) (triangle inequality) (5.4)

Triangle inequality guarantees that d imposes the structure to X , which characterizes
a metric space. For instance, taking d(x,y) as a measure of how three persons x,y,z are in
a conceptual space, the axiom guarantees that person z cannot be more similar to persons
x and y than person x is similar to person y. The canonical example of metric space is the
Euclidean 2-D space (IR2,d), where d(x,y) =

√
(x1− x2)2 +(y1− y2)2.

In general, similarity and distances can be related in different ways. Given a dis-
tance metric d(x,y), we have that sim(x,y) = f (d(x,y)). According to Gärdenfors (2000),
psychologists have argued for different types of function f , such as f (dxy) = e−cdxy or
f (dxy) = e−cd2

xy . The specifics of this relation are not important here; we shall assume that
similarity is maximal at zero distance and that both covary monotonically.

Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b) employ pointed metric spaces as the basic formalism for
conceptual spaces.

Definition 5.2 (Pointed metric space (AISBETT; GIBBON, 2001b)). A pointed metric

space (X ∪{∗},d) is a metric space that a distinguished point ∗, such that for any x ∈ X

in the space, d(x,∗) = ∞.

The point ∗ represent similarity comparisons that are not defined or applicable in a
certain context. This situation might arise, for instance, when we try to compare entities
that have no defined value for certain dimensions. From now on, we will refer only to
pointed metric spaces.

Another notion in conceptual spaces is betweenness. It is important to define connec-
tivity and convexity, necessary properties for conceptual structures. From a conceptual
point of view, the betweenness relation captures the intuitive notion that, given two ob-
jects in a conceptual space, there exists an intermediary object that relates them, e.g. a
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ripe apple between a green one and a rotten one. The betweenness relation defines the
structure of dimensions in conceptual spaces. Intuitively, for x,y,z in a space S, the re-
lation btw(x,y,z) holds when y is “between” x and z according the topology of S. For
instance, in the Euclidean space we have that btw(x,y,z) iff x, y and z are collinear.

Definition 5.3 (Betweenness (AISBETT; GIBBON, 2001b)). A betweenness relationship
btw on a metric space (S,d) is a logical relation btw on S× S× S such that for arbitrary
x1, . . . ,x4 ∈ S,

(a) btw(x1,x2,x3) → x1 6= x2,x2 6= x3,x1 6= x3;
(b) btw(x1,x2,x3) → btw(x3,x2,x1),

btw(x1,x3,x2) → ¬btw(x2,x1,x3);
(c) btw(x1,x2,x3) ∧ btw(x2,x3,x4) → btw(x1,x2,x4);
(d) btw(x1,x2,x4) ∧ btw(x2,x3,x4) → btw(x1,x2,x3);
(e) ¬btw(x1,x2,∗) ∧ ¬btw(x1,∗,x2) ∧ ¬btw(∗,x1,x2);
(f) d(x1,x3) = d(x1,x2)+d(x2,x3) → btw(x1,x2,x3);

The axioms from (a-d) delineate the basic properties of the betweenness relations.
Axiom (b) in particular avoids cycles. Axiom (e) forbids the distinguished point to partic-
ipate in the betweenness. Axiom (f) decouples metric from the betweenness relation; in
particular, it allows us to map spaces with different metric but that preserves the between-
ness relation.

Recall that the Criterion P in the theory defines properties as convex regions. Taking
into account the Definition 5.3, Aisbett and Gibbon state connectedness and convexity in
a non-standard way by using betweenness, in order to avoid having to rely on a specific
metric.

Definition 5.4 (Connectedness, Region, Convexity (AISBETT; GIBBON, 2001b)).
(a) A subset A of (X ,d) is called r-convex if:

(i) it is a singleton; or
(ii) for any pair a,b ∈ A, there exist r− 1 elements x1,x2, . . . ,xr−1 ∈ A, where

a = x0,b = xr and such that ∀c ∈ X btw(xi,c,xi+1) → c ∈ A, 0≤ i≤ r−1. A
1-convex space is called convex.

(b) A subset A of a space (X ,d) with a betweenness relation B is connected if:
(i) it is a singleton; or

(ii) for any pair a,b ∈ A, for some n > 0 there is a sequence x0,x1,x2, . . . ,xn−1,xn

in A where x0 = a,xn = b and such that ∀c ∈ X btw(xi,c,xi+1) → c ∈ A, 0 ≤
i≤ n−1.

(c) A region of S os a connected closed subspace of S.

From now on, we depart considerably from the proposals of Aisbett and Gibbon.
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5.3 Product Space

An important concept that is not introduced by Aisbett and Gibbon (AISBETT; GIB-
BON, 2001b) but that is important for the framework presented here is the notion of
product spaces based on the betweenness relation. It differs from the standard definition
of product of metric spaces in that it does not need to preserve local distances, but only
betweenness.

Before defining product space, let us introduce a betweenness preserving morphism
between metric spaces:

Definition 5.5 (β -morphism). Let X and Y be pointed metric spaces equipped with the
betweenness relations btwX and btwY respectively. A morphism β : X → Y is named a
β -morphism if it is continuous, where β (∗) = ∗; and preserves betweenness; i.e. for any
x1,x2,x3 ∈ X \{∗}, btwX(x1,x2,x3) ↔ btwY (β (x1),β (x2),β (x3))

A product space is then a product of metric spaces where the projection morphisms
are β -morphisms.

Definition 5.6 (Product space). A metric space (XP,dP) is a metric product space of the
finite family of metric spaces {(X1,d1) , . . . ,(Xn,dn)} if:

(a) XP = (X1×·· ·×Xn) = {(x1, . . . ,xn) : x1 ∈ X1, . . . ,xn ∈ Xn}1;
(b) for each Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a projection πi : XP → Xi, such that πi is a β -

morphism.

In many cases, the product metric dP is a function of all local metrics d1, . . . ,dn, as in
the usual interpretation of product of metric spaces.

5.4 Conceptual Spaces as Metric Spaces

The relation between similarity and metric spaces has been already established in the
past. In his book, Peter Gärdenfors established that conceptual spaces can be seen as met-
ric spaces. It is easy to see why metric spaces are a good tool for this. The main reason
is that metric spaces naturally capture the notion of a similarity space with their distance
metrics. More importantly, they allow us to abstract away issues about the geometry of
conceptual spaces. Here we are concerned with the topological aspects involved in con-
cept representation. More specifically, we show how certain mathematical notions, such
as product space and projections, are particularly useful to formalize the main properties
of holistic and structure spaces.

1This is a typical case of abuse of notation in representing Cartesian products. Cartesian product is
a binary operator, which is not associative in the rigorous sense, i.e. X1× (X2×X3) 6= (X2×X2)×X3.
However, X1× (X2×X3) and (X2×X2)×X3 can be taken to be isomorphic in most interpretations, which
is the interpretation that we take in this thesis.
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Conceptual spaces are about objects and the similarities between them. In the context
of conceptual spaces, objects are usually represented as points. These points usually
denote sets of stimuli (perceptual or not) or patterns, such as values of colour, shape,
weight, etc. In certain contexts, they can be specific enough to denote real world objects,
such as John Lennon or Eiffel Tower. These points are the primitives of our framework
and we refer to them as c-points.

All conceptual space constructs can be seen as consisting of sets of c-points of the
same sort. We can generalize this notion by introducing c-spaces2.

Definition 5.7 (c-space). A c-space is a metric space (C,d) where C is a set of c-points
equipped with a similarity metric d and a betweenness relation btw .

There are many different functions that can be used as d. Apart from the Euclidean
metric, other kinds of metrics can be used depending on the application and the entities
being represented, such as city-block metric (DEZA; DEZA, 2009).

We can specialize the definition of c-space in order to obtain metric space structures
for conceptual constructs. We start by defining quality dimensions. Quality dimensions
are the structuring constructs of conceptual spaces. They are one-dimensional structures
usually related to elementary perceptual dimensions (e.g. hue, pitch, etc.)

Definition 5.8 (Quality dimension). A c-space Q is a quality dimension if there is a map
from Q to subsets of IR such that btwQ(a,b,c) is preserved for any a,b,c ∈ Q.

Quality domains are c-spaces formed by products of integral quality dimensions.
Quality dimensions are said to be integral when they cannot be valued independently
of other dimensions.

Definition 5.9 (Quality domain). Given the quality dimensions Q1, . . . ,Qn, a c-space D is
a quality domain if it is a product space D = Q1×·· ·×Qn for n≥ 1. If n = 1, D is called
thin quality domain.

The canonical example of quality dimensions and domain is the colour space, such as
the HSL colour space. In this space, shades of different colours are represented as points
in a three-dimensional space formed by the dimensions hue, saturation and lightness.
These can be seen as quality dimensions forming a colour quality domain. For instance,
the hue dimension can be seen as a quality domain (H,dH) that is isomorphic to the
real unit interval; its similarity metric dH is the inverse of the one-dimensional Euclidean
distance metric. Considering similar quality dimensions for saturation and lightness; i.e.
(S,dS) and (L,dL), we can define the HSL colour quality domain as (Colour,dColour) =

(H,dH)× (S,dS)× (L,dL), such that Colour = H× S× L and dColour is a similarity
metric in a cylindrical coordinate space

2The definition of c-spaces is a generalization of what Guizzardi (2005) calls quality structures.
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There is an important aspect regarding the commutativity of Cartesian products when
applied to conceptual spaces. Carterian products are not commutative in general, i.e.
X1×X2 6= X2×X1. However, when considering the operands are metric spaces represent-
ing conceptual structures, the non-commutativity might look odd. For instance, there is
no semantic difference between Colour′ defined as H× S× L and Colour′′ defined as
S×H×L. Both product spaces are isomorphic. Therefore, commutativity does not have
much importance at the present level of formalization of conceptual spaces. However,
commutativity might become an issue when implementing the present framework in com-
puters. For instance, certain implementations might rely on the ordering of dimensions in
a quality domain in order to make the proper similarity calculations between points that
domain. In the remainder of this thesis, we assume non-commutative product spaces as
for simplicity, keeping in mind this property can be relaxed in actual implementations.

A thin domain has a single quality dimension, in which case the former inherits topol-
ogy of the later (i.e. the metric). This case is not covered by the original definition of
quality domain in conceptual spaces, but its inclusion reduces the complexity of the next
definitions. Furthermore, any dimension to be used to compose conceptual spaces must
be included in a domain.

In conceptual spaces, a great deal of emphasis is given to the quality dimensions as
primitive building blocks. However, properties and concepts, the main constructs of the
framework, are defined as being regions in domains, letting dimensions to a lesser im-
portant place. It is easy to see why. Quality domains can be easily linked to the idea of
perceptual modality discussed in cognitive and neuroscience literature. They can be seen
as high-level descriptions of perceptual modalities or portions of them, such as colour,
shape, taste and so on. Defined as quality domains, these modalities can be treated as
black boxes. In order to define a concept, we do not need to know a priori the exact inner
dimensional structure of its quality domains; we need to know just if they obey certain
principles, such as convexity, betweenness, etc. As a matter of fact, the dimensional struc-
ture of some domains such as shape are still open for debate (e.g., JOHANSSON, 2011).
Nevertheless, this should not present any difficulty if we can still provide a betweenness
relation and a (similarity) metric for the quality domain. Thus, from now on, we keep the
focus on quality domains when describing c-spaces; in certain cases we might omit the
dimensional structure of some quality domains.

Domains are banded together to form concepts and other structures. The space formed
by a series of quality domains is a support space:

Definition 5.10 (Support Space). A c-space S is a support space if it is a product space
of n > 0 quality domains. If n = 1, we call S a thin support space.

The support space of a given concept is what we usually refer to as a conceptual space.
Nevertheless, any product of domains is a support space.
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5.4.1 Properties and Prototypes

The theory of conceptual spaces states that properties are special types of concepts;
properties are regions confined to quality domains and concepts are sets of regions spread-
ing across many domains. According to the Criterion P, a property is a convex region in a
quality domain. Focal (central) points of properties are the prototypes of these properties:
the objects with high degree of typicality in relation to the property (ROSCH, 1978). This
definition can be given more meaning if we ground it on Definition 5.4.

Definition 5.11 (Property, prototype). A property P is a convex region in a quality domain
D and equipped with a single special point p̊ ∈ P called prototype.

In general, domains contain many properties, grouped by domain partitions. For in-
stance, the domain TASTE can be wholly separated into the partition T1 = {BITTERNESS,
SALTINESS, SOURNESS, SWEETNESS} or just in the partition T2 = {TASTEFUL, UN-
TASTEFUL}. Domain partitions can be generated in many ways. The main method is
by defining properties as function of their prototypes. For instance, Aisbett and Gibbon
(AISBETT; GIBBON, 2001b) have shown that it is possible to tessellate convex property
regions from prototypes in a quality domain using Voronoi tessellation. For the purposes
of this paper, it is enough to define the basic properties of a partition.

Definition 5.12 (Domain partition). Suppose a domain D and a set of prototypes P̊ =

{p̊1, . . . , p̊n}, P̊⊂ D. A domain partition on D is a function Γ : P̊→ 2D such that:
(a) for any p̊i ∈ P̊, Γ (p̊i) = Pi is the property induced by the prototype p̊i in D; and
(b) given a set T = {P1, . . . ,Pn} of all properties induced from a given partition func-

tion, then P1, . . .Pn are pairwise disjoint and
⋃

1≤i≤n Pi is a connected region in
D.

Eventually, it is necessary to refer to sets of properties in a domain as single entities.
For instance, consider that the concept Apple is defined within the properties Red and
Green in the colour domain. The entity resulting of the union of these two properties is a
complex property:

Definition 5.13 (Complex property). Consider a domain D and partition Γ on D. Let
T = {Pi}i∈I be the set of properties induced by Γ and indexed by I. A complex property
is a set PP⊆ D such that PP =

⋃
i∈I′ Pi, I′ ⊆ I.

Note that a complex property is not a property according to Criterium P; i.e., it is not
necessarily convex or connected. Nevertheless, it shall be useful in the next definitions.
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5.4.2 Concepts

Gärdenfors’ original definition of concept is given by the Criterion C. According to
it, a natural concept is represented as a set of regions in a number of quality domains
together with an assignment of salience weights to the domains and information about
how the regions in the different domains are correlated. At a first glance it might look
unusual that Gärdenfors define concepts not in terms of properties in domains (i.e. convex
regions), but rather in terms of generic regions in domains; one would expect Gärdenfors
to take advantage of the representational power of properties, such as the presence of
prototypes and convexity. This might have to do with the fact that certain concepts can
be associated with complex properties, instead of just with properties. For instance, when
we define that apples can be red or green only, the region formed by the union of RED and
GREEN is not connected in the HSL colour space, let alone convex. This means that there
is not an intermediary colour between red and green that can be attributed to apple.3 To
that effect, our definition of concept based on metric spaces will rely on sets of complex
qualities. This is a restriction on the view of concepts as simple set of regions (as it is
defined in the Criterion C), to a compromised form based on sets of properties (convex
regions).

Hence, a concept is a product space of complex properties, supported by the associated
quality domains:

Definition 5.14 (Concept). A concept C is a product space of a collection of complex
properties L1, . . . ,Ln, such that C = {(p1, . . . , pn) : p1 ∈ L1, . . . , pn ∈ Ln}.

The domains of each complex property L1 ⊆ D1, . . . ,Ln ⊆ Dn form the support space
SC of C, such that SC = D1×·· ·×Dn and C⊆ SC.

5.5 Part Relations and Dimensional Filters

As we have seen earlier, concepts (and objects) have holistic and structural fragments.
The holistic fragment determines the properties of the whole and structure fragment deter-
mines what are the parts that compose the whole and how they are configured. The struc-
ture fragment is determined by dimensional filters on part concepts. In order to show how
these notions can be formalized in metric spaces, we begin by considering how one can
encode holistic and structural information about an object in a single multi-dimensional
point.

Consider an object o having the parts o1, . . . ,on. For it to be represented as a single
point in a conceptual space, we must encode it as a tuple defining its values in all relevant
domains that characterize o. At the same time, this tuple must encode information about
the parts that are present in o. Let hk denote a value for the k-th domain of o describing

3A way of solving this is to assume the convex envelope of the complex property as the constituent of
the main concept, then specializing the concept for each property.
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the object as a whole; and p(i, j) denote a value for the j-th domain of the i-th part oi that
is relevant to o. So, the whole o can be defined written as:

o =

(
h1, . . . ,hm,

o1︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(1,1), . . . , p(1,m1), . . . ,

on︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(n,1), . . . , p(n,mn)

)
, (5.5)

In other words, the tuple is a combination of the holistic description of the object and
the description of each of its parts. This definition of object as a point induces a specific
notion of concept as space. Consider a concept C abstracting o, such that o ∈ C. Let
H1, . . . ,Hm be complex quality properties denoting holistic properties of C such that h1 ∈
H1, . . . ,hm ∈Hm. Similarly, consider the concepts C′1, . . . ,C

′
n abstracting parts of C, such

that o1 ∈ C′1, . . . ,on ∈ C′n. Let P(i, j) denote the j-th complex property of the part C′i, such
that p(i,1) ∈ P(i,1), . . . , p(i,mi) ∈ P(i,mi). Taking into consideration the definition of concept
in (5.14), the concept C can be seen as the product

C =
m

∏
k=1

Hk×
m1

∏
j=1

P(1, j)×·· ·×
mn

∏
j=1

P(n, j). (5.6)

Intuitively, if we take Ch = ∏
m
k=1 Hk and C′i = ∏

mi
j=1 P(i, j) then we can rewrite C as

C = H×C′1×·· ·×C′n, (5.7)

where H abstracts the holistic fragment of the concept C. Additionally, if we take a space
Cs = C′1× ·· ·×C′n, then we can write C = Ch×Cs as the product space of its holistic
(Ch) and structural (Cs) quality subspaces, where Ch is referred as the h-fragment of C
and Cs as the s-fragment of C.

This provides a good intuition of how the relation between parts and wholes could be
described in terms of metric spaces. However, the full notion of structure spaces requires
two more constructs. Remind that the structure space of a concept is formed by the
product of properties of the parts and properties in structure domains. The later kind
defines how the parts interact with the whole, such as their relative position to the whole.
We can rewrite (5.7) in order to accommodate structure domains. Take the concept C =

Ch×Cs as a product of its respective h-fragment and s-fragment. Cs can be written as

Cs = C′1×M1×C′2×M2×·· ·×C′n×Mn, (5.8)

where Mi is the structure property that modulates the structural relation of the part C′i in
C. The internal structure of Mi is only relevant for the implementation.
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In the majority of the cases, the concepts C′1, . . . ,C′n correspond just to projections

of the actual parts (denoted by C1, . . . ,Cn). These projections are given by what we
call dimensional filters (see Section 4.2). For instance, a dimensional filter induces the
concept Apple Seed from the concept Seed by means of a projection. The projection
happens in two stages (see Figure 5.2). In the first state, the Seed space is projected to
a lower-dimensionality support space, formed only by a subset of the domains in Seed.
This is necessary to account for the cases where just selected characteristics of the part
are relevant for the whole. For instance, Seed might have domains describing its own
inner parts. These might not relevant for forming the concept Apple, so they are filtered
out by the first stage projection. In the second stage, a subset of the projected regions
is selected. This corresponds to selecting the set of points that stand for actual apple
seeds. The resulting projected concept is what is used to form the s-fragment of Apple.
Therefore, there is a part relation between the whole and the projected part resulting of
a dimensional filter applied to a part. In the following we formalize the main properties
of dimensional filters and part relations interpreted in metric spaces. Then we discuss the
real nature of these relations.

Figure 5.2 – The two stages of a dimensional filter applied to the concept Seed. This concept is
represented as a cube in the Seed space (right). The first stage filters out domains (i.e. dimensions)
that are not relevant to the concept Seed as part of apple (middle). The second stage produces a
subset of the concept filtered in the first stage (right). This subset correspond to apple seed as a
subspace of the structure space of Apple.

First stage 
projection

Second stage 
projection

Seed ConceptApple Seed Concept

Source: the authors.

Definition 5.15 (Dimensional filter, part relation). Consider the concept C = Ch×Cs

and the concepts C1, . . . ,Cn such that each Ci is a part of C. Let {Hk}k∈K be a family of
complex properties in the Ch and {P j} j∈J be a family of complex properties, including
structure properties, such that: (a) Js ⊂ J indexes properties in Cs; (b) Ji ⊂ J indexes
properties in Ci. Consider a part Ci of C. Let {Ms}s∈S ⊂{P j} j∈J be a family of structural
complex properties. Based on this, we have that (Fig. 5.3):
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(a) a dimensional filter on a part Ci is a β -morphism τi : Ci→ C′i result of the compo-
sition τi = ςi◦πi, where: (i) πi : Ci→C′′i is a β -morphism projection corresponding
to the first stage projection, such that

πi :

Ci︷ ︸︸ ︷
∏
j∈Ji

P j→

C′′i︷ ︸︸ ︷
∏

j′′∈J′′i

P j′′ , (5.9)

where J′′i ⊆ Ji indexes complex properties of C′′i ; and (ii) ςi : C′′i →C′i is a surjective
β -morphism corresponding to the second stage projection, such that

ςi :

C′′i︷ ︸︸ ︷
∏

j′′∈J′′i

P j′′ →

C′i︷ ︸︸ ︷
∏
j′∈J′i

P j′, (5.10)

where J′i ⊂ JS, |J′i | = |J′′i | and for each P j′ there is one and only one P j′′ such that
P j′ ⊆ P j′′ . Alternatively, ς

−1
i can be seen as an inclusion morphism (i.e. C′i ↪→C′′i ).

(b) a part relation is a β -morphism ρi : C→ C′i that maps C to its projection C′i, such
that

ρi :

C︷ ︸︸ ︷
∏
k∈K

Hk× ∏
j′∈J′1

P j′×M1× . . .× ∏
j′∈J′n

P j′×Mn→

C′i︷ ︸︸ ︷
∏
j′∈J′i

P j′ . (5.11)

By abuse of notation, the part relation ρi of the concept C to the part Ci can be also
denoted as ρi : C→ τi(Ci). Let the complex properties C′i be called part properties.

Figure 5.3 – Commutative diagram of dimensional filter (τi) and part relation (ρi). The dimen-
sional filter is a composition of two relations that we call projections. The first stage projection πi

removes dimensions of the part concept Ci that are not relevant for the whole C. The second stage
projection ςi restricts the space resulting of the first stage projection to subset of it.

CiC′′iC′iC
ρi

πiςi

τi

Source: the authors.

In some cases, we have that Ji = J′′i for a part Ci, meaning that all domains of Ci are
used to form the structure space (s-fragment) of C.

The previous definitions just specify the basic formal properties that part relations and
dimensional filters must have. Nevertheless, the real nature of dimensional filters is an
open question, one that has an answer at the implementation level. If one implements
conceptual spaces as mathematical representations in a programming language, then a
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dimensional filter can be seen as functions transforming between different representations.
For instance, Raubal (2004) represents properties in domains as polytopes, systems of
equations defining regions in a conceptual space. Dimensional filters in this case could
be seen as coded functions that transform polytopes to other polytopes. On the other
hand, if ones implements conceptual spaces as sets of classifiers (in the sense of Edelman
(1998)), then conceptual filters can be seen as activation links between classifiers. The
metric definitions of dimensional filter proposed in this thesis are general enough to be
implemented in different ways in actual computer systems.

5.6 Parts and wholes

Now it is possible to define what are parts and wholes in metric spaces. A whole a
concept having at least a part property, accompanied by its structure property.

Definition 5.16 (Whole, part). Consider a concept C as a product space of the family of
complex properties P = {P j} j∈J . Concept C is a whole iff:

(a) at least one P j ∈ P is a part property; i.e., there is a concept Ci, a dimensional filter
τi and a part relation ρi : C→ τi(Ci) such that P j is mapped by ρi; and

(b) for each part property P j ∈ P, there is a structure property Pk ∈ P.
A concept Ci is a part if it is mapped by a pair of dimensional filter and part relation to a
concept C.

For example, consider the concept of bike with a part referring to its front wheel
(Fig. 5.4). So, we have a concept Wheel related to the concept Bike, such that there
is a dimensional filter τFrontBikeWheel : Wheel → FrontBikeWheel that defines which
wheels can be the front wheel part of bikes; and a part relation ρFrontBikeWheel : Bike→
ρFrontBikeWheel(Wheel) that relates a projection of Bike to the concept Wheel.

Concepts that are not wholes, but still span more than one domain (i.e. concepts
defined in just one domain are properties) are called holistic concepts. As the name sug-
gests, these are basic concept having no structural fragment defined. These are concepts
to which no part is conceptualized. For instance, rock might be seen as a holistic concept
for a naïve observer, since it has no distinguishable inner parts.

The formalization of the notions of holistic and structure spaces follows from the
definition of whole.

Definition 5.17 (Holistic space, structure space). Consider a whole C with its support
space (S,d). The product of the domains containing part properties and structure prop-
erties form the structure space (Ss,ds) of C; and the product of the remaining domains
form the holistic space (Sh,dh) of C; such that S = Sh×Ss.
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Figure 5.4 – Example of the relationship between Bike and Wheel. Fig. (a) shows a compact
representation of the Bike space, which is a product space of the holistic and structure spaces
of bike (b). The structure space is exploded to show a fragment of its inner construction (c). The
ρFrontBikeWheel part relation projects the whole Bike space on its FrontBikeWheel space fragment,
which in turn is a result of the dimensional filter projection τFrontBikeWheel on the concept Wheel
(d). The FrontBikeWheel part space is modulated by a property in a structure domain denoting a
bike-centered coordinate space (e), which defines the allowable positions for the front wheel in all
instances of Bike.

Bike 
Space

Bike Holistic 
Space

× 

Wheel

(c)
... × × ... × 

(e)

(a)

(d)

Bike Structure 
Space

FrontBikeWheel
Part Space 

FrontBikeWheel
Structure Property

τFrontBikeWheel 
FrontBikeWheel Structure Domain

Bike Space

ρFrontBikeWheel 
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Source: the authors.

From a cognitive point of view, the metric in Sh should reflect the perceived holistic
similarity in C (i.e. simh(x,y) = f ′(dh(x,y))) and the metric in Ss should reflect the per-
ceived structural similarity (i.e. sims(x,y) = f ′′(ds(x,y))), coordinating part and structure
properties to account for part and configuration similarity respectively.

It is important to note that in certain interpretations of conceptual space, real-world
objects (e.g. a person) might be represented also as regions in a conceptual space, in
which the actual points represent specific observations, such as a specific measurement of
colour, shape, taste and so on. For instance, consider the concept Tower. The individual
Eiffel Tower is a subspace of Tower, which can be represented by a (convex) set of points
in the shape domain denoting its many overall shapes from the many perspectives from
which it can be looked at; plus a single point in the colour mass domain, representing its
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unique mass. The framework presented here works in the same way for these entities.
For instance, the structure space of Eiffel Tower maps to a specific subspace of Antenna
representing the many possible aspects of the radio antenna attached to the top of the
famous tower.

5.7 Discussion: benefits to software applications

We believe that holistic-structure spaces can be beneficial to software applications in
two main ways. In general, we hope it provides the conceptual scaffolding for organizing
different elements in a software application that has to deal with structural similarity and
raw-data information.

For instance, the approach of Fidler, Boben and Leonardis (2008) is able to recognize
objects by decomposing their contours into a hierarchy of shape parts. Small shapes ag-
gregate to form figures with higher levels of complexity (Figure 2.6). In a given hierarchy
layer, the similarity between two shapes is high if their subparts are similarly arranged. A
part is basically characterized by its centre of mass and what are its subparts and where
they are located. This similarity function corresponds roughly to our idea of structure
similarity applied to the shape domain. Our work suggests how to enhance the semantic
content of parts in Fidler, Boben and Leonardis (2008). For instance, quality domains
other than shape could be added to the part descriptors, increasing the semantic content
of those descriptions. These parts descriptors could be organized in quality domains. Our
framework provide the blueprint how these different descriptors can be structured and
used together. For instance, in order to increase performance of similarity comparisons
between very complex parts, certain aspects of lower level parts could be filtered out of
the comparison by dimensional filter, if the coarse topology of the similarity space is kept
(i.e. the topology given by the betweenness in shape domain).

Applications based on conceptual spaces could also benefit from our work. For in-
stance, Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (1997) propose a cognitive architecture that uses con-
ceptual spaces to represent shapes of objects and their parts. However, the actual part rela-
tion is implemented in the symbolic level (Figure 2.4). So, similarity-based classification
is solely based on individual part classification, not taking into account holistic and struc-
tural information. We could restructured this approach in terms of holistic and structure
spaces. Instead of mapping entities from the symbolic level (i.e. a hammer) into multiple
points denoting their parts, we could map these entities to single points having holistic
and structural fragments. The previous points denoting parts become fragments of the
same vector in the holistic-structure space. Thus, a single instance in the symbolic level
becomes a single point in the conceptual level. This allows for simple holistic-structure
similarity comparisons that were not possible in the original framework.
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5.8 Summary and final remarks

In this chapter, we introduced a mathematical framework for representing the part-
whole relations incorporating notions of cognition of object recognitions, namely holis-
tic/structural processing and similarity. We hope it will serve as basis for computer algo-
rithms implementing the same processes, such as computer vision programs. In the next
chapter, we show an extensive example of how this can be accomplished.

The framework presented formalizes part of what is introduced in Chapter 4.2. As-
pects such as context representation in part relations and specialization of different part
relations still lack a formal account. The present formulation could be extended to address
these aspects.

In a more speculative note, we believe that the framework presented here can also be
useful to represent compositional relations between more abstract entities, such as actions
and events.



6 AN ALGORITHM FOR HOLISTIC AND STRUCTURAL
INTERPRETATION

There is a multitude of cognitive processes going on in an expert’s mind when she is
carrying out an interpretation task. As we argued in Chapter 1, any computer program
trying to mimic such tasks would benefit of reproducing those cognitive processes. In this
theoretical chapter, we focus on two particularly relevant processes involved in geological
interpretation in general, namely similarity and part-whole reasoning, and examine an
algorithm that can implement them in an effective way. We consider in particular how
domain concepts can be specified taking into account those processes.

Similarity plays a significant role in psychological accounts for problem-solving, mem-
ory, prediction and categorization (GOLDSTONE; SON, 2005). A common example is
in object recognition. Consider a situation where an object enters the field of view of
a person. A person, in seeing this new object, compares it with mental representations
of other objects she knows. Let us call these representations mental objects. If a given
mental object is similar enough to the newly seen object, then the new object is recog-
nized as been a new occurrence of that mental object. For instance, let us say Mary has a
cat called Felix. Felix is represented as a complex mental object in Mary’s mind. When
a new object crosses in front of Mary, she compares the visual impressions of this new
object with a series of mental objects she has in her mind. If the new object is similar
enough to Felix, than she knows that the new object is Felix. Such mechanism works
for both mental representations of specific objects as well as of more general concepts.
In the case of concepts, similarity is measured between the new object and the known
exemplars (or prototypes) of given concept. If they are similar enough, the new object
is classified as being an instance of that concept. These exemplars are usually known as
prototypes (ROSCH, 1978) of the concept. For instance, when seen a new object, Mary
might compare it with some typical mental examples of the concept of cat. If the new
object is similar enough to these mental prototypical cats, then she knows she has seen a
cat.
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Figure 6.1 – General structures of the object interpretation algorithm. The general algorithm is
composed by two sub-algorithms. The holistic processing algorithm takes processed perceptual
input (signal blobs) represented as points in a conceptual space and try to classify them holistically.
Subsequently, the interpretation algorithm handles control to the structural processing algorithm,
which tries to confirm the results of holistic processing by actively perceiving and classifying parts
of the perceived objects. Both algorithms access signal (perceptual) processing algorithms through
a generic interface represented by the function perceive.

Signal

Interpretation Algorithm

Holistic Interpretation
Algorithm

Structural Interpretation
Algorithm

perceive perceive

Perceptual Processing

Source: the authors.

As we have argued in previous chapters, part-whole processing also plays an important
role in cognition. In particular, there is evidence that parts and wholes are important
to object recognition in adult experts, being employed in different ways to solve tasks
(BUKACH; GAUTHIER; TARR, 2006; HSIAO; COTTRELL, 2009). As a matter of
fact, Richler, Wong and Gauthier (2011) argue that there is evidence of a continuous
variation of processing strategy according to expertise. It generally goes from less holistic
processing in novices to more holistic, automatic processing in experts.

In this chapter, we present an object interpretation algorithm based on holistic and

structural processing of perceptual input, using holistic and structure spaces (Figure 6.1).
We intended it to be abstract enough to be instantiated in actual object recognition and
classification applications in computer systems. It takes as input pre-processed perceived
objects represented as points in a conceptual spaces, and employ domain knowledge rep-
resented in holistic-structure spaces in order to classify the perceived objects. We do
not assume any specific pre-processing algorithms (such as image processing software).
Rather, we provide perception primitives defining the required interface that such algo-
rithms must implement. While our algorithm in principle supports any kind of signal
as perceptual data, we specified it with visual domains in mind, such as Medicine and
Geology (CARBONERA et al., 2013; LORENZATTI et al., 2011). More specifically,
we intend it to be used to automate object interpretation tasks where similarity between
wholes and parts plays an important role in object recognition and classification.
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Take, for instance, the task of stratigraphic interpretation in Geology. It is heavily
based on object recognition in broad sense; geologists begin their work by recognizing
and classifying geological features (i.e. objects) in the visual information items that they
collect in various well logs, seismic blocks, outcrops, thin sections and so on. To our
knowledge, there is not much research on the impact of the cognitive processes of object
recognition in geological interpretation. However, considering the evidence issued from
broader cognitive studies reviews in this thesis, there are reasons to believe that object
recognition in geology does involve holistic and structural similarity. Shipley et al. (2013)
argue that reasoning about parts and wholes is one of the skills needed by experts in
structural geology. They hypothesize that expertise in geology is related to increased
skill in reasoning about objects considered as single entities (wholes). The authors also
emphasize the frequent necessity that geologists have to go across different spatial scales
(such as basin, reservoir, well) in order to solve a particular interpretation problem. We
believe this aspect is strongly related to the need of articulating holistic and structural
processing for classifying together geological features that appear to be similar. In the
second half of this chapter, we will notably show how our algorithm can be instantiated
in order to implement stratigraphic interpretation.

6.1 Representation framework

The holistic-structural representation framework presented in the previous chapters
does not establish all the aspects needed for specifying knowledge required for solving a
task in a given domain. Thus, we introduce first the notion of conceptual system in order
to do so. A conceptual system is a 4-tuple

SC = (S,C,K,P)

where S is a finite set of support spaces (see Definition 5.10); C is a finite set of concepts
and objects, such that for all C ∈C, there is S ∈ S such that C⊆ S; K is a set of subsump-

tion relations between elements of C; and P is a set of part relations (see Definition 5.15b)
between elements of C.

Until this point in this thesis, we avoided any commitment to any specific theory about
how taxonomic relations are represented in conceptual spaces. As we argued in Section
4.7, that would require a more elaborate theory about objects in conceptual spaces. How-
ever, an interpretation algorithm requires at least a simple treatment of taxonomic rela-
tions in order to be able to generalize input data. In conceptual spaces, points usually
denote objects (such as the Eiffel Tower, my cat, Barack Obama, etc.) and regions denote
concepts and properties (such as Building, Car, Person, Red, etc.) The concept member-
ship relation is represented as a set inclusion relation between points and concept regions;
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whereas the specialization relation between concepts is represented by subset relations
between concept regions. However, in this work we have chosen to refer points in a con-
ceptual space to patterns of percepts, rather than to actual whole objects. So, an object
seen from two different sides becomes two different points in a conceptual space. That
implies that objects, such as a car or a house, have to be considered as regions in these
perceptual spaces. The points in these object regions denote different ways these objects
can be perceived (i.e. a car seen from the front is perceptually different from a car seen
from the back). Since concepts and objects are both regions, we eroded the usual episte-
mological distinction between objects and concepts. Concepts and objects have the same
status in C, whereas both concept-concept (specialization) and concept-object (concept
membership) relation collapse in a single type of relation in K, which we call subsump-

tion relations. In other words, we take objects to be just special kinds of concepts. While
this notion goes in an opposite direction to what is usually employed in concept repre-
sentation (not without its exceptions; e.g. SCHNEIDER, 2010), it makes sense within the
conceptual spaces framework. Gärdenfors (2000) already hints to the possibility of having
objects as special types of concepts. He argues that objects in conceptual spaces are just
like “narrow” concepts: concepts in which the regions are degenerated; corresponding to
single points.

Representing object as regions gives us some practical advantages. This allows us
to treat object and concepts homogeneously, which bringing simplicity to the interpreta-
tion algorithm when dealing with perceptual information. It allows one to process ob-
ject recognition and classification in the same way. In object recognition, the algorithm
checks how similar the perceptual input is to the typical view of a given object. In object
classification, the algorithm checks the similarity between the perceptual input and the
prototypes of a given concept. Also, that scheme allows us to represent the fact that an
object might be linked to a property (such as red), rather than a specific quality value (e.g.
a particular shade of red). This goes in the direction of increasing cognitive economy in
cognitive-based representations (GÄRDENFORS, 2000).

More specifically, the subsumption relations in K capture the usual meaning of spe-
cialization relations between concepts as well as what is usually seen as the instantiation
relation between objects and their classes. Thus, a subsumption relation κi ∈ K is a total
function, such that κi : C1 → C2 for C1,C2 ∈ C. κi is also a β -morphism. The func-
tion κi can be seen as a betweenness-preserving inclusion function of a subconcept to its
superconcept. Also, if κi : C1→C2 is in K, then κ ′i : C2→C1 is not in K, unless C2 =C1.

As with subsumption relations in K, part relations in P also apply both for concepts
and objects in C. T
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The support space Ŝ∈ S is a distinguished support space that represents the immediate
perceptual space of the agent having the system CS. Any object being perceived at a
given moment is represented as a point in this support space. The domains D1, . . . ,Dn ∈ S

that form Ŝ are perceptual domains grounded in vision, such as colour perception, shape
perception, position perception, etc.

6.2 Interpretation algorithm

There are possible many ways in which holistic-structure spaces can be used to spec-
ify cognitive-like algorithms. In this section, we propose an algorithm that imitates some
aspects of holistic-structural processing in order to classify objects present in the percep-
tual input (e.g. an image or any signal). This algorithm is to be used in tasks where
holistic-structural processing is important, such as artificial object recognition and ob-
ject classification. The general strategy of the interpretation algorithm is to apply holistic
processing first (Algorithm 2), and then to use the result to restrict structural processing
(Algorithm 3). When both holistic and structural information about objects are available,
they are recognized (see Algorithm 1). In all processes, the algorithms shall measure
similarity between objects in the perceptual input and entities (objects and concept) in a
conceptual system CS.

6.2.1 Specification

Before introducing each algorithm, we must first introduce some basic primitive func-
tions. Let perceive : C×X → 2C be a function that extracts objects from a signal x ∈ X

considering elements of C for attentional purposes and maps them to a set of perceptual

objects embedded in the perceptual space Ŝ. Perceptual objects are usually formed by
regions degenerated to single points in the quality domains of Ŝ. We denote perceptual
objects in low case italics, as in o⊂ Ŝ. The application perceive( /0,xi) should result in an
unfocused attention processing of xi (e.g. the whole signal xi). We assume the function
has default rules for segmentation

The function perceive encapsulates the connection from the conceptual system to the
sub-conceptual level (see Figure 6.1). Given its output is a set of objects in the perceptual
space Ŝ, we can say that Ŝ describes its output space. This has an interesting impli-
cation: any sub-conceptual processing algorithm feeding the conceptual system has to

obey the topology of Ŝ. In other words, Ŝ defines the standard interface that processing
algorithms have to implement in order to be able to create perceptual object in Ŝ. So,
for instance, consider a perceptual space Ŝ consisting of two domain, the first being the
HSL colour space (Figure 3.1), and the other being the superquadrics shape space (as in
CHELLA; FRIXIONE; GAGLIO, 1997). So, any processing algorithm feeding objects
to this space has to obey its established metrics and betweenness relation of both do-
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mains. For instance, Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (1997) presents an algorithm based on
neural networks that is able to extract superquadrics from images and obey that structure.
Furthermore, this scheme implies that the output parameters space of any processing algo-
rithm has a metric and a betweenness relation in order to be used with conceptual spaces.
Also, if one ascribe different algorithms to different domains in Ŝ (like the previous ex-
ample), then both the perceptual space Ŝ and the function perceive describe a principled
scheme of the outputs of these processing algorithms can be combined.

We assume the function has default rules for segmentation. The perceive function
can be implemented by a series of techniques, ranging from signal processing to neural
networks.

Let conf : OS×O× S→ M be a function that determines the configuration of the
perceptual object oS ∈ OS in relation to the object o ∈ O according to the configuration
domain M ∈ S. The function returns a point m ∈M. For instance, if the configuration
domain of a given object o is defined as a 2-D positioning space centred on the object
(as it is usual in computer graphics, for instance), the function returns the position of the
object oS in relation to the coordinate space of o.

Algorithm 1 Interpretation algorithm
Require: A set H ⊂C of concepts to be checked
Require: A signal xi ∈ X to be interpreted

1: O← P-HOLISTIC(H,xi)
2: P-STRUCTURAL(O,xi)
3: return O

The holistic processing strategy is implemented by the function P-HOLISTIC specified
in Algorithm 2. It takes a subset C′ of concepts in C as input, representing the set of
conceptual structures that the algorithm should use for classification. The algorithm starts
by retrieving a set of perceptual objects O from perception, with no modulated attention
in perception (line 2). Each object in o∈O is a perceptual object having regions restricted
to single points their spaces.

For example, consider an agent trained in screwdrivers classification running this algo-
rithm (i.e. its conceptual system includes concepts about different types of screwdrivers,
including information about their wholes and parts). Assume this agent is looking for
Philips and flat screwdrivers. Consider we show this agent a box with different screw-
drivers. At line 2, the agent would visually inspect the box and use its knowledge about
screwdrivers to segment the visual input and creating a perceptual object representing
holistic qualities of each segment, possibly corresponding to whole screwdrivers (assum-
ing generic segmentation rules).
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For each perceptual object O, the algorithm checks to which concepts in C′ they are
holistically similar (e.g. the agent tries to check if each segment is similar to the concept
of Philips or flat screwdriver). More specifically, for each o ∈ O and each C ∈ C′, the
algorithm fetches its holistic fragment Ch (lines 5-6). It checks if the perceptual object o

falls into Ch, by geometric inclusion in accordance with the metric in Ch. If that is the
case, the algorithm adds to K a new subsumption map linking o (as a conceptual object)
and C. This link serve as a hypothesis that o is a holistic instance, in a loose sense, of
C. This link will be confirmed in the next phase. The algorithm outputs the recovered
perceptual objects (line 11) to be used in the next phase.

Following in the same example, the agent running this algorithm would finish the
execution of this algorithm by having in its conceptual system a set of perceptual objects
(i.e. segments) holistically classified as being Philips or flat screwdriver (i.e. if the holistic
qualities of the each seen object matches the holistic qualities defined in the holistic space
of each concept). Note that a perceptual object might be subsumed by two concepts in
certain contexts. For instance, a given perceptual object might look holistically similar to
a Philips and flat screwdriver (since the difference usually lies at the tip of the instrument).
In this case, the algorithm assumes that the perceptual object is subsumed by the two
concepts. The disambiguation, if possible, would occur based on structural processing,
which is the next algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Holistic interpretation algorithm
Require: A conceptual system CS = (S,C,K,P)
Require: A set C′ ⊆C of concepts
Require: A signal xi to be interpreted

1: function P-HOLISTIC(C′,xi)
2: O← perceive( /0,xi)
3: for all o ∈ O do
4: for all C ∈C′ do
5: Ch← holi(C)
6: if o⊂ Ch then
7: K← K∪{κ : o→ C}
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for
11: return O
12: end function
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The structural interpretation algorithm (Algorithm 3) takes as input the classified
holistic objects and tries to confirm their classification also based on their parts. The
general strategy is to try to perceive parts that are defined by the structural fragment of
the entities subsuming those objects. For instance, if the holistic objects correspond to
possibly types of screwdrivers, then the structural interpretation algorithm would try to
check if each parts of the perceived objects match the parts defined by each type of screw-
drivers.

The algorithm has as inputs the set of holistic objects O, a conceptual system CS and
the actual signal x. It processes each holistic object in O separately. Given an object o∈O,
the algorithm starts by creating a copy CS′ = (S′,C′,K′,P′) of the underlying conceptual
system CS (line 3); it will accumulate the possible parts generated during the structural
processing of o. In line 4, it retrieves a set Csuper of super-entities of o (e.g., Philips or
flat screwdrivers), which are associated to o through subsumption relations in K′ (which
is inherited from K). For each entity C ∈Csuper, the algorithm gets all defined parts in the
structural fragment of C by retrieving all part relations involving C (line 6). For instance,
these would correspond to all parts that one should find in, say, an Philips screwdriver.

The algorithm then tries to find (in the perceptual input) the actual part referenced in
each part relation of C (lines 8-18). For each part relation ρ ∈ PC, it retrieves the actual
projected part concept τ(CP) and its configuration domain Mτ(CP) (line 8-10), forming
a temporary concept CP

M. This entity and the object in focus o are then used to engage
focused perception of the signal (line 11). We assume that the algorithm always retrieves
one and only one perceptual object oP associated with the conceptual part Mτ(CP). This
is akin to a person taking a picture of an arbitrary portion of an object in order to find a
given part. The picture may or may not coincide with an actual part. Nevertheless, the
“picture” is perceived and represented as a new perceptual object oP ⊂ Ŝ; at this point it is
considered as a possible part of o. For instance, if the concept Philips Screwdriver defines
a particular type of tip, then the perceive function will move attention to the position of
the perceived object where the tip might have been. The perceptual object would form
even if the whole object in question was, say, a piece o pipe with no definable “tip”. In this
case, this particular piece of perceptual object would form, but discarded in the following.

Next, the algorithm aggregates structural information to oP, forming the object op
m

(lines 12-13). The structural information m is calculated by the function conf, which
defines a value for spatial configuration taking into account the whole o and the configu-
ration domain Mτ(CP) that is being tested. Then, in line 14, the algorithm tests whether
op

m is classified by CP
M (i.e. if the perceived part object is indeed the tip of a Philips screw-

driver). This test is based on the property regions and metric defined by CP
M. If the test

results positive, then the object oP is added to the set C′ (line 15) and a new subsumption
relation κ is added between the part object and the part concept (line 16). Moreover, a
new part relation ρ between the object o and the considered part object oP (line 17).
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Algorithm 3 Structural interpretation algorithm
Require: A conceptual system CS = (S,C,K,P)
Require: A set O of quasi-objects, such that O⊆ Ŝ
Require: A signal xi to be interpreted

1: function P-STRUCTURAL(O,xi)
2: for all o ∈ O do
3: CS′ = (S′,C′,K′,P′), such that S′ = S,C′ =C,K′ = K,P′ = P
4: Csuper←{C ∈ codom(κ) : κ ∈ K′ ∧ dom(κ) = o}
5: for all C ∈Csuper do
6: PC = {ρ ∈ P′ : dom(ρ) = C}
7: for all ρ ∈ PC do
8: τ(CP)← codom(ρ)

9: Mτ(CP)← struct(τ(CP))

10: CP
M← τ(CP)×Mτ(CP)

11: {oP}← perceive({o,CP
M},xi)

12: m← conf(oP,o,Mτ(CP))
13: oP

m← oP×m
14: if op

m ⊂ CP
M then

15: C′←C′∪{oP}
16: K′← K′∪{κ : oP→ CP}
17: P′← P′∪{ρ : o→ τ(op)}
18: end if
19: end for
20: if o⊂ C then
21: CS←CS′

22: K← K∪{κ : o→ C}
23: else
24: K← K−{κ : o→ C}
25: end if
26: end for
27: end for
28: end function

At line 20, the algorithm already tried to detect all parts defined by C in the perceived
object. So, at this point, the object o corresponds to a point in the whole holistic-structure
space that supports C, with all detected and non-detected parts. Precisely at the line 20
the algorithm compares o, with all its classified parts, with the concept C. This is a full
holistic-structural comparison, where both whole and parts are compared. For instance,
at this point the perceived object in the screwdriver box is compared with the concept of
Philips screwdriver, taking into account the whole and parts. If both entities are similar
enough, then o ⊂ C. For instance, if o would have been a flat screwdriver, then it would
fail to be similar to a Philips screwdriver regarding the tip. In the case where classification
is successful, then the conceptual system CS′ with the newly defined entities and relations
becomes the new underlying conceptual system CS and a new subsumption relation be-
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tween o and C is added to K (lines 21-22). Otherwise, any previous hypothesis that o is
subsumed by C (i.e. made as result from the holistic processing phase) is removed from
CS. For instance, if a piece of pipe was mistakenly classified as a screwdriver in holis-
tic processing, then this classification would be removed by removing the appropriate κ

relation from K.
The structural interpretation algorithm repeats the process for each quasi-object in O

resulting from holistic processing. After both algorithms run, the quasi-objects become
complete holistic-structural objects, having holistic properties and parts described in the
conceptual system CS.

Eventually, the same object might still be subsumed by two different entities at the
end of the whole process. This can be the case in a real situation, when a given object
is too far in the field of view so that the agent cannot decide whether the object is, for
instance, a Philips or a flat screwdriver.

6.2.2 Implementation requirements

There are many ways in which this algorithm can be implemented. However, there
are some requirements and limitations. The interpretation algorithm can be implemented
in any problem in which similarity and holistic-structure processing is involved. The
first requirement is that the implementation should provide the domain knowledge in the
form of concepts and objects in holistic-structure spaces. Also, these entities should be
represented in a conceptual system.

Another requirement is that the implementation has to provide the actual processing
algorithms that implement perception. There is no restriction in which kinds of algorithms
they are; they can range from signal processing to neural networks. As we mentioned in
previous section, the output space of these processing algorithms must comply with the
topological constraints of the perceptual space Ŝ in the conceptual system, particularly its
metric. The algorithm also requires a static perceptual input; the processing signal cannot
change during classification.

6.3 Example: well log interpretation task

The previous interpretation algorithm can be used to provide a basis for automation
of tasks where holistic-structural processing of raw-data is involved. This kind of task
is predominant in certain domain, such as Geology. In this section, we show how our
algorithm provide a solution to the problem of interpretation of gamma ray well logs, a
relevant task in Petroleum Geology domain.
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A gamma ray log is a one-dimensional signal originated from the capture of gamma
radiations emitted by the rock strata crossed by the drilling. These radiations are captured
by a probe along the depth of the well (Figure 6.2a). Since the features of the gamma ray
signal are related to the rock geological properties, gamma ray logging is an alternative
solution that is used in the many cases when direct rock samples (named cores) would
be too difficult or too expensive to retrieve. The geologist’s task then consists in plotting
the well log signals as two-dimensional log charts and to visually inspect them, looking
for curve patterns indicating relevant geological features. However, manually analysing
gamma ray logs is a cumbersome task that requires a considerable amount of expertise
and that could benefit from automation.

The stratigraphic interpretation in focus here consists in identifying two geological
features: sequences, and parasequences. A sequence is a series of genetically related
layers whose limits are defined as a response to a relative decline of the sea level (WAG-
ONER et al., 1990). A sequence is usually identified in a gamma ray log as Gaussian-like
curve having around 100 meters in length. A Gaussian curve in this context correspond
to a log curve having a progressive variation followed by a regressive variation (Figure
6.2c), which correlates with relative changes in sea level. Parasequences, on the other
hand, indicate small cycles of sea level variation within sequences. They are usually
recognized in gamma ray logs as funnel-like curves having around 30 meters in length.
A funnel curve is a well log curve characterized by a fast regressive variation followed
by relatively smooth progressive one (Figure 6.2b). The main point here is that parase-
quences can be seen as parts of sequences. Parasequences form the fragments of the well

log curve of sequences.
As argued about other similar tasks in Geology (SHIPLEY et al., 2013), it is reason-

able to assume that geologists use parasequences as structural components to interpret
sequences. Furthermore, geologists use previously learnt mental models for interpreting
newly presented objects. For instance, the curve pattern associated with a sequence de-
tected in a particular well log may be used as a template for detecting a similar sequence
with a similar curve pattern in a neighbour well. This approach allows us to interpret
the cognitive task of interpreting sequences and parasequences as a task of measuring the
holistic-structural similarity between a learnt prototypical well and the new well.

Having this in mind, we propose an algorithmic solution to well log interpretation.
We have addressed part of the problem already in the past using conceptual spaces (see
FIORINI; ABEL; SCHERER, 2013). However, given the original theory of conceptual
spaces is not clear in how to represent part relations, this aspect was not paid enough
attention. Which is not ideal, given the importance of the part-relation between sequences
and parasequences. Thus, our contribution with this work is that we demonstrate how
the notion of similarity and holistic-structural processing casts a new way of looking at
stratigraphic interpretation.
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Figure 6.2 – A small section of a gamma ray well log with the typical geological features identi-
fied in well log analysis: (a) A 100m section of a gamma ray log; (b) The typical funnel-like curve
pattern for parasequences. The dotted lines indicate an occurrence of a parasequence identified in
the log; (c) The curve pattern for sequences showing a Gaussian curve shape. The dotted line also
indicates an occurrence of a sequence.
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Source: adapted from Fiorini, Abel and Scherer (2013).

In essence, we instantiate Algorithm 1 so that it tries to recognize elements of a set of
sequences and parasequences in a new well log by means of holistic-structural process-
ing. This instantiation has two general assumptions: (a) a conceptual system containing
knowledge about sequences and their parasequences found in a given geological area,
possibly learnt from a set of geographically close well logs; and (b) the new well log to be
interpreted is geographically close and aligned to the ones used to create the conceptual
system. The interpretation strategy has two steps. The first is to extract objects from the
new well log and check whether these are holistically similar to the sequences we want
to find in the new well log (by means of Algorithm 2). The second step is to check if the
parts of the extracted objects are similar to the parasequences determined by each holis-
tically recognized sequences (by means of 3). The result should be a set of recognized
sequences and parasequences in the new signal.

We start by defining a conceptual system for this problem. Let

G = (S,C,K,P)

be a conceptual system for out well log interpretation task. We start by defining which
domains compose the perceptual space Ŝ ∈ S. For the sake of this example, we will
assume the domains ShapeD, LenghtD and PositionD; so that

Ŝ = ShapeD×LenghtD×PositionD.
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The domain ShapeD is a log shape domain, in which the metric measures curve similar-
ity: equal curves have zero distance. The domain LenghtD is a one-dimensional space
representing the curve length (in the depth dimension). The domain, PositionD is a four-
dimensional space representing the global two-dimensional positions of points at both
ends of the curve. Here, position is defined in relation to a global datum. Thus, points
in Ŝ represents different specific shapes of well log curve in different sizes, placed at
different points in the global positioning system.

The set of entities C has some concepts representing the domain. The first concepts
are Parasequence and Sequence. The concept Parasequence is taken here to be a holis-
tic concept, with no parts. Thus, it is a simple subspace of Ŝ. Its properties regions are
not important for this example; we just need to establish its prototype as a typical parase-
quence, which, as described previously, typically consists of a funnel-shaped curve with
around 30 meters in length (e.g. Figure 6.2b).

A Sequence has parts. It consists of a product of its holistic and structure spaces, so
that Sequence = Sequenceh× Sequences has both a holistic and a structure fragment.
The holistic fragment is a subspace of the perceptual space Ŝ. Its internal structure is
not relevant for this example, only its prototype. Similar as we did with parasequences,
let us assume that its prototype is a typical sequence, which corresponds to Gaussian-
shaped curve with around 100 meters (e.g. Figure 6.2c). More importantly, sequences
have parasequences as parts, so we have that the set of part relation P has a function

ρ : Sequence→ τ
Sequence
Parasequence′(Parasequence).

Based on the part relation, we can define the structure space Sequences as the product
space

Sequences =QuantificationD〈ParasequenceQuantity〉×τ
Sequence
Parasequence′(Parasequence),

where QuantificationD〈ParasequenceQuantity〉 denotes a property region within on a
quantification structure domain representing the possible quantity of parasequences in a
sequence. This property represents the possible quantity of parasequences a sequence
might have. The relation τ

Sequence
Parasequence′(Parasequence) represents the actual part relation,

which is materialized as the space Parasequence′ resulting from a projection/filtering
of the space Parasequence, removing information about the domain PositionD. This
relation defines the concept of parasequence-as-a-part-of-sequence.

These concepts are not specific enough for stratigraphic interpretation, as they rep-
resent only general knowledge about sequences and parasequences. The interpretation
task needs case-specific entities in order to function. Thus, given a geological area,
our model presupposes ideal models of the sequences and parasequences present in that
area. Such ideal models correspond to concepts mapping to subregions of Sequence and
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Figure 6.3 – Conceptual model of sequence and parasequence. The position domain in
Parasequence space has been “filtered out” by the dimensional filter (arrow), such that the fil-
tered space takes the place of parasequence in the product space that composes Sequence.
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Parasequence. In a given interpretation task, a new well log will be presented to the
system and its sequences and parasequences will be extracted and compared to the ideal
model through similarity comparison. The similarity between the ideal entities and the
new entities will define the well interpretation.

Let x1
i ∈ X correspond to the gamma log of Well 1 in Figure 6.4. Let us assume an

ideal conceptual model for sequences and parasequences where the prototypes correspond
to the trained objects from x1

i . So,

{S1, · · · ,S4,PS1, · · · ,PS15} ⊂C

and{
κS1 : S1→ Sequence, · · · ,κS4 : S4→ Sequence,

κPS1 : PS1→ Parasequence, · · · ,κPS15 : PS15→ Parasequence

}
⊂ K.
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Figure 6.4 – The two well logs used in the demonstration used here. Well 1: Known gamma
ray well log and interpretation used to guide interpretation. Well 2: new gamma ray log to be
interpreted, with extracted holistic object. Interpretations are roughly based on (WAGONER et
al., 1990).
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Sequences have part relations with parasequences. For instance, the sequence S3 has
parasequences PS9 to PS13 as parts, so we have that

{ρS3
PS9 : S3→ τ

S3
PS9′(PS9), · · · ,ρS3

PS9 : S3→ τ
S3
PS13′(PS13)} ⊂ P.

For instance, sequence S3 would be represented as a conceptual space

S3 = S3h

×QS3× τ
S3
Parasequence′(Parasequence)

×MPS9× τ
S3
PS9′(PS9)×MPS10× τ

S3
PS10′(PS10)×·· ·×MPS13× τ

S3
PS13′(PS13).
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The subspace S3h ⊂ Sequenceh is the holistic space of concept S3. The subspace QS3×
τS3

Parasequence′(Parasequence) is a constrain on the structure space of Sequence that was
inherited through the subsumption relation κS1 : S1→ Sequence. It represents general
information about the parasequences in S3. Finally, the structure space includes config-
uration information (i.e. position) of each of its parasequences, through configuration
properties and a set of filters on each parasequence. The general idea is that the prototype
of p̊ ∈ S3 corresponds to the curve in Well 1. It is important to note that we are taking
S3 to be a region in a conceptual space, where p̊ represent a typical occurrence of S3 in a
given well and other points correspond to other occurrences of S3.

Having the appropriate conceptual system G in place, we can demonstrate an example
of well log interpretation using our holistic-structural algorithm. Let w2

i ∈ X denote the
gamma ray curve in Well 2. We assume all signals in X to be described according to
the same datum. Let H ⊂ C be a set of sequences we want to find in w2

i , so that H =

{S1,S3,S3,S4}. The algorithm starts by calling the holistic processing (P-HOLISTIC)
algorithm, passing the set H and the signal w2

i .
Algorithm P-HOLISTIC starts by operating an unfocused perception on w2

i (line 2 in
Algorithm 2). Considering purely perceptual features (such as abrupt signal changes),
the signal is segmented and the segments are represented as objects in the perceptual
space Ŝ. Let us assume that it extracts the blobs shown in Well 2. These are holistic

sequences, or quasi-sequences, in the sense that they only represent the holistic aspects of
possible sequences being extracted from the signal. All quasi-sequences are returned into
the set O. Assume that the algorithms returns four (i.e., o1,o2,o3,o4) candidate holistic
sequences in O (as seen in Well 2 in Figure 6.4). From this point on, the processing
is straightforward. For each candidate holistic-sequence o ∈ O, the algorithm tests its
similarity against the holistic fragment Ch of each prototypical sequence in C. If the
similarity is high enough (line 6), a subsumption relation is created between them. For
instance, let us take sequences S3 and S4 as example, together with o3 extracted from Well
2. The distance of object o3 to sequence S3 in perceptual space is certainly small enough
to place o3 into the holistic fragment of S3. This is not the case with o3 and S4, given they
are quite far apart in the length and shape domain and thus dissimilar. Nevertheless, just
for the sake of this example, let us assume that o3 was finally categorized as subsumed by
S3 and S4, so that P-HOLISTIC has changed the set H by including the new subsumptions
relations:

{κo3 : o3→ S3, κo3 : o3→ S4} ⊂ K.

Finally, the algorithm returns the objects found (line 11), all of them O holistically classi-
fied. Some of them might fail classification, so that they will be ignored by the structural
processing that follows.
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Figure 6.5 – This figure shows how the structural processing algorithm checks for possible parts
in an object. Object o3 is assumed to be subsumed by S3 and S4 after holistic processing. During
structural processing, the algorithm then tries to find a part of the whole object that corresponds to
a part as described by the supposed subsuming concept. In this example, S3 determines that the
parasequence PS9 would be found in the lowest part of o3. The algorithm tries to perceive a curve
segment in the same position and then check for similarity. In this case, they are clearly similar,
so that oP

m would be categorized as an example of PS9. However, the same does not happen with
S4, as the perceptual object oP

m generated by the attempt of perceiving PS14 is clearly dissimilar
from the later.
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The interpretation algorithm then calls the P-STRUCTURAL algorithm, passing the
set of holistic sequences in O as well as the well log x2

i that is being interpreted. This
algorithm will try to confirm the existence of particular parasequences defined by each
sequence subsuming the objects in O. At the end, we expect to have holistic-structural
comparisons between the sequences that are being interpreted and the sequences present
in the conceptual system. For the sake of this example, let us assume that at line 2 of
P-STRUCTURAL, there only remains o3 still left in O to be processed. So, let o = o3 ∈ O

at line 2. The algorithm then instantiates a temporary copy of the conceptual structure G,
called G′. In line 4, it follows the subsumption relation in K to check what are the super-
concepts of o3. We established in the previous paragraph that o3 is holistically subsumed
S4 and S3, so at line 4 we have that Csuper = {S4,S3}.

First isolating C = S3, the algorithm will in turn isolate its defined parts, which are
PC = {PS9, · · · ,PS13} according to the set of part relations P (and Figure 6.4). The
algorithm then takes each parasequence, its related structure property, and tries to find
each of them perceptually in the signal (lines 8-18). The idea is that having, for instance,
o = o3, C = S3 and CP

M = MPS9× τS3
PS9′(PS9), the algorithm will inspect the visual area

within o3 that would be similar to PS9 if o3 was really corresponding to sequence S3 (see
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Figure 6.6 – In order to decide whether, for instance, o3 ⊂ S3, they have to be compared in the
holistic-structure space of S3. This picture shows a visual depiction of how this is can be done
according to the theory of conceptual spaces. Assume Well 1 corresponds to the prototype point
p̊S3 ∈ S3 and that o3 also corresponds to a point. So, their similarity is given by a function of
their metric distance in holistic and structure spaces (in the support space of S3). If they are close
enough so that o3 falls within the property regions of S3, then o3 is said to be included in S3
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Figure 6.5). The inspection consists in projecting that part of the signal as a configured
perceptual object oP

m and in checking if it is included in S3. A visual inspection in Well
1 (Figure 6.4) shows that the lower portion of S3 corresponding to the parasequence PS9
is similar to the well curve in the lower portion of o3. In this case, oP

m is included as part
of o with respect to the concept S3. More specifically, the auxiliary conceptual system G′

gets the new SP9-like parasequence denoted by op (line 15), which is subsumed by SP9
(line 16) and mapped as part of o, in this case, o3 (line 17).

After that all sequences defined by C = S3 have been searched in the curve and clas-
sified, the sequence o3 has all possible detected parts according to S3 represented as part
relation in P′. Thus, at this point, the sequence o3 has holistic and structural fragments
(Figure 6.6). The algorithm then tests whether o3 is embedded in the prototypical se-
quence S3 (line 20). The metric used in this case here is a distance of the holistic and
structural metrics (Figure 6.6). Since this is the case in this example, then the temporary
conceptual system G′ becomes the present conceptual system (with all new entities and
relations), and the subsumption link between o3 and S3 is reinforced (line 22).
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The algorithm advances for the next candidate concept to o3 in Csuper, which is S4 in
this example. As before, the algorithm isolates its defined parts, e.g. PC = {PS14,PS15},
then takes each part, its related structure property, and tries to find each of them perceptu-
ally in the signal (lines 8 to 17). If o = o3, C = S4 and CP

M = MPS14×τS4
PS14′(PS14), then

the algorithm inspects the visual area within o3 that should be similar to PS14 if o3 was
really corresponding to e sequence S4 (see Figure 6.5). Again, the inspection consists
in projecting that part of the signal as a configured perceptual object oP

m and in checking
its similarity to C = S4. Another visual inspection in Well 1 (Figure 6.4) shows that the
lower portion of S4 does not correspond to the same well curve of the lower portion of
o3. In this case, oP

m is not included as part of o with respect to the concept S4 (lines 14 to
18 are skipped). This implies that at least one part of o3 is not similar enough to a part of
S4 (the parasequence PS13, in this case) to be included as part of o3 as subconcept of S4.

If a part fails to be found, as in the previous case, the object o, in this case, object o3,
would have a missing part when participating in the holistic-structural comparison with
S4. In this example, it is expected that the metric and the threshold used are restrictive
enough to avoid this classification.

When the structural processing runs on all holistic objects, we expect as a result, a
set of holistic-structural objects corresponding to the sequences in Well 2, interpreted
according the entities learnt according to Well 1. The general idea is that any ambigu-
ous classification generated in holistic processing of the wells is ironed out in structural
processing.

6.4 Summary and final remarks

Our objective in this chapter was to demonstrate that the notions of holistic-structure
spaces contribute to the solution of problems in specific domains. There are many ways
in which to use holistic-structure spaces to specify problem-solving algorithms. In this
chapter, we have shown a particular example of how these could be used effectively for
stratigraphic interpretation.

As we suggested at the introduction of this chapter, the interpretation algorithm can
find application in problems and situations where object recognition and classification
might benefit from similarity information of parts and wholes. Apart from the applica-
tion we already discussed in Section 5.7, there other possible applications of this frame-
work. For instance, take robot self-localization techniques based on particle filtering (e.g.
THRUN et al., 2001). In brief, this technique includes a step where a series of “parti-
cles” are generated, representing possible positions in which the robots could located in
a known map; then testing how close they correspond to the actual location of the robot.
This is done by simulating the perceptual input as if it the robot was positioned where a
particle is and then matching the simulation with the actual data perceived by the robot.
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If they are similar enough, the position of the particle is elected as a possible position
of the robot, since they are “seeing the same things”. Similarity is usually calculated
by comparing a set of low-level features extracted from the robot sensors and from the
simulation, or even directly comparing simulated and actual sensor values. Eventually,
a great number of features and particles have to be matched, which is computationally
costly. Our algorithm could speed up this process by bringing the similarity comparison
a step up in the semantic ladder. For example, rather than simply comparing sensor data,
the technique could include a step of object recognition in the simulated and actual sen-
sor data and compare recognized objects in a conceptual space. If the simulated objects
are similar to the actual seen object, the particle corresponds to the position of the robot.
More importantly, each matching between a simulated particle and the robot could be
done first in the holistic space, and only the more encouraging matches going to more
detailed structural similarity comparison. The speedup could come from the need to use
less particles to disambiguate the position of a robot (given the higher semantic content of
the matching) and from the use of simpler holistic matching to discard particles that are
outright implausible, saving more plausible particles for further processing.

Other possible applications include face recognition, where both holistic and struc-
tural information determinant, and recognition and classification of sequential data. For
instance, recognizing if and how two audio files are similar include measuring similarity
between the whole aspect of the audio and also comparing the individual parts to check
how similar they overlap. This is particularly interesting to detect plagiarism in music,
for instance.

The algorithm has a series of limitations. First, it is not able to process holistic and
structure features in parallel; holistic processing occurs before structural processing and
determines the results of the later. It would be interesting to have an algorithm without this
restriction, in such a way that both holistic and structural processing could determine each
other. For instance, it would be interesting to allow the recognition of a part of an object
to trigger holistic processing. Another (related) limitation is that the user have to indicate
what are the concepts and objects that will be used in classification. This input can be
seen as a sort of conceptual attention, which isolates part of its conceptual system to be
used for classification. However, the algorithm does not have any control mechanism to
refocus this attention, if needed. We believe such algorithm would need more research in
how attention and memory can be orchestrated with holistic-structural processing.



7 CONCLUSION

Connecting computers to reality is a challenging task. It involves linking data struc-
tures to recurrent patterns of sensory information. Perhaps the biggest obstacle to over-
come is the different nature of the many levels of information representation, starting
from raw sensory input, up to symbolic information. Creating the bridge over this seman-
tic gap involves two separate problems: the processing challenge and the representation
challenge. The former deals with the mechanisms necessary to transform information
from sensory input up to conceptual structures. The later deals with how to represent the
information needed for those mechanisms, in such a way that the link from lower to upper
levels of representation is kept. For instance, computer vision systems frequently have to
deal with the semantic gap when implementing object recognition or classification. Ob-
ject recognition involves processing pixel data (e.g. images), extracting segments of the
original data and interpreting them as being a member of a concept or a specific object.
The interpretation mechanism involves a step where sets of pixels are mapped to character
strings denoting the recognized object or concept. The semantic gap between these pixels
and strings makes the processing difficult, ad hoc and cumbersome. The main motivation

of this thesis is to address this gap.
There are many ways to address the semantic gap in computers (FIORINI; ABEL,

2010). However, when looking at how humans do it, there is a particular aspect not well
addressed in computational approaches, namely, similarity. Processes involved in the
cognition of object recognition and classification involve similarity comparisons between
conceptual structures and the perceptual input. For instance, humans recognize that a
newly seen object as an apple by measuring the similarity between the newly seen ob-
ject and the mental representation of an apple; if they are similar enough, the object is
classified as an apple. Peter Gärdenfors suggests a framework of how represent similar-
ity between conceptual representations of such entities, namely, the theory of conceptual
spaces (GÄRDENFORS, 2000), which is the background theory of this thesis. However,
the cognition of object recognition involves another important set of mechanisms: holis-
tic and structural processing (PEISSIG; TARR, 2007). These two processes articulate
the interpretation of perceived entities from a holistic (whole) point of view and from a
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structural (part) point of view. They essentially implement part-whole reasoning in recog-
nition. As we have reviewed in this thesis, whilst computer systems do implement part-
whole reasoning, they do not integrate these mechanisms with similarity. We argue that
such integration would be beneficial in addressing the semantic gap in computers, since
both similarity and holistic-structural processing provide a way of comparing similarity
between parts and wholes, which cannot be easily done in symbolic and subconceptual
levels. In this thesis, we leverage the representation power of conceptual spaces in order to
provide the similarity-based representation framework that can bridge the semantic gap.
However, conceptual spaces theory do not support representation of parts and wholes.
Providing this support constitutes the main specific motivation driving this work.

This thesis has three main sets of contributions: the theory (Chapter 4), the formu-

lation (Chapter 5) and the algorithm (Chapter 6). Since they are relatively independent
from each other, we shall review the main contributions of each set separately.

7.1 The Theory

Chapter 4 presents the main contribution of this thesis: a concept representation the-

ory that provides a new view on representation of parts, wholes and their relations in

computer systems. The core proposal of the theory consists of representing the relation-
ship between wholes and parts in conceptual spaces as products of their holistic properties
and the relevant properties of their parts. Also, we define structural properties that qual-
ify the relation between part and whole. This product lays in a special conceptual space
formed by the product of holistic and structure spaces, which are the main epistemolog-
ical constructs of our representation. The relation between the conceptual space of the
whole and the part is also mediated by dimensional filters, which can filter out properties
of the part that are not relevant for the whole.

This set of constructs allowed relating and contrasting our theory with other aspects
of part relations. We argue that structure and holistic spaces can represent the two main
types of part relation identified in linguistics, namely complex and collective relations.
We argue that both types can be differentiated by how we define the structural properties
governing specific part relations. We also show how the context representation mecha-
nism of conceptual spaces (i.e. giving weights to domains in the similarity comparison)
allows us to represent situations where there are contextual shifts in structural similarity,
such as when certain parts are more relevant than others in similarity comparison. We
also relate our theory with common representation issues in part relation representation.
We argue that the part relation is not inherently transitive, such that our theory takes part
as a perceived direct relation between the part and the whole. By this way and by the
instrument of dimensional filters, we show we can avoid transitive closure problems in
wholes containing many complex parts.
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To our knowledge, no framework addresses the issue of representation of similarity
between parts and wholes from a similar point of view. In one side, symbolic level ap-
proaches are too brittle to combine part-relations with similarity relations. On the other
side, subconceptual approaches do not address the issue from the conceptual point-of-
view; rather, they generally tend to be too specific about how to solve the issue. We
believe the theory could complement symbolic approaches by providing a better ground-
ing to them; and associationist approaches by providing a sort of “conceptual scaffolding”
in which they can be organized. More specifically, the theory provide some of the basic

principles needed to understand and bridge the semantic gap in computer systems that

have to interpret sensor data, such as in robotics and intelligent systems in natural do-
main. Yet, the theory is agnostic to what technology is to be used to implement such
principles as holistic and structural similarity. This is why, we believe, this theory is main
contribution of this thesis.

In Chapter 4, we also delve even deeper in the recurrent ontological issues of part
relation. While dealing with ontology is a secondary objective of this thesis, we believe
that the theory might provide a background theory to connect the theory of qualities and
the theory of parts. We informally demonstrate this by discussing how our theory would
provide the background for Guarino’s (2013) mereological theory of qualities in formal
ontology. In general, we believe the theory is a step in the direction of having more
influence of cognitive phenomena in part-whole representation. Simons (2006) rises this
issue by claiming that research in mereology should put begin to less emphasis in algebra
and more emphasis on how the different domains deal with part relations. We believe that,
by bringing up more cognition to this discussion, we help to achieve the goal of having
more effective part-relation representation frameworks.

Finally, in Chapter 4, we provide a sketch of how holistic and structure spaces could
be used in a cognition-inspired object interpretation algorithm. This is just a first step in
developing a general algorithm that could implement full holistic and structural process-
ing as they happen in cognition, using holistic and structure spaces. We come back to this
issue in the following sections.

Finally, this theory is a general contribution to Conceptual Spaces. Conceptual spaces
are showing promising applications in artificial systems, ranging from robotics to soft-
ware integration. Until now, even if some works touch on the issue, the representation of
part relations in conceptual spaces was still an open problem. We believe this might have
happened mainly because, given the cognitive bias of conceptual spaces, any sounding
extension to the theory also requires some grounding in cognition. This grounding was
lacking in reference to part relations. By investigating how processes like similarity and
holistic-structural processing interact in cognition, we were able to produce a sound the-
ory of how the information supporting these processes can be represented in conceptual
spaces. As such, we believe intelligent applications employing conceptual spaces will
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benefit from our approach when there is a need to represent part-relations. The work of
Chella, Frixione and Gaglio (1997) is a typical example. The authors represent knowl-
edge about part relations uniquely as predicates in the symbolic level. We believe our
approach could be a way of providing cognitive semantics to these predicates. It could
allowing for more processing about part relations to take place in the lower levels of the
cognitive architecture, possibly lowering the chance of interpretation errors rising to the
symbolic level.

7.2 The Formulation

In Chapter 5, we propose a metric spaces formulation of the theory. It is by no means
definitive or unique, but we believe it captures the main notions of the theory in a plausible
mathematical framework, making it more amenable to computer implementations. Thus,
the main contribution of the formulation is this: a formal mathematical representation

framework for holistic and structure spaces.
The formulation derives from early work by Aisbett and Gibbon (2001b), where they

propose a formulation for conceptual spaces based on metric spaces and the betweenness
relation. We fork their base axioms to propose that conceptual spaces are result of product

spaces of other conceptual spaces. More specifically, we propose that conceptual spaces
are products of holistic and structure spaces represented as metric spaces. The main twist
in this formulation is that we define a specific product of metric spaces that can preserve
the betweenness relation of the operating conceptual. So, for instance, if the topology
of the colour domain dictates that green is between yellow and blue, then product space
of the colour domain and other domains that form the conceptual spaces of car should
preserve this topology, such that a green car is between a yellow car and a blue car.

We employ product spaces to formalize part relation. The driving ideas is that part
relation is a betweenness-preserving morphism from the product space representing the
whole to the result of the dimensional filtering of the part concept. Thus, we first define
what a dimensional filter is in terms of metric spaces. We specify dimensional filter
as a composition of two projections that can generate a “subspace” of a concept in a
conceptual space, such that filtered concept might have fewer dimensions and points than
the original concept, but with betweenness preserved. Part relation is then a betweenness-
preserving mapping from the whole to the filtered part concept. This structure of relations
as basis to define holistic and structure spaces. A structure space is then the fragment of
the conceptual spaces of a whole that is mapped to conceptual spaces of the parts through
part relation morphisms, plus domains defining structure properties. A holistic space
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is the complementary fragment of the conceptual space of the whole. The important
contribution of this scheme of relations and space is to clarify how the topology of the
part spaces behave when operated to form the whole. This is particularly important when
developing computer system that implements the theory.

As we discussed in Chapter 5, the formulation could be used as a framework to orga-
nize the architecture of computer systems that need to interpret part relations in perceptual
information, such as computer vision systems. The notion of quality domains as metric
spaces essentially standardize the topological structure of the output space of subconcep-
tual mechanisms, such as signal processing algorithms. Thus, our formulation could serve
as a tool to combine and organize low-level perceptual system into a conceptual represen-
tation with more embedded meaning. Ultimately, this formulation gives the mathematical
framework to articulate the outputs of these perceptual systems.

7.3 The Algorithm

Chapter 6 presents the last major contribution of this thesis: an object interpretation

algorithm that instantiate holistic and structural processing in holistic-structure spaces.
This algorithm is intended to serve as a blueprint to implement actual object interpretation
systems in computer systems applied to specific domains.

Chapter 6 starts by using the constructs based on metric spaces of the formulation to
define a conceptual system, a collection of sets containing concepts and objects defined as
metric spaces to be used by an algorithm. The conceptual system also contains two types
of relations between entities: part relations, as defined in Chapter 5; and subsumption
relations. We define subsumption relations as betweenness-preserving mappings between
entities in the conceptual system, such as concepts and objects. It implements the general
notion of taxonomic relation present in conceptual modelling. This conceptual system,
while simple, presents itself as a separate contribution of that chapter. It could be used
with any other algorithm or representation framework implementing the ideas present in
this thesis.

Later we specify the actual object interpretation algorithm. The input of this algorithm
is a conceptual system and a signal. The output is the same conceptual system containing
entities perceived in the signal. The algorithm is essentially the orchestration of two mod-
ules. The holistic interpretation module implements the holistic processing strategy by
segmenting and extracting blobs of perceptual data (called perceptual objects) from the
input signal, representing them as points in the underlying conceptual space and finally
matching them against the holistic space of each entity in the conceptual system. These
perceptual objects are expected to be objects perceived in the signal. Since holistic in-
terpretation can generate ambiguous classifications for the perceptual objects, the object
interpretation algorithm subsequently engages the structural interpretation algorithm on
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the holistically-classified perceptual objects. Structural interpretation focus the percep-
tual attention within each object and tries to extract and interpret parts of the holistically-
classified object present in the signal. When all possible parts have been found, the struc-
tural algorithm measures similarity of the complete perceptual object (with holistic and
structural properties) to entities in the conceptual system. Classification (or recognition)
is achieved if this complete perceptual object falls within the properties of a given entity
in the conceptual model.

One of the main interesting aspects of the algorithm is that it establishes a clear inter-
face between conceptual structures and subconceptual structures, mainly through primi-
tive functions that can interpret low-level data and output them as points in a perceptual
space, which is then used in the interpretation process.

We believe the algorithm could instantiated in any computer system that needs to
interpret sensory data, where similarity and part relations have an important role. To ex-
emplify how this instantiation could be done, we take an important object recognition task
of Petroleum Geology as a use case. We describe domain knowledge in terms of holistic
and structural spaces and assume some perceptual primitives fit for the task. Finally, we
also briefly describe how it could be applied in robotics and other domains.

We believe this algorithm is a first step in developing a more sophisticate holistic-
structural processing algorithm. We discuss more about the next steps in the following
section.

7.4 Open issues and future work

Whereas we believe this work contribute with answers to some questions, we also
believe it bring about some new ones.

The first practical aspect is that the proposed formulation in Chapter 5 does not for-
malize every aspect of the theory in Chapter 4, such as context and types of part-relations.
Some of these issues could easily be solved (such as context), but others require more
work to be addressed properly (such as part types).

The second aspect relates to processing. In Chapter 1, we bring object recognition as
our main motivation and argue that it is a processing and a representation challenge. That
is, any representation, to be effective, must have an attached processing scheme. We only
provide an outline of how such scheme could look like in relation to holistic and structure
spaces in Section 4.8. More work is necessary in order to provide a more general, yet
more formal, processing scheme for our theory. Such enterprise would certainly require
further investigation on the role of attention and memory in holistic-structural processing.
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Part relations and taxonomic relations are tightly related (TVERSKY; HEMENWAY,
1984). Yet we do not fully address how this relation is reflected in our framework. Part of
the problems lays within conceptual spaces itself. For instance, it is still an open problem
how to represent taxonomic relation between concepts in which the more specific concept
have properties in many more specific domains than the generic concept. This problem
is more acute when it is assumed, as we did, that certain concepts are represented in
distinct conceptual spaces, with different sets of domains. For instance, a car has typically
four distinct seats, but it can also have six distinct seats and still be a car. So, the latter
category must have more domains corresponding to the added seats. In Chapter 6, we
suggested an initial approach to the problem, which involved betweenness-preserving
mappings between conceptual spaces of the related concepts. Nevertheless, more research
is needed in order to address this issue.

In Section 1.4, we mention certain topics that are close, but not exactly in the scope
of this thesis. One of them relate to the problem of mapping between the conceptual
construct this thesis proposes (i.e. structure and holistic spaces) and structures in adja-
cent representation levels, namely the symbolic and the subconceptual level. Conceptual
spaces already answers that question in a broad sense. Our theory should provide ground-
ing for semantics of part-whole predicates in symbolic level and structure subconceptual
processing of stimuli. However, it is still an open problem how the specifics of this map-
ping could work. We believe part of the answer could come by investigating how formal
ontologies founded on conceptual spaces (such as DOLCE and UFO) deal with part-
relations. Previously, it was not clear how they would their theories about part-relation
could reflect to relation between quality structures in the conceptual level. Now, this the-
sis shed some light in how this could be done, taking a recent proposal by Guarino (2013)
on quality fields as a connecting point between levels. However, more work is neces-
sary, particularly regarding how reasoning dynamics in symbolic level affects conceptual
structures.

Gärdenfors (2000) propose conceptual spaces as a model to cognition. We do not
claim our theory can hold the same place. However, we hope it still can bring some new
insights in the research of holistic and structural processing. For a start, it is clear more
research is needed in how similarity interacts with those two processes in more complex
objects. In particular, our work requires that variations in the qualities of the wholes
should also affect the qualities of the parts, and vice-versa. Is there a correlation between
the degree of similarity of two objects in their holistic space and in their structure space?
There are questions that would need further research in cognition in order to be answered.

Finally, the holistic-structural processing algorithm proposed in Chapter 6 is just a first
step in the development of a more complete processing scheme. More work is needed in
order to fully evaluate the efficacy of holistic-structure spaces as tools for representing
concepts in computer systems. As it stands now, the algorithm proposed in Chapter 6
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is relatively simple. For instance, it would be interesting to examine if both holistic and
structural processing could run independently, in parallel. As they stand now, their execu-
tion is serial, with structural processing serving as a filter for holistic processing results.
In order to parallelize them, more research work is needed to understanding how experts
articulate their attention, memory and recognition in order to solve a given task. On a
more general note, it would be also interesting to evaluate the notion of having holistic-
structure spaces as blueprints for creating neural networks that are able to process parts
and wholes.

Finally, we believe this work adds relevant contributions to the state of the art in
concept representation in computer systems. We also have confidence that this thesis
opens interesting venues of research in the area.
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